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ft is not easy within the limits of a paper, even one that has exceeded the

I rules for length, to offer a convincing synthesis of so important and
Icomplicated a history as that of the Poor Clares. The most we can do is
try to restate the results of the research, which has been gready enriched in
the past twenty years by the number of contributions as well as the broader
view taken by historians. The record of the beginnings has been made
sufficiently clear by now. fu scholars have stressed, there is no warrant for
any interpretation that would take such a varied and many-faceted
phenomenon, which cannot be boiled down exclusively to Franciscan
minority, and reduce it to a strictly uniform set of raits. Through a more
careful examination of existing documents, they have reconstructed the
painful effort on the part of the Clarian movement to affirm and defend its
identity until its neo-monastic stabilization as the second branch of the
Order's threefold family.

Such clarification became possible when the story of Clare and San
Damiano was read Sand interpreted in the wider context of the Italian and
European women's religious movement, and when scholars succeeded in

'The author provided us with an updated version of her article in
December 2008. The additions to her original publication are indicated with a bold
font throughout, and were translated by Michael Blastic. We are grateful to
Professor Romagnoli for allowing us to publish a translation of her updated research.
The Editor.
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identifring two different levels and keeping them distinct, even though they
are complementary. On the one hand, we have the explicit testimony of the
first Damianites in its original meaning and profoundly spiritual morives.
On the other, there are all the cultural, ecclesiological and social questions
raised by the experience itself, questions that mark the evolution and success
of the Order of Poor Clares in a decisive manner. One misunderstanding
must be avoided. The Clare event was unique, to be sure, and if we
measured all later developments against the reality of San Damiano, we
would inevitably remain trapped in the now obsolete historical framework
that speala of 'decadence' or 'betrayal' of the primitive charism. The two
levels do interact in dialectic fashion, and as soon as Clare's religious choice
became public, or at least as soon as she began to have companions, she
herself had to face the problem of the concrete and external influences of
her world, of the mentality of her time. Yet it is undeniable that the
Damianite proprium remained a constant to refer to in any plan for
reforming the Order, if not otherwise as a model or ideal reference point.
The fact that the monastic stamp imprinted on women's Franciscanism was
institutionally crystallized did not limit its great religious and cultural
vitality, despite, or perhaps thanks to hard-won reforms. It is precisely in
this area that new and importafit areas of research can open up. Much still
remains to be explored on the cultural presence of Poor Clares-mystics,
hagiographers, historians and poets-whose texts are now re-emerging,
pages of great writers such as Catherine Vigri of Bologna or Camilla Battista
Varano. But besides these 'high' figures, monastic funds and archives can
still recover for us evidence of a feminine self-awareness which, although in
a more subdued and hidden way, was able to find within the convent walls
new opportunities for expression and communication.

I. The Birth of the Second Order and the Search For An Identity

1. Preliminary Reruarks

The origins and early expansion of the Order of Saint Clare are part
of the vast religious movement that affected the West from the rwelfth to
the fourteenth centuries, and they should be reconsidered as such. As a locus
for historians, the very notion of a movement, beginning with Grundmann's
studies,' signals a major renewal in the sensibility and religious attitudes

'For general background, a fundamental work is still that of H.
Grundmann, Religiiise Bewegungen im. Mittelaber, (Berlin 1935) [Religious Moaem.ents
in the Middle Ages. Notre Dam.e, IN: Notre Dame Uniaersity Press, 19951. But see also I.
Magli, Gli uomTni della penitenza. Lineamenti antropologici dtl Mtdioeao italiano (Milan:
F. Muzio, 1977,2"" ed.). The original paper was presented before publication of the
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emerging from the deep veins of European society in the centuries following
the first millenium. A growing critical awareness, an eagerness for autonomy
and participation came to fruition in the political initiatives of urban and

rural communities. On a religious level this expressed itself in a need to
rethink the whole process of incarnating the Christian message. These
upheavals, related to the profound changes taking place, ran up and down
the whole society. They cut across all social classes: the dominant classes of
the landed aristocrary and the nobility, the emerging groups in the cities,

bourgeois and merchants, but also the lower and less well-off classes in the
community. Thus the penitential movement did not connote class in the
strict sense, even though under differing social and environmental
conditions it expressed itself differently. It gave rise to a variety of
experiences, freely and spontaneously organized, sometimes in lively
dialogue, but in heretical circles also in open protest against church
instirutions and in conflict with them.' Yet beyond significant differences in
motives, styles and forms of life, the deeper unitary thrust of the penitential
phenomenon \tras undeniable. It was a call to an exigent and rigorous
preaching of the gospel, to the banner of poverty, to care for one's neighbor,
to the apostolate. It was a search for Christian authenticity in which the laity
demanded consistency and greater commitment on the part of the church
hierarchy, while feeling themselves personally and directly bound.

One of the most characteristic and innovative features of the
religious movement \Mas the widespread participation of women. A very
large number of women were won over by the new ideas and took an active

role in experimenting with new forms of religious presence. They also took
part in the original development of devotional and pious practices centered

on the cult of the Eucharist, on love for the poor Christ contemplated in the
nakedness of the crib and the sufferings of the passion, in a form of
meditation that was chiefly a participation in his sorrowful humanity and an

identification with it.n

This situation also represents a significant break with the past. In
the early Middle Ages, the only special religious rule available to women was

Atti del Convegno Clara claris praeclara, in Conaiaium ,4sisiense 6 (2004) l-558, which
I was unable to-take into account in the present study.

'For an overview of the entire subject, see R. Manselli, Il secolo XII: religione

popolare ed eresia (Rome: Istituto storico del Medioevo), 1983.
*Caroline Walker B1mum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast Tlte Religioous Signtficanu

of Food to Medieual Women (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1987). For
the sheer amount of material used and for its interpretive riches, this book far
exceeds its tide and represents a powerful summary of late medieval feminine piety.
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that for nuns.t Similar to the nuns were the canonesses, who had first
appeared in the Carolingian era. They enjoyed greater autonomy and were
subject to a less rigid and binding regular discipline. Quite rare, on the other
hand, were the anchoresses, who lived a solitary eremitic life in cells near the
monasteries. In the rwelfth century this radical choice was still regarded with
some hesitation by church authorities, who kept tryrng to direct the
anchoresses to monastic communities.n Women's monasticism, which
flourished in the seventh and eighth centuries, after sporadic earh
experiments, remained a strongly elitist phenomenon, essentially linked to
growth of the upper nobility. Women's monasteries, subject to the
Benedictine Rule, \rere almost always of a family nature.' They were
founded chiefly at the initiative of some noble family, which would endow
the monasterfr pick the abbess, and send their daughters there to be
educated until they either married or stayed there perrnanently as nuns.
Some monasteries were founded by queens or princesses, who, as in the case
of Radegund,* were able in this way to avoid an unhappy marriage or live in
digty as widows. Some of the early medieval abbesses were powerful
women whom people listened to. Women's monasteries were cultural
centers and an important presence in a region. Yet, at least until the
eleventh centrrfr the foundations always remained few in number and quite
limited in the number of nuns. The most powerful Order of Cluny founded
a single monastery for women, Marcigny (1061), which was also reserved
exclusively for members of the upper nobility. It did represent one novelry:
beyond politics and family, vocations were tested for genuineness and for an

tFor general background, see the entry by G. Lunardi, "Benedettine," in
Dizianario degli Istitati de perfezione lUzionario degli Istiruti d,i Perfezianel I (Rome:
Paoline, 1974) 1222-1248; J. Leclercq, "Il monachesimo femminile nei secoli KI e
)OII," in Mouirnento religiaso femminile e francescanesimo nel secolo XIII. Ani del WI
Conaegno internnzionale.,4ssisi, 11-13 ottobre 1979 (Assisi: Sede dell'Istituto, 1980), 63-
99; E. Pisztorr "fl monachesimo femminile," in Eadem, Donne e sa.nte. Stadi .ralla
religiositi femm.inile nel Medio Eao (Religione e societi. Storia della Chiesa e dei
movimenti cattolici, 37), Rome 2000, 2l-63.

osee E. Pisztor, "L'eremitismo femminile (secoli )il-)(fy)," in Maaim.ento
re ligiose femminile, 65 -9 6.

'For the legislation of female monasteries prior to the nrle of Clare,
with whom a new epoch is opened, consult, Regole monna.fiicbe femminile, ed.
L. Cremaschi & E. Bianchi (Turin: Einaudi,2003).

tThe 
case of the sixth-century Frankish queen Radegund, daughter-in-law

of Clovis and wife of Clotaire I, is representative. See C. Leonardi, "Baudonivia la
biografa," Medioeao alfem.minile (Rome-Bari 1989), 35-M; P. Santorelli, "Tra viaggio
e clausura: il caso di Radegonda," in Donne in aiaggio. Viaggto religioso, politico,
m.etaforico, ed. M.L. Silvestre - A Valerio (Rome-Balri 1999),64-73.
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ability to submit to a particularly severe discipline with regard to enclosure,

whose observance was strictly overseen by the abbot of Cluny.'

The twelfth century also marked an important turning point in the
history of women's monasticism with the foundation of institutes created

expressly for women."' These \^/ere characterized by their great rigor and

strict enclosure. In France there were Fontewault (1100) and the Paraclete
(1129-1131). In England, at Sempringham in Lincolnshire, Gilbert gathered

together seven women in a monastery of which he assumed leadership
(1131)." Heloise, the learned abbess of the Paraclete, wrote to Abelard
asking him for a new rule, one that could be adapted to the needs of her
nuns better than the Benedictine Rule." The origin of Fontewault is <lf

particular interest, since Saint Robert of Arbrissel was prompted by necessity

to find a suitable arrangement for the many women who had begun to
follow his itinerant preaching." In the beginning the community took in
virgins, married women and widows, and even converted prosdrutes. This
democratization of recruitment did not last long. The disciplinary needs

responsible for the monastery's foundation, rescuing women from the perils
of the street, won out over the founding spirit of the new monastic
community. All too soon, even at Fontewault, the usual social hierarchies

formed again with the establishment of separate communities.

Also of note was the growing number of women's houses affiliated
with men's orders, either pre-existing or of recent foundation, such as the

'On the foundation of Marcigny, see H.EJ. Cowdrey, "Two Studies in
Cluniac History (1049-1126)," in Studi Gregoriani per la storia della "libertas Ecclesiae,"

ed. A.M. Stickler (Rome 1978), 170-7 5.

"'Naissance et fonctionnem.ent de rdseante manastiques et canonicazr /CERCOR
Travaux et recherchei, 1;, St. Etienne 1991; Doppelkliister and and.erc Formsn der

Symbiose m.rinnlicher und. weiblicher Religiosen im. Mittelaber, ed K. Elm - M. Parisse

(Berlin: Berliner Historische Studien, 1992), 18.

"D. Knowles, "Gilbertini e Gilberto di Sempringham," in Dizionario d'egli

Istituti di Perfezione N, Rome 1977, 1178 and 1183; Tlte Book of S1-G1!tert, ed. R'
Foreville - G. K"it, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), 3L-37; R Foreville,
"Naissance d'un ordre double: l'ordre de Sempringham," in Naissance et

fonctionnem.ent, I 63 -7 4.

"Abelard, Storia delle m,ie d.isgrazie- Lettere d'amare di Abelardo e Eloisa,lett'
\{ (Milan lg74),159-90. For this 1ett6r, seeJ.T. Muckle, "TheLettgr of-Heloise on

Religious Life and Abelard's First Reply," Medieaal Studies 17 (1955) 2+l-81'
t'R. Niederct, Robert d'Arbrissel et les origines d'e l'Ordre de Forcteara'aht

(Rodez 1952); J. Dalarun, L'impossible saintet|- La aie retrouztie de Robert d'Arbrissel,
(Paris 1985);'J.-Dalarun, Robert^d'Arbrissel fondateur de Fontearaud, (Paris 1986); J'M'
ili"rro"rrrr, ;'6rigines et 6volution au XII-" siEcle de la mixtit6 d'un ordre double:
Fontewaud," in Naissances et fonctionnen ent, 6l'7 9.
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Carthusians, Cistercians, Premonstratensians or Canons Regular.'* fuide
from the differences in affiliation, the rype of tife led in these monasteries
was quite similar." Given the fraility of their sex, a strictly enclosed life was
suited to women, and the nun's chief service was that of prayer. Compared
to the early Middle Ages, where dispensations had been rather frequent and
were given especially to protect the nuns' physical safety,'n in general there
was greater supervision regarding obseryance of the enclosure," which in the
mrelfth century becomes the inevitable feature of women's monastic life.

V"ry soon, however, the orders were faced with the problem of the
rapid growth of the women's houses. To the church's traditional misogyny
and the perception that being too close might endanger the vow of chastiry,
were added organizational problems no less important.'* For this reason the
men's branches, which were supposed to provide the clerics required for the
spiritual direction and sacramental needs of the women, as well as see to the
administration of their goods, tried ro set some limits. At a chapter of L228,
the Cistercians, following the example of the Premonstratensians (1198)''
forbade the establishment of new women's monasteries of their order."'

'The birth of the Premonstratensian nuns presents certain analogies with
Fontewault. These were women who had been won over by the preaihing of
Norbert of Xanten and wished to share the life of the Canons Regular of Premontr6.
Hence there were double monasteries, with a noable increase of women, until this
was halted in 1198.

t'Unlike the other orders, the Carthusian nuns of Pr6bayon, whose origin
dates from around the middle of the trvelfth century in Provence, were semi-
eremitic. See A Carthusian Nun, "Certosine," in Dizionario d.egli Istituti di Perfezione
II (Rome: Edizioni Paoline, 1975,773-75.

'oln the early Middle Ages, enclosure, in the sense of creating an inviolable
space, was justified by theological reasons, but also by the practical need to protect
women's lives and bodies at a time in history characterized by political anarchy and
violence. See. J. Tibbetts Schulenburg "strict Active Enclosure and Its Effects on the
Female Monastic Experience (ca. 500-1100)," in Medieaal Religious Wom.en, ed. J.A.
Nichols - L.T. Shank, (Kalamazoo: Cisterician Publications, 1984), 51-86.

'J. Leclercq, "Clausura," in Dizionario degli Istituti di PerJ'ezione,II (Rome:
Edizioni Paoline, 197 5, 1 166-1 1 83.

"See M. De Fontette, Les religieuses i l'kge classique du droit canon (Paris
te67).

"On M"y 13, 1198, Pope Innocent III confirmed the decision of the
general chapter of the Premonstratlnsians: "Finally, you are not bound to accept any
sister or conaersa." Die Register Innocenz' III, ed. O. Hageneder - A. Haidacher (Graz-
Cologne 1964), 286-87,n. I 98.

'"More precisely, it provided that a monastery to be founded, if it wished to
adopt the Cistercian Institutes, it would enjoy neither spiritual care nor visitation.
For the statute passed by the abbots who adhered to Citeaux in 1228, see J. M.
Canivez, Statata capitulorum. generalium ordinis ciaerciensis, II (Louvain 1934), 68,
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The traditional monastic orders were simply unable to absorb the
growing pressure from women, and so there was an increasing disparity
between requests and the limited number of admissions to institutional
religious life. But the formation of spontaneous communities, which were
trying to live a religious life apart from obedience to a rule or recognized
religio, cannot be explained solely in terms of a surplus of resources or a

scarcity of structures. As Edith P6sztor has written, the reasons for the
emergence of the women's religious movement are more diverse and
complex. They are rooted in a different spiritual sensibility, one that could
not be fully satisfied by monasticism, even the more ascetic and rigorous
type offered by the reformed orders. Living the Gospel, a desire to imitate
the poor Christ literally, necessitated the pursuit of newer forms of
commitment and independent searching for a relationship with God.'' A
new spirituality also called for new ways of living and imagining it.

Definite signs of unrest and growing ferment in this area were not
lacking. We have already mentioned the women who followed the itinerant
preachers. With some embarrassment these had tried to find a suitable
arrangement for the many women who were ready to share their choice of
the "apostolic life" in poverty and penance." Equally significant was the
large number of women who belonged to the heretical movements.

Probably favoring this was the possibility that opened up to them of
performing functions such as preaching, traditionally denied by the
institutional hierarchy." Nor should we fail to mention the significant

num. 16. On the position of the Cistercians, see K. Elm, "Le donne negli ordini
religiosi dei secoli-)([l e XIII," in Chiara e il secondo ordine. Il f9n-9y,eryy francescano

fem.mlnlte nel Salento. Atti del Convegno di Studi in occasione dell'MII centenario
della nascita di santa Chiara, Nardb, 12-13 November L993, eds. G. Andenna - B-

Vetere, (Galatina: Congedo, 1997,9-22, esp. 12-13. According to Elm, "There never
existed a form of. orginization of Cistercian women's monasticism that extended

beyond the individrrfmottastery. Even in the case of juridic incorporation, the bond
wiih the Order was always unsiable, only rarely subject to specific regulations and

never rcalized coherently. Studies of Cisiercian women's monasticism show that we

cannot speak of a plan, much less systematic organization' and not even-continuous
,uro *.oiialium.. Bit there is more. V.ry few stholars of the history of Cistercian
women's monasticism question the siatement that affiliation of the women's
monasteries to the Ordei itself is expressed solely in the consciousness of the nuns

and their desire to be Cistercians and to live as such."

"See E. Pilsztorr "La donna tra monachesimo e stregonetia,r" Donne e sante'

pp. 1-19, esp. 10.

"See R. Manselli, Il secoh XII: religione popolare ed eresia,l0l-17.

"See G. Koch, "La donna nel Catarismo e nel Valdismo medievali," in
Medioeao ereticale, ed O. Capitani (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1977), pp. 245-7 5.
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presence of women in the communities of the Humiliati, where they labored
alongside the men and with similar responsabilities.'*

The communities that grew up in the twelfth century in northern
Europe, and much later in the Mediterranean, were realities with totally new
features. They were self-governing, with an independence and flexibility
unknown to earlier monastic foundations and deeply rooted in the world to
which they belonged. In small houses that were springing up in the cities or
their immediate surroundings, the "religious women" of central Italy
dedicated themselves under their own direction. Their promise, entirely
personal in nature, rryas to lead an austere life, poor and chaste, consisting of
prayer, work, mutual solidarity and openness to the suffering of others."
Given its simple community organization, its freedom from subordination
to the hierarchy and its lack of formalism, there \ras a radical difference
between this type of life and traditional monasticism. The experience of
Clare and her first companions, although exceptional, was originally part of
this penitential context. To be sure, Clare's authoriry, her strong and
growing self-awareness of her religious choice, her special relationship to
Francis and later to the Order of Friars Minor, ailow us to reconstruct in a

way that is well-documented, compared to other contemporary experiences,
the origins and growth of San Damiano. This one group, the Damianites, is
also a privileged vantage point for understanding the complex dynamics of
the relationship between rtromen's associationism and the church hierarchy's
need for regulation. We will return to this point later and in greater detail,
for it is crucial to an understanding of subsequent developments in women's
Franciscanism, which were to become a powerful catalyst for spontaneous
phenomena.

Staying on a more general level, we do well to recall the pontificate
of fnnocent III at the beginning of the thirteenth century. On the one hand,
it was marked by a flare-up of the struggle against heresy, on the other by a

special concern to find a place in the organizational church for those
movements that could be brought back into the circle of existing monastic

'*See. I. Zanori, Gti tJmitiati nei loro rapporti con l'eresia, l'industria della lana
ed i Comuni nei secali Xil e XIII, (Milan 1911) (anastatic reprint, Rome 1970); R.
Manselli, "Gil Umiliati, lavoratori di lana," in Produzione, comtrnercio e conru.me dci
panni d.i lana (Florence 1976),231-36.

"For the evangelistic-pauperist features of the movements, see G. Miccoli,
"Chiesa, riforma, vangelo e poverti: un nodo nella storia religiosa del )ilI secolo," in
Francesco d.',*sisi. Reahi e m,entoria di an'esperienza cristiana (Turin: Einaudi, 1991), pp.
3-32. See also La conaerione alla poverth nell'Italia dei secoli Xfi-XlV, Atti dei convegni
dell'Accademia tudertina e del Centro di studi sulla spiritualiti medievale n.s., 2
(Spoleto: CISAM), 1991.
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and canonical instirutes. The concessions made by the pope to the
Humiliati, to Durandus of Huesca's Poor Catholics (1212), to Bernard
Prim's Waldensian refugees, inevitably made it necessary to reflect on the
position and role of women in the movements. While the pontiff strongly
reaffirmed the prohibition against \Momen preaching in church and teaching,
he did envision for them a wide range of charitable works: care of orphans,
aid to expectant mothers, shelter and food for the poor.'n One result of this
political plan to reintegrate and generally regroup unorthodox phenomena
within the mainstream of ecclesiastical orthodoxy was the exclusion and

systematic persecution of those groups that could not be assimilated. Thus
they were driven back, for good, into the camp of the heretics. The pope's
plan was carried out consistently by his successors, even against the
orthodox women's penitential movement. The goal was to contain potential
heretical deviations, regulate the activist movements, and find a solution to
the problem of monasticism.

At the beginning of the thirteenth cenrury para-regular women's
communities were flourishing in Italy. Jacques de Vitry, a canon regular and

bishop of Acre, had an intimate knowledge of the religious ferments of his

time. When he encountered the Lesser Sisters in 1216, he could not help
but notice the great similarity berween their experience ald that of the
northern European women he had seen in the diocese of LiEge. He has left a

famous account of the former." During his travels in Italy he was deeply

disappointed at the worldliness of the Curia, but he did find one source of
consolation:

Many well-to-do secular people of both sexes, having left all things for
Christ, had fled the world. They were called "Lesser Brothers" and "Lesser
Sisters." They are held in great reverence by the Lord Pope and the
Cardinals.... The women dwell together near the cities in various hospices,

accepting nothing, but living by the work of their hands.'*

'nSee E. Pisztor, "I papi del Duecento e Trecento di fronte alla vita
religiosa femminile ," Donne e sante,97 -L29, esp. 1 15-16.

"According to Zrncke, who has studied the le-tter of Jacques-de Vitry,
identification of thele groups with the Damianites should be regarded with caution.
Thus the account of Jacquis de Vitry must be thought of in gener-al terms (see L'
Zarncke, Der Anteil du Kard.inals Ugolino an der Ausbildung de1 d1ei Orden des beilige.ry

Franz, Beitrdge zur Kulturgeschichte des Mittelalters und der Renaissance, 42

[Leipzig-Berlin 1930], 25-30).

'*"Iuxta civitates in diversis hospitiis simul commorantur; nichil accipiunt,
sed de labore manuum suarum vivunt, valde autem dolent et turbantur, quia a clericis
et laicis plus quam vellent honorantur," in R.B.C. Huygens, Lettres de Jacquelde Vitry
(Leiden: Brepols, 1960), lett. I, pp.75-76. This document, written at Genoa in
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The term "hospice," different from the traditional term
"monastety," refers to the kind of house typical of the first spontaneous
communities- They were trylng to organize by reusing often-dilapidated
houses near churches, abandoned xenodochia, run=down cottages, dwellings
located either in the immediate vicinity of the city or in the countryside.
This indicates that these groups were not specifically cloistered. Their way
of living was in many \Mays similar to that of the northern European
beguinages since it envisioned work and a certain mobility, which was also
dictated by the need to beg in the city and surroundings. The new directives
imposed by the papacy on the spontaneous religious movements called for a
special kind of intervention with respect to these realities which, as we have
seen, were unable to find a place in the traditional branches of the religious
orders.

This is the context for the action undertaken by Cardinal Ugolino
dei Conti di Segni." Charged by Honorius III, in LZ|T-1219, with a legation
in central and northern Italy,"' the bishop of Ostia and Velletri came into
contact with communities of women who asked to be placed under the
protection of blessed Peter and thus exempt from the diocesan bishops and
the secular clergy." The cardinal legate joined four communities into a
single order and in l2t9 sent them the privilege Prudentibus airginibus, in
which he confirmed their canonical erection and exempton from rhe
ordinary jurisdiction of the bishop. FIe gave them constitutions, the "form of

October 1216, is the very first historical witness to the Franciscan movement.
2t)r t"I,'or a description of Hugolino's activity as legate, see W. Maleczek, Papst

und Kard.inalskollegaon 1191 bis 1216. Die Ka.rdintile unter Coelestin III. und Innocenz
///. Pubtikationen des Historischen Instituts beim Osterreichischen Kulturinstitut in
Rom V6 (I/ienna 1984). On the entire course of events see the attentive
reconstruction of M. P. Alberzoni, "Chiare e S. Daminao tra ordine minoritico
e curia papale, in Clara Claris Praeclara, pp.27-70, in particular pp. 35-46.

t"The pope authorized Hugolino to collect funds for the construction of
oratories and dwellings which, as property of the Church, would house women who
wished to withdraw from the world. Significandy, this autlorization is the first
document in Bullarium Franciscanum (BF, 1). Arr Italian translation of this letter,
Littera tuae nobis, can be found in S. Chiara d.'Assisi, Scritti e documentl, ed. G.G.
Zoppeta - M. Bartoli, (fusisi: Edizioni Porziuncola, L994),187-88.

"This arrangement, whose roots go back to the early Middle Ages, was
meant to protect women's monasteries, which were more fragile and exposed, by
placing them under the protection of the pope. With the arrival of relative political
stability, it became a guarantee of the income and landed property of women's
monastic groups against interference by the diocesan ordinaries and abuse or
misappropriation by the authorities. Obviously, this system of protection also
included rights of supervision (E. P6sztor, "I papi del Duecento e Trecento," p. 100).
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life or religio of the poor ladies of the Spoleto Valley or Tuscany."" The new
organization included the monasteries of Monticelli in Florence, Monteluce
in Perugia, Porta Camollia in Siena, and Gattaiola in the diocese of Lucca,

all dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mrry." Initially Hugolino's plan to found
an order prescinded completely from their Franciscan origins,'* even though
in referring to the monastery of Monticelli the cardinal speal<s of the "Order
of the Ladies of Saint Mtry of San Damiano in Assisi"" Hugolino's Privilege
was later confirmed by Pope Flonorius III with the letter Sacrosancta ron ana

ecclesio. The cardinal's registers also have a form meant for those bishops

wishing to set up lromen's monasteries according to the Rule composed by
him for the new foundations in central Italy.'o

The cardinal legate's initiative sprang from the need to bring life in
the monasteries into harmony with the decisions of the Fourth Lateran
Council. The council was trpng to stem the tide of spontaneous

communities, whose only discipline was often the supervision exercised by
the diocesan bishop. In fact the constirution Ne niruia religionam diztersitas,

issued by the Council in 1215, had explicitly recognized as valid only the
rules of Benedict, Pachomius, Augustine and Basil." Hugolino placed his

communities under the Benedictine Rule, supplemented by particular norms

that took into account their special nature. The free status of these

foundations and the exemptions they enjoyed-save for an annual symbolic

"The rule, smtutory in nature, is divided into three parts: a) an

introduction, which refers to the charge received, the nature of the document (forma

et m.odus aiaend), and its obligatory nature; b) the body of the document, which
concerns the Divine Office an-d study, silence, relations with outsiders, fasting and

abstinence, care of the sick, clothing, beds, admission of outsiders, chl-plain, visitator,
porters; c) final exhortation. Hugolino's rule underwent three different editorial
i.rg"r. The oldest version, that of LzLg, was revised by Gre-gory 4 i" 1239, with
orrlssions and additions. The third version of Innocent fV followed in November
1245. See. I. Omaechevtfia, Escritos de Santa Clara y docum'entos contemqordneos,

Ed.ici6n bilingiie (Biblioteca des Autores Cristianos, 314) (Madrid: BAC, 1970),217-32
(second ex[at ded edition: Escritos de Santa Clara y docum'entos complem'entarios'

Madrid: BAC, 1982).

" Bullarium Franciscanum.I, 3; 10; 1 1; 1 3.

'oSee M.P. Alberzoni, Chiara e il papato (Aleph, 3), Milan: Edizioni
Biblioteca Francescana,lgg5), +O-+l [English trans. "Clare and the P"P1ry," in Clare

of Assisi and tbe Poor Sisters in the Thinemlb Century (St. Bonaventure, I{Y 2004), 30-

871.

"BF I,4.
'oG. Lerri, Registri dei card.inali Ugolino d'O*ia e Ottaaiano degli Ubaldini

(Fonti per la storia d'Italia, 8) (Rome 1890), 153-54.

"Conciliorum. Oecum.enicorum Deeteta, ed. G. Alberigo - P' Joannou - C'
Leonardi - P. Prodi (Freiburg 1962),218.
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offering to the bishop-were offset by the imposition of an extremely strict
program of regular life.

With the constitutions of l2l9 Hugolino was trylng to interprer rhe
new religious experiences in light of a radical and rigorous spirituality. The
result was a harshly ascetical system and a highly regulated cornmuniry life.
The cornerstone of Hugolino's form of life was strict enclosure. Physical
separation from the surroundings was emphasized by the imposition of the
grille and the veil, which were meant to keep the nuns from being seen by
outsiders. But equally rigid norrns dealt with the obligation of silence, even
within the community, and with fasting.

Until 1247 the Hugoline norms would be the Rule followed by all
the monasteries that were being founded. In the years after the first legation
in central ltaly, between 1223 ari'd, 1226, the cardinal would pursue this
poliry of trying to organize the women's penitential movement on a

monastic basis. Once he became Pope Gregory IX (L227), he would try to
lump together in his reform various elements: communities that were
originally Benedictine, Ffugoline communities, autonomous groups inspired
by pauperist-evangelical ideals, and Damianite communities. If his aim was
to give structure and a unified set of norms to a complex and varied
situation, Gregory's policy would encounter difficulties and resistance in the
very groups closest to Clare. The long and complicated legislative process of
the rules is clear evidence of this ordeal.

But despite the papacy's calls for regularization, the landscape of
women's religious life was still shifting and segmented during the thirteenth
century. It was characterized by a multiplicity of experiences and forms of
life. These can be reduced, schematically, to four:

- traditional Benedictine monasticism;
- mendicant neo-monasticism;
- urban or suburban eremitic life (reclusion);
- bizzocbe, small groups of semi-religious women, not bound by perpetual
vows and living in their own homes.

The first two forms of life, institutionally organized, were
characterized by strict enclosure and a cenobitic-community [ife, with
variations linked to the customs of the various orders. The eremitic life and
that of the bizzoche were two tFpes of experience that were flexible,
institutionally speaking, even when established with the consent of church
authority. But while the eremitic life was by nature individualistic, the life of
the bizzoche developed in a more communitarian atmosphere, and its
essential spontaneity allowed for a certain openness to the world.'* In this

"See M. Sensi, "Incarcerate e recluse in Umbria nei secoli )OII e )CfV: un
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they also differed from the hermits or "cell-dwellers." These constituted
"one of the most radical expressions of the religious model for women in the
Middle Ago."" They tended to hide themselves, never allowing themselves
be seen, shutting themselves up alive in cells built near the churches.
Virtually invisible, their strict solitude was violated in part by the pleas of
those who came to them for counsel and spiritual guidance.

But the profound renewal of religious life did not exclude the strong
persistence of the Benedictine monastic tradition. It remained alive and vital
throughout the centurl, especially in areas more removed from the life of
the commune and strongly characterized by a seigneurial type of political
presence. This was the monastic world of the thirteenth centurfr still in the
process of self-reform and adaptation, in harmony with the strong ascetic

sensibiliry of the age with its more austere and rigorous spiritual demands.

Evidence of this can be found in the case of Blessed Santuccia Carabotti of
Gubbio. She founded a Benedictine congregation called the Servants of Our
Lady or the Sanruccias. Over a period of thirty years, with rwenty-five
foundations, it grew considerably in size in central and northern Italy. The
Congregatil sen)ururl, beatae Mariae Virginis (1258) \Mas governed by
constitutions dictated by Sperandio, abbot of San Pietro in Gubbio.*'
Furthermore, despite the restrictions imposed by the men's branches of
their orders, the Cistercian and Premonstratensian foundations also grew,

bizzocaggro centro-italiano," in Il m.ouimento religiosa femm'inile in Um'bria nei secoli

flII-XM. Atti del Conaegno intemazionale di *adi (Cinn di Castello, 27-29 ottobre

1982), ed. R. Rusconi, Perugia 1984,87-121 [English trans. Greyfriars Reuiew 8:3

(1e94),3 19-4s1.
t'E. Pisztor, "L'eremitismo femminile (secoli KI-XD," Donne e sante,65-

96, esp. 65.
*'santuccia Carabotti, who came from a rich and noble family, after the

death of her daughter convinced her husband to become a monk. She herself became
an oblate of the Benedictine monastery of San Pietro in Gubbio. Later, arotrnd 1260,

she withdrew to the eremitic life on Monte dei figli di Ugone. There, with the
approval of the bishop, she founded a monastic commgnity undel the Benedictine
[ril.. In 1265 Clement fV received the Santuccia foundations under the protection
of the Apostolic See, declaring them exempt from the jurisdiction of the abbot of San

Pietro in Gubbio. The founder died at the monastery of Santa Maria in Julia, in
Rome, in 1305. Among the features of the congregation were centralized
government and oversiglit by the minister general, mobility on the part of the
Ieligious, autonomy from thi diocesan ordinlries, mitigated enclosure, individual
porrirty, and a caidinal protector. This system was- obviougly at. odds with the
L"rro.ri""l norms on encloiure. While the Santuccias did obtain an indult following
the decree of Boniface MII, the congregation came to an end with Circa pastoralis of
1566. See L. Novelli, "Due documenti inediti relativi alle monache benedettine dette

'Santuccie,"' Benedictine 22 (197 5) 189-253.
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especially in southern and eastern Europe.*' Faced with a crisis in cenobitic
life, women's groups held up better overall so that by the fifteenth century
nuns formed the greater part of the monastic population, a numerical
reversal of the early medieval situation.*'

On the other hand, mendicant neo-monasticism met with
widespread favor, especially in the major urban centers, recruiting mostly
young women members of the dominant urban groups, either aristocratic or
upper middle-class.*' The growth and expansion of the Damianite
movement is the subject of the present work, and we shall return to it in
greater depth. For the sake of completeness, however, we must mention the
Dominicans. At the beginning of the thirteenth century Saint Dominic
affiliated four women's monasteries with the Order of Preachers: Prouille
(1206), Toulouse, Madrid and Rome (1221).* Dominic's efforts at re-
evangelization are reflected in the origin of these foundations. fn Prouille he
gathered noblewomen from Fanjeaux who had turned away from Catharism,
in Toulouse prostitutes who wanted to change their life.ot At first the women

n'Despite the above-mentioned closings and a persistent ambiguity in
attirude, recent studies have show that t}e Premonstratensians continued to establish
women's monasteries during the thirteenth century. Their number was not much
less that that of the men's houses. See. L. Milis, "De Premonstratenzer-Wetgevingin
de )ClI" eeuw," in Anal. Prern. 45 (1979) 5-23;FJ. Felten, "Frauenkloster und -stifte
im Rheinland im 12. Jahrhundert. Ein Beitrag z\r Geschichte der Frauen in der
religitisen Bewegung des hohen Mittelalters," in Reform.idee und Reformpolitik im,
spii*lisch-frilhstaufschen Reich, ed. St. Weinturter - H. Seibert. Quellen und
Abhandlungen zur mittelrhein Kirchengeschichte 68 (Mainz L992), 1 89-3 00.

*'See. R.C. Trexler,"La, c6libat i la fin du Moyen Ager les religieuses de
Florence," Annales E S.C. 27 (1972) 1329-50.

*'See.J.G. Bougerol, "Il reclutamento sociale delle clarisse di Assisi," in
Mdlanges de l'Ecoh Frangaise de Raru,e, Moyen Age-Temps Modemes 89/2 (1977) 629-32;
G. Casagrande, "Le compagne di Chiara," in Cbiara d'Assisi, Atti del W Conuegno
della Societi. intentazionale di studi francescani e del Centro interuniaersitario di studi

francescan,i(.4ssisi, 15-17 ottobre 1992 (Spoleto: CISAM, 1993), pp. 381-425.
According to Casagrande, the Clarian-Damianite group comes across as

"constricted, bound by family and parental-spousal ties, with an essentially
homogeneous social connotation ascribable to the upper classes, especially the
aristocratic-nobiliary class" (3 9 4).

*"fhe establishment of the community of San Sisto during the pontificate
of Honorius III continued the project started at the time of Innocent, but not
realized. The plan v/as to establish in Rome a, uniaersale coenobium. monialium. that
would unite all the groups of religious women in the city, irrespective of their origin.
See VJ. Koudelka, "Le 'monasterium tempuli' et la fondation dominicaine de san
Sisto," Archiaum.. Fratrurn Praedicatoru.n,3l (1961) 5-81. See also E. P6sztor, "I papi
del Duecento e Trecento," 116-18.

*'See. M.H. Vicaire, "L'action de Saint Dominique sur la vie r6gulaire des
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religious collaborated with the friars by participating in their activities, but
gradually there was a tendenry to monasticize and cloister the sisters, a
development parallel and similar to rhat of the Damianites. In l2lg
Ffonorius III gave them the Rule of Saint Augustine, and benryeen lZ20 and
l22l Dominic drafted a text for San Sisto in Rome, while the norms created
for Prouille reflected the papal attitude favoring enclosure.{ Furtherrnore, at
the general chapter of Paris in 1228 it was decided not to accept other
women's monasteries into the Order besides those already existing.o'Despite
these institutional influences, the Second Dominican Order *rrrrg.d to
keep some of its original features. Even within the monastery, the sisters
were aware of their participation, through prayer, in the friars, apostolic

.1* .
mrssron'" in an intense communion of intentions. This can be inferred from
the famous letters of Jordan of Saxony to Diana d,Andalo, founder and
abbess of the monastery of Sant'Agnese in Bologna.o' But as far as norms
were concerned, a general chapter of l25g in Valencienne imposed on all
Dominican women's monasteries a uniform form of life marked by strict
enclosure, silence and prayer.t" The chapter regulations were accepted with

femmes en- 
^Languedoc," 

in La femme dans la aie religieuse du Languedoc. Cahiers de
Fanjeaux, 23 (Toulouse 1988), 217-40; Id., "Prouifle, fut-il un iourrent double?,,,
Mim.oires Dom,inicaines I (1992) lI9-28.

onsee M.H. Vicaire, Histoire de Saint Dom.inique. Au coeur d.e I'Eglise (paris
1957),386-96.

*'On 
these events, see. H. Grundmann, Mouim.enti religiosi,lT6-97.

. 
*tDespite their strict enclosure, the Dominican nuns' concept of religious

life is an open one. Their spirituality, although lived within the cloister, ..mins ,
s-pirituality of action. Through prayer they participate fully in the mission of the
friars. See E. Pisztor, "I papi del Duecento e Trecenlo," 118-19.

n'Di"n, d'Andalo, from a noble family in Bologna, decided to convert after
the preaching of Saint Dominic. After meeting with- considerable difficulties in
building a new monastery, in 1221 she entered *re monastery of the canonesses in
Ronzano. Finally she managed to put on the habit of the Friars Preacher and found
the monastery of Saint Agnes, overcoming the Dominicans' growing resistance to
incorporating new women's institutes. See A. Walz, "Diana degli Andalb,,' in
Bibliotbeca Sanctorum., IV, Rome 1964, 593-95. See also Beati Jordani de Saxonia
Epistulae, ed. A. Walz. Monumenta Ordinis fratrum Praedicatorum historica, 23
(Rome 1951); Lettere del beato Giordano di Sassonia alla Beata Diana degli Andald, ed.P.
Yanzan (Bologna 1993). For a reading of the letters, also in ielazion to the
problems of the female religious life, consult A. Bartolomei Romagnoli,
"Giordano di Sassonia e Diana d'Andald: amicizia spiritual e rinnovamento
religiosa nel Duecneto," in Cpme Cbiara e Francesco. Storie di arnizizie
spirituali, ed. M. Chiaia (Milan: Ancora, 2OO7),pp.64-94.

'"Between 1253 and 1259 consuetudines were drawn up for the foundation in
Montargis, incorporated into the Dominican Order in 1245. This text was approved
by the master general of the order, Humbert of Romans, at the chapter of
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no particular reaction, and in 1267 Pope Clement fV entrusted the direction
of the women's monasteries to the Dominican friars.''

Like the older orders, the women's branches of the Mendicants
were unable in the thirteenth century to answer fully the urgent request to
become part of religious life, not to mention that from the lowest and least
privileged segments of the population. For \romen wanting to consecrate
themselves to God in a life of poverty, chastity and prayer, but unwilling or
unable for social and economic reasons to become part of an existing religio,
there were other penitential choices. In general these para-regular choices
could be reduced either to a profound need for solirude, expressed in the
phenomenon of voluntary reclusion,t' or to a need for community, expressed
in the life of the Beguines," the Italian pinzocbere,tr or the Spanish beatas.

Unlike the "religious women" in northern lands, who often formed very
large beguinages," those in Italy created small semi-religious communities in

Valencienne in 1259. At that time it was decided that all the Dominican women's
monasteries, even though they were living under the Rule of Saint Augustine but
observing different conruetudineq should conform to the approved arrangement. See
R. Creytens, "Les constitutions primitives des soeurs dominicaines de Montargis
(1250)," Archfuum. Fratrum. Praeicatorurn. L7 (1947) +l-84.

t'See M. De Fontette, Les religieuses,l2S-27.
t'On the phenomenon of the recluse or incarcerated, the volume of A

Benvenuti Papi is fundamental: uln castro poenitemtiae." Santiti e sacieth

fem.mini.le nell'Italia rnedieoal, ltalia Sacra. Studi e documenti di storia
ecclesiastica, 45. @ome: Herder, 1990).

tJ. Greven, Die Anfiinge d.er Beginen: Ein Beitrag zur Gescbicbte der
Valksfriirnmigkeit und d.as Ordenmnesens im Hocbrninelalter (Mtinster, l9l2); A.
Mens, Oorsprong en betekenis van de nederlandse begijnen en
begardenbewegung, Leuven: Universiteitsbibliokhek,Ig4T; See A. Mens, "L'Ombrie
italienne et l'Ombrie brabangonne. Deux courants religieux parallEles d'inspiration
commune," Etudes Franciscaiies suppl. to vol. t7 (196D;LMens, "Beghine, Begardi,
Beghinaggi," in Dizionaria degli Istiruti di Perfezioni I (Rome: Edizioni Paoline,
L974), cols. 1165-80. E.W. McDonnell, Tbe Beguins and Begbards in Medieaal
Calture (Ne* York: Octogan Books, 1984); W. Simons, Tbe Begaine Moaernent
in the Soutberu Lout Countries: A Reassessrnent, Bulletin de I'Instiu.t historique de
Rorner" 5 (1989) 63-105; M. Lauwers, Paroles d'e femmes, saintetd feminine:
l'6glise du XIIf siicle ce aax beguines, in La critiqae bistorique h l'6premte, eds.

J.M. Cauchies-G. Braive @russels: Publications des Facult6s universitaires
Saint-Louis, 1989), pp. 99-115.

'*R. Guarnieri, "Pinzochere," in Dizionario degli Istituti di Perfezione N,
(Rome: Edizioni Paoline, 1980), l72l-49.

55m"To give an idea of the size of the phenomenon, keep in mind that the
thousand *omEn tiving in various beguinages in Cologne in 1320 represented about
l5o/o of the population of adult women in the city. In Strasbourg and Basle, the
Beguines numbered about 2.5 o/o of the total population of the city (see. R.E. Lerner,
"Beguines and Beghards," in Dictionary of tbe Middle Ages,Il, New York 1982, 157-
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the cities. There, spirirual and devotional motives, which served as a strong
impetus to works of charity and aid, were interwoven with concrete needs
for mutual and reciprocal support. These were small non-traditional families
of widows and single girls in which group solidarity was a practical response
helpful in solving the daily problems of subsistence. The women belonged
mostly to the weakest and most economically vulnerable classes of the urban
population. Since monasticism was not an option for them, they tried to
reorganize in religious structures that were more flexible than the traditional
ones. The mendicant apostolate fit better into this environment, which
formed the nucleus and support of the Tertiary movements.

Berween 1200 and 1300 the evolution of the women's religious
movement seems to show a definite move toward regalarization. At the end
of the thirteenth century, the Apostolic See's policy of normalization would
give rise to rwo manifestos. These would, in some sense, ratif/ once and for
all the canonical statute for women's religious life in its rwo expressions, the
monastic-contemplative and the lay.

The decree of Boniface VIII, Carn periruloso ac detestabili (1298),
confirmed by the buJl Apostolicae Sedis of 1309, stated that nuns are obliged
to the strictest enclosure, as a universal and perpetual law of the Church.tn
For women, t-he phenomenon of monasticization corresponds in some ways
to the clericzlizrtion of the Order of Friars Minor. The Clarian-Damianite
movement seems gradually to define and organize itself institutionally as a

second branch of the Franciscan Order. In the end, the neo-monasticism of
the Poor Clares, bound to strict enclosure, raises again the classic question
of conventual life: the relationship between the number of sisters and the
amount of goods sufficient to feed them. The phenomenon of volutary
reclusion appears by then to be on the way to extinction. Umilti of Faenza,
after years of total isolation, buried in her cell "as in a tomb," as Anna
Benvenuta recalls,t' re-enters the official communiry institutions and founds
Vallombrosian monasteries of which she becomes abbess.'* This tendenry
can also be seen in the Liaes of other blessed, such as Filippa Mareri and

62, esp. 160. On beguinism north of the Alps, see the classic E. McDonnel, Tlte
Beguines and Begards in Medieaal Cubure, witb special Em.pltasis on the Belgian Scme
(New Brunswick - New York: Octagon, 1954).

toLiber 
serctas Decretalium, III, tit. XVI, cap. un., ed A. Friedberg, Corpus

Iuris Canonici, II, Leipzig 1922, 105 3 - 1 054.

"See A. Benvenuti Papi, "In castro poenitentiae."..
t*See A. Bartolomei Romagnoli, "Vita religiosa femminile nel secolo KII.

Umilti, Gherardesca e le altre fra realt) e rappresentazione," in San Neaolone e sfl.nta.

Umihi. a Faenza nel sec. XIII, A,tt: del Convegno di Frenza, 26-27 maggio 1995, ed.
D. Sgubbi, Biblioteca Cardinale Gaetano Cicognani, 1 (Faenza 1996), pp. 9l-123.
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Margaret Colonna, who after experiencing eremitic life are assimilated into
the monastic Clarian solution."

In a parallel manner, the other spontaneous and irregular
phenomenon of the bizzoche evolves naturally into the Tertiary solution
proposed in L289 by the Rule of Nicholas fV, Sapra n nnten . It was

addressed to those laity who wished to lead a more pious and perfect
Christian tife even while remaining in their own state.n" As has been
repeatedly stressed, Supra n untern was a nonrestrictive Rule that left much
room for individual free initiative. It imposed only a few obligations, easily
fulfilled even by those who wanted to continue living in the world. For
example, there was no restriction as to ownership and administration of
one's own goods. Exceptional and ardent religious personalities such as

Margaret of Cortona, Angela of Foligno and Vanna of Orvieto would find
shelter and cover under this Rule, and as Tertiaries they would be able to
count on the support and protection of the Friars Minor. Bt Supra n nntern

did not take into consideration forms of community life. It was suited to the
religious life of those living in their own homes, either alone or' at most, in
small groups. In 1317, in the context of the struggle against the Brothers of
the Poor Life, John )Oil with the brrJl Sancta run ana would prohibit those

following the Rule of Nicholas fV from living a cenobitic or enclosed life. In
this way he tried to halt the transformation of the Tertiary experiences into
communities.n' Open toward the orthodox Beguines, this pontiff was very
severe toward the bizzoche because of their ties to the Spirituals. By the
beginning of the fourteenth century only two avenues remained open to the
women's penitential movement: either become nuns with an approved rule,
enclosure and community of goods, or lead a semi-religious life in one's own
home.

t'Filippa Mareri began her religious life in a hermitage near Castello dei

Marsi; Margaiei Colonna bJlonged to a commut ity of hermits at Mentorella, on
Monte Soralte. For both, see below: 1.4 "Topography of the Poor Clare Places."

o"La 
"Sapra Montem." d.i Niccol| IV (1259): genesi e d,ffisione 4i ?Lregola. Atti

d.el f Conaegno di'studi francescani, Ascoli-Piceno, 16-17 ofiobre 1987, ed. R. Pazzelli - L'
Temperini"(Romer Analecta TOR, 1988); R.M. Stewart, "Analysis of the Rule of
1289:" in "De illis qui faciunt penitentiam." The Ruh of tbe Secular Franciscan Order:

Origins, Deaelopm,eit. Bibliotheca seraphico-capuccina, 39^(Rome: Istituto.Storico dei

Cafrpuccini, 1091), pp.202-21; 373-88; P.G. Freeman, "supra Montem."pie. Reg-e-l

ftiiiie Ptinitenten-von Papst Nicolaus IV (1289)," Wissenschaft und Weisheit 53

(1990) 142-56; E. P6sztor, "Le regole di Nicolb fV e di Leone XIII," Analecta T-O.R.

24 (1993) 7 -2r.
o'Bullarium. Franciscanum.Y, 134-35, n. 297 .
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2. Tbe Charisru: Clare, "Tlte Little Plant of Saint Francis," tlte Qaestion
of Pouerty and the Rale

In her Testament, Saint Clare writes that her arrival at San Damiano
was the end of a difficult period of trial, during which time Francis was able
to examine the strength of the commitment of the Lesser Sisters:n'

express

When the blessed Francis, saw, however, that, although we were physically
weak and frail, we did not shirk deprivation, poverty, hard work, trial, or
shame or contempt of the world - rather, we considered them as great
delights, as he had frequendy examined us according to the example of the
saints and his brothers - he gready rejoiced in the Lord. And moved by
compassion for us, he bound himself, both through himself and through his
Order, to always have the same loving care and special solicitude for us as

for his own brothers.

And thus, by the will of God and our most blessed father Francis, we went
to dwell in the Church of San Damiano, where, in a litde while, the Lord,
through His mercy and grace, made our number increase so that He would
fulfill what He had foretold through His saint. In fact, we had stayed in
another place [before this], but onlyfor a short while.t"

Although the authenticy of the Testarnent is much debated,oo it does
in a highly poetic manner the meaning of San Damiano in the

o'The literature on Clare is vast. Here I limit myself to essential
bibliographical indicazions, going back to the rich historiographical review of
E. Menestd, "Lo stato attuale degli studi su Chiara d'Assisi," Clara claris
preclara, pp. l-25. For the preceding perioid, consult Bibliografi.a di santa
Cbicara d.'Assisi 1930-1993, eds. I. Villapadierna - P. Maranesi, Quaderni di
bibliografia francescrna, I @ome: Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini, 1994). See
also, A. Bartolomei Romagnoli, "Clara claris preclaraz A proposito dei nuovi
studi su Chiara d'Assisi, Colleaanea Franciscana 75 QOOS) 593-617.

u3TestCl 27-32 [English trans. in RJ. Armstrong, Clare of Assisi: Early
Docum.ents,p. 58].See also Clare of Assisi, Scritti, ed. M.F. Becker -J.F. Godet - Th.
Matura - G.G. Zoppettr fl/icenza 1986, (original ed. Paris 1985).

o"Ihe question of the authenticity of the Testament has been especially
debated. Until fifty years ago the tradition was limited to the seventeenth-
century edition prepared by Luke Wadding for the Annales Minontm on the
basis of an ancient docrrment not other.wise identified. From the 1950s five
codices has been discovered which Boccali used in his new edition. If the
objections with regard to the silence of the ancient sources and above all the
lack of a Latin manuscript tradition have lost a great part of their weight
following these discoveries, a lengthy study by Maleczek has contributed to
feed a lively polemic. See, W. Maleczek, Kara aon Assisi. Das Priuilegium. paupertatis
Innocenz' III. und das Testam.ent der Kara aon Assisi, Werlegungen zur Frage ihrer
Echtheit. Bibliotheca seraphico-capuccina,47 (Rome: Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini,
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sisters' self-awareness. It is a gift from Francis, a reward for their
perseverance, and also the sign of their membership in the fraternity, since
this church was the Franciscan locus par excellence, the place that possessed

the charism of the beginnings. Indeed, San Damiano was the place imagined
and desired by Clare, even before her life as a "Christian." Francis, after his
conversion, was intent on rebuilding that church. According to the Legend of
the Three Corupaniaas,o' enlightened by the Holy Spirit, he climbed the wall
of the building and shouted in French to the poor people standing nearby to
come and help him build a monastery for women, whose holy manner of life
would glorifi, the Church.nn The work of Clare's entire life, the very key to
understanding her biography is her lively sense of the tradition of San
Damiano, the need to protect its ideal patrimony and initial intuiton against
all possible compromise, and at the same time link it indissolubly to the

1995) [English trans. Grryfriars Reaiew 12: Supplement (1998) l-80]. According to
Maleczek the text is apocryphal. A strong point of the thesis of the Austrian
scholar was the argument that all the rediscovered witnesses went back to the
XVm century and that they all contained the contested privilege of Innocent of
1216. But the diplomatic andysis of the priailegiurn eidenced, according to
Maleczek, the imcompatability of the document with the protocols of the
papal chancellety at the time of Innocent. Therefore, also the Testament, in
that it refers to the privilege, must be held to be a forgery connected to the
Umbrian Obseryant movment of the 1400s, which uses it as a vehicle for the
project of reforming the order of the Poor Clares in the sense of poverty.
Contested by Niklaus Kuster and Emore Paoli, the reconstnrction of
Maleczek has been seriously prejudiced by the paleographical study of Bartoli
Langeli on the autographs of brother Leo, which in addition to dating the
codex of the Poor Clares of Montevergine of Messina to the thirteenth
centurJr also formulated the hypothesis that brother Leo himself was the
sriptor of the Testament. Consult, d Bartoli Langei, Gli Autografi d.if rate
Francesco e dif rate Leone, Corpus Christianorum, Autographa Medii Aevi, 5
(furnhout Brepols, 2000). For the historiographic debate on the subject, see also
A. Marini, "'Ancilla Christi, plantula sancti Francisci.'Gli scriai di santa Chiara e la
Regola," in Chiara d,',*sisi, pp. 109-56, here at pp. 111-14. A. Bartolomei Romagnoli,
"Il testamento di S. Chiara nella spiritualiti femminile medioevale," in Diahghi con

Chiara d',*sisi. Atti delle Giomate di studio e riflessione per l'Wil Centenario di santa
Chiara, celcbrate & S. Dam.iuno di Assisi, ed. L. Giacometti (fusisi: Edizioni
Porziuncola, 1995), 241-59; and more recendy, the ample study of L. Lehmann,
"La questione del Testamento di s. Chiara," in Clara claris preclara, pp. 257'
305.

ntOn the importance of t}is biography and its "Assisi" character, see R.
Manselli, "Nos qui cum. e0 fuim.as." Contribato alla questione francescana. Bibliotheca
seraphico-capuccina, 28 (Rome: Istituto storico dei Cappuccini, 1980), 24-30

[English trans. Greyfriars Reaino 14: Supplement (2000)].
*TestCl 10-14 [CA:ED 57].
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destiny of the fraternity of the Friars Minor, as a place built by Francis for
the sisters.o'

Clare, the daughter of Favarone and Ortolana, was born in fusisi in
It93/94. She spent her entire adolescence within the walls of her father's
house, if we exclude the period when the Offreducci, banished from the city,
had to flee to Perugia along with the other families of Assisi notables.
Deeply struck by Francis's choice, she determined to follow his example and
begin to do penance. But it was some time before she was able to join the
fraternity, during which she managed to to deepen and clarify the meaning
of her conversion in secret talks with the saint. Finally she decided to run
away fiom home, and the night of Palm Sunday, L2ll/12, in the church of
the Portiuncula, she received the tonsure from the hands of Francis,
removed her clothing and jewels and donned the grey habit of a penitent,
with cord and black veil." After selling alt her goods and distributing the
proceeds to the poor, she was led to San Paolo delle Abbadesse, rhe most
important Benedictine monastery in the diocese of fusisi.u' There she asked
to be received as a servant. She remained at San Paolo only a short time,
since she moved almost immediately to the herrnitage of Sant'Angelo in
Panzo, a little church on the slopes of Subasio."' But she probably did not
find a satisfactory answer to her spiritual needs there either, because when
she was joined by her sister Catherine, Sister Agnes, she went to live with

n'Besides her writings, the main sources for reconstructing the life of Clare
are tlre process of canonization edited by Z. Lazzeri, Arcbiaum. Franciscanum.
Historiarm 13 (1920) 403-507, and the Legenda S. Clarae uirginis, generally attributed
to Thomas of Celano and edited by F. Pennacchi (Assisi 1910). For a recent profile
of Clare, see C. Frugoni, Una soliadine abiuta. Cbiara d'Assisi (Rome-Bari:
Laterzr, 2006), who proposes L re-reading and t discussion of the
hagiographical and iconographical sources of the saint. See also, M. Bartoli,
Chiara d'Assii (Bibliotheca seraphico-capuccina, 37) Rome: Istituto storico dei
Cappuccini, 1989.

n*Marco Bartoli has noted that concerning the cutting of her hair,
Thomas of Celano avoided using the term tonsure, in that Francis \ras not a
priest nor was he a deacon at that time (M. Bartoli, Chiara d',4ssisi, p. 67). For
a penetrating reading of this episode, see now C. Frugoni, Cbiara d'Asii- Una
solitudine ahitata, pp. 85-103.

n'See M. Bigaroni, "I monasteri benedettini femminili di S. Paolo delle
Abbadesse, di S. Apollinare in fusisi e S. Maria di Paradiso prima del Concilio di
Trento," in Aspeni di uita benedettina nella storia di Acski. Atti Accademia Properziana
del Subasio, ser. 6, n. 5 (Assisi 1981), 17l-231.

"'For Sant'Angelo in Panzo, see M. Sensi, "Incarcerate e penitenti a Foligno
nella prima meti del Trecento," in I frati penitenti di S. Francesco nella societi del Due e

Trecento, ed. M. D'Alatri (Rome: Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini, 1977), pp. 291-308,
105 note 41.
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her at San Damiano. During this difficult time of transition and searching,
the two young women also had to face the violent reaction of their noble
relatives, who were frustrated in their hopes for their future and upset at
their scandalous running away from home."

Next to the little church restored by Francis, and very soon a point
of attraction for many young women, Clare founded the first Minorite
community of women. It is said that she stayed more than forty years at San
Damiano and died there in August, 1253, after a long and painful illness that
lasted over twenty-eight years. FIer canonization process was begun that
same year, and in 1255 she was officially declared a saint by Pope Alexander
fV." If the life of Clare can be described in these biographical terms,
externally very simple, her importance and the influence she managed to
exercise were absolutely exceptional, for she became "afi example to
countless others.""

At the beginning, the Damianite community developed without any
relationship to a rule or reference to a specific institution. The life of the
sisters was sustained by a few essential guidelines from Francis, a Forwr. of Lrf,
dictated by him expressly for the sisters.'u We know this extremely short text
because it was inserted by Clare herself into chapter VI of her Rule as a
permanent reference point for the Damianites' religious choice, in witness
to the truth of the Gospel, in absolute fidelity to Francis:

Because by divine inspiration you have made yourselves daughters and

servants of the Most HiSh King, the heavenly Father, and have espoused

yourselves to the Holy Spirit, choosing to live according to the perfection
of the holy Gospel, I resolve and promise for myself and for my brothers to
always have that same loving care and solicitude for you as [I have] for
them."

''A careful analysis was done by B. Vetere, "La condizione femminile
nell'eti di Chiara e la sua esperienza di vita," in Chiara e la dffisione delle Clarisse nel
secolo XIII. Atti del Conaegno di studi in occasione dcll'Wl centenario della nascita di santa

Cbiara, Mandaria, 14-1t dicembre 1994, ed G. Andenna - B. Vetere zGalatina:
Congedo, 1998),9-51.

"G.Lt Grasta, "La canonizzazione di Chiara," in Chiara d'Assisi,299-j24.

"rc 18 [FA:ED r,lg7).
'oFlcl w,i-4 [GA:ED 73-74].

"The writings of Francis to the Poor Ladies are three very brief texts:
tJne Forvna Viaendi 

-(l2l-1213), the exhortation in the vernacular Audite
poaerelle (1225) and the Ubima aoluntas (1226>. There also developed a debate
ioncerning the authenticrty of these texts. The maior difficulty regarding
above all -the two writings in Latin is that they are not presenred in an
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Practically speaking, these directions, which were nurtured by
Francis's closeness and by constant dialogue with him,,n were embodied at
San Damiano in 

^very 
simple lifestyle. The precondition for being admitted

to the fraternity was renunciation of one's goods. The sister. *.r. supposed
to live without accepting any donations, but rather by the work of theii own
hands and from alms. Anything not serving to satist, the strict needs of the
community was to be given away and shared with others. Even their prayer
was poor and simple, incompatible with any external ornament, even that of
sung psalmody, so dear to monastic tradition." Moreover, Clare used to
preach to her sisters, instructing them and comforting them with her
teaching." Thus the type of religious life led at San Damiano musr have
been very similar to that of the other communities in central Italy referred
to in Jacques de Vitry's account, mentioned earlier. As the recent
archeological discoveries seem to confirm on the architectonic

autonomous manuscript- tradition but have been inserted by Clare in chapter
VI of her RuIe. Some doubts wre proposed by Maria pia Alberzoni, wlio is
inclined to hypothesize "the absenci of a a specific normative written rext, at
least while Francis was alive. For Clare and tfie sisters it was enough to foliow
his living example and that of the brothers,' (M.p. Alverzoni, *thiara e s.
Daimano trad orine minoritico e curia papale,,, in Ctara claris preclara, pp. 27-
70, at p. 3t>. But to the trro fragments of chapter VI Clare attituGd an
e_ssential value, and _eve! thouglr these did not have t formal juridical
character, she considered them the foundation of the e4perience'of San
Daminao as the place in which one lived seanndam peifeaianem sanfri
Euangelii. For this reason the problem of the attribution ofthese two notes to
Francis takes on a very particular importance. Carlo Parolaizzi has recented
returned to the question by placing the contested texts under a careful
philologicl! examination, and he underlined their authenticity. Consult, C.
Paolazzi, ('Per I'autenticiti degli scritti di Francesco aIIe ,apuperes dominae,,,,
in Clara claris preclara, pp. 307-337.

'oln her Testament Clare speaks of "many writings" given to them by
Francis (TestCl 34 [CA:ED 58]).

"The customs of the Office rnore monachont n are attested to at San
Damiano very precociously, even before 1224, and would then be
institutionalized in the Rule. llowever, Clare recommends that the common
prayer be celebrated with simplicity, if also with full ritual dignrty, and keeps a
watch in order that the sisters participate punctually. Consult, A Maiarelli-P.
Messa, "Le fonti Iiturgiche degli scritti di Chiara d'Assisi e il Breaiatarru sanctae
Clarael' rn Claris clarae preclara, pp. 97-145. In this essay, the two authors
reaffirm besides, with an attentive and convincing d'emonstration, the
genuineness of the Clarian tradition of the breviary, the precious relic
presenred from antiquity in the monastery of San Damiano.

"For this "magisterial" side of Clare, see P. Dinzerbacher, "Movimento
religioso femminile e santiti mistica nello specchio della 'Legenda sanctae Clarae,"'
in Cbiara d'Assisi, 3 -3 I
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complex, San Damiano at it origins must have had the characteristics
of an "open" structure, dfi a charitable-assistential purpose that
allowed the first sisters to ahere to the evangelical proposal of Francis
in the active service and concrete sharing of the life of the

marginalized.In this first phase, the two comPonent' male and female,

of the fraternita* lived in a symbiotic situation where dre community
life wai directed by the charistmatic guidance of the saint."

V"ry soon, however, developments in the Damianite community
dictated certain changes, all the more necessary in light of the new

directions in church poliry introduced in the 1220s with regard to the

women's religious movement. fu for the Hugoline communities, so also for
San Damiano juridic recognition uras supposed to coincide with acceptance

of a rule and a canonically recognized set of norms, since the Forvn 0f Ltft
dictated by Francis could not be considered such. Referring to this writing
in a letter to Agnes of Prague, in 1238, Pope Gregory IX would stress its

non-juridic character, calling it instead a teaching meant for new-born
babes, who required "not solid food, but...milk to drink.""'

Four years after they entered San Damiano, in 1215-1216, Francis

himself made the community part of the Benedictine family by appointing

Clare abbess." This responsibility, which ensured that she would have a

rather free hand in governing, was accepted by Clare with great reluctance'

Out of humility, certainly, but there were probably also other reasons

behind this hesitation. She feared that institutional integration could

irreparably change the community's outward appearance, its very essence'

"According to Alberzoui some elements, s'ych as the placement of San

Damiano in the iirmediate suburbs and its dedication to a doctor saint,
suggest the hlrpothesis that in its gtignt- it would be a ques{on of, a
iffisrriorrr, .rGr" thefraternitashvedwittt ttte sick It therefore had to be an

open structure and wit(out the monastic-cloistered characteristics that would
t'*o" foilo*.d subsequent to the transaformation of the hospigl into a cfrape-!

,rrd "" progressive rietamorphosis of the female community dwelling there"
(M.P. dbeizoni, Chiara e ilpapato, pp.32-34).

nt 
Bullarium. Franciscanum. I, 243 .

"This evolutioin of a type of penitential life into a monastic model is

supported-fy an" declaratior, "f sistir Pacifica di Gulefuccio, nun of San

Diririrr"o, but as Sensi obsenres, "iuridical testimonils ary -lacting, such as

p.p"i b"t;fs, papal letters o. notoriJl documents; and that is different from all
the other monasteries that belong to the normative intenrention undertaken
by cardinal Hugolino. Consult-M. Sensi, "Dalle bizzoche alle Clarisse

dlil'osserufanzar""in Uun sguardo ol*e. Donne, letterate e santd nel mouirnento

iiA;Ottdr"nza'francescarr lettiti: Edizioni Porziuncola, 2008), pp' 25-77, at

p.34.
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According to tradition, she then asked and obtained from pope
Innocent III the Privilege of Poverty. This meant that San Damiano was
exernpt from church laws regarding the possession of material goods in
cornmon. The authenticiry of this exraordinary document, which ihe pope
is said to have signed with his own hand shortly before his death, Joly 16,
1216, has recendy been challenged, with good reasons, by Maleczek,-who
changes the date of concession to the time of Pope Gregory.,, ft is certain,
nonetheless, ahr! the subject of poverty remains an essential k y to
understanding Clare's experience. Irrespective of adherence to a monastic
rule, the observance of evangelical poverty, not only individual but
collective, would remain the sure mark of the Damianite group.', At a time
when the fusisi community was aligning itself with regulai observance,
accepting the discipline of enclosure in the strictest sense as understood by
Hugolino, assuming a more organized and structured external appearance,
all in accord with the plan begun by the cardinal to coordinate ttre women,s
religious movement, Clare *m ..merting the permanent nature of the
Forru. ,f Lrf, given by Francis on one point not open to discussion: the choice
ofpoverty.

After cardinal flugolino's visit to the community of san
Damiano at Easter of 1220, during which the prelate most likely give
"precise conditions for the continuation of the female religious-life
linked to the Minors,"** Clare accepted the idea of the new discipline
regulating the ordinary llfe of the community in some ways, giving it more
well-defined monastic fearures, but she was unyielding in her defense of San
Damiano's special charism. fu Clara Gennaro has written:

The drama of Clare was her need to discover, through a process of digging,
that which could not be given up, the heart of her vocarion which could not
be betrayed or diluted or expressed in other religious terms. The fonna
paapertatis becomes for Clare the ultimate pointr-the basic choice, totally
freeing, to which everything must be subordinate.E5

t'See 
the work of W. Maleczek, Kara aon Assisi, cited above.

*'See M. Bartoli, "La poverti e il movimento francescano femminile," in
Dalla "sequela Christi" di Francesco d'Assisi all'apologia della pouerti, Spoleto 1992 (Atti
dei Convegni della Societi internazionale- di- studi frarrcescani e del Cenuo
interuniversitario di studi francescani n.s. 1), pp.225-48.

*M.P. Alberzoni, Cbiara e San Damianorp. 45.
*tC. Gennaro, '(Intervento alla Tavola Rotonda," in Mouim.ento religioso

fem.m.ini le e franc e scane sim.o, 3 44.
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This -search, it must be added, was carried out together with
Francis. Shortly before his death, in 1226, he wrote another brief message, a

spiritual testament addressed to the poor ladies of San Damiano. In it he

confirmed and reasserted its special charism:

I, little brother Francis, wish to follow the life and poverty of our most high

Lord Jesus Christ and of His holy mother and to persevere in this until the

end; and I ask and counsel you, my ladies, to live always in this most holy

life and poverty. And keep most carefrrl watch tha.t you never depart from

this by reason of the teaching or advice of anyone.""

Francis's "last will," jealously kept by Clare and inserted into the

central part of her Rule, must be interpreted in the context of several

important developments in the women's penitential movement during the

t2)0s. The tendency of the Apostolic See was to incorporate in a single

order the "poor cloistered nuns," either houses that sprang up as identical

copies of fusisi or pre-existing foundations incorporated into the Damianite

family. The tendency to give a uniform Franciscan character to the new

women's communities was favored by Cardinal Hugolino of Ostia, and was

accelerated after he assumed the papacy in 1227.

Francis died the year before: for the community of San Damiano,

now orphaned by their father, to the sorrow of the distance had to add the

anguish and preoccupation for a still uncertain future. The tormented cry of
Cllre before the body of Francis, described in the Life of St' Francis by

Thomas of Celano offers a precious witness to the state of soul and of the

difficult psycholical situation lived by Clare, now left alone and without
protection.sT

In 1228, Gregory IX visited San Damiano, to which he was linked

by long-standing tradition, including an exchange of letters'** And it was on

this oc-casion thit an event took ptaCe whose importance is also underscored

by the hagiographer. According to Thomas of Celano, the pope tried to
plrrord" 6tri. tiat, "becr.rr" of the events of the times and the dangers of

*Flcl vl,7-9 [GA:ED 72].
tlTr'ror a careful analysis of this episode consult, S' Brufani, "\'

memoria di Chiara d'Assisir" ,n Ctoro claris freclara, pp' 501-523, in particular
pp. 504-510.

**Fo, 
" more general consideration of the realtio":hlP.berween Hugolino

and the Minorite -olr"ir"rrt, in which admiration for Francis did not rule out some

deep misunderstandings of his spiritua-I inspiratiol:-sgt E' Plsztor, "San Francesco e

il-;tJi"rle Ugoline n"ella 'ques'tiot. franctscana,'' in Eadem, Francesco d-'Assisi e la
;qiiri*, {r*1u*io, " .d. A. Marini. Collana della Societi internazionale di studi

fJ"rr..r"rrii, 5 (fusisiiSocieti internazionale di studi francecani, 2000), 291-326'
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the world, she should consent to have some possessions." But the abbess,
relying on her personal prestige, the authority conferred on her by her
special relationship with Francis, resisted every offer: "Floly Father,,, she
said, "I will never in any way wish to be absolved from following the way of
Christ." And so Gregory ratified the confirmation of the Privilege
previously granted her by fnnocent III.*'

Nor would she change her mind afterward. Many years later, when
Pope Innocent fV, continuing the process of normalization, in the bull Cunt.
omnis of 1247, gave the Order of "poor cloistered nuns" a new Rule that
officially introduced a form of poverty similar to the monastic model,
Clare's reaction was no less decisive.'" This new text, after the Hugoline
statutes, constitutde an acknowledgement by the pope of a de facto situation.
Faced with exceptional expansion, he was trylng to give a uniform structure
to houses now modeled on traditional monastic structures. Enclosure was
really incompatible with the radical poverty professed at San Damiano.
Separation from the world made it impossible for the sisters to devote
themselves to work that would allow them to live without income in an
economy still predominandy rural. The pope's concern, in accord with long
tradition, sprang from the conviction that only a system of donations would
allow the sisters to devote themselves to their life of prayer and
contemplation in peace. But Clare did not recognize herself in Innocent's
model, and consistent with the position she took earlier toward Gregory IX,
she was unyielding in her rejection of the new papal norms. And so Clare
herself, the first woman to write a rule for women,'' drew tp a Form of Lrf,
for the Order of Poor Sisters.

On September 16, 1252, the Rule obtained recognition from the
cardinal protector Raynaldus. But Clare also sought official approval from
the pope, who arrived on August 9, 1253, with the bull So/er annuere."'The
next day a brother brought her the text of the bull. fu Sister Filippa stated
before the bishop of Spoleto at the canonization process:

*'LegCl 14 [CA:ED 269]. Gregory's document, preserved in the
protomonastery in Assisi, was signed in Perugia on September 17, 1228. Much
shorter than Innocent's Privilege, it nevertheless preserves the latter's stylistic and
formal structure. For the relationship berween Clare and Gregorlr see M. Bartoli,
"Gregorio IX, Chiara d'fusisi e le prime dispute all'interno del movimento
francescano," Rend.iconti dell'Accademia Nazionale d,ei Lincei 3 5 (1980) 97-108.

'"For the Rule of Innocent and Clare's non-acceptance, see below.
''This is what Thadd6e Matura writes in the Introduction to Clare of Assisi,

Scritti,36.
"'Bullorium Franciscanum. I, 671-78 [talian trans. F. Olgiati in FF 2247-

22481.
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Her great desire was to have the Fonn of Ltf, of the Order confirmed with a
papal bull, to be able one day to place her lips upon the papal seal, and,
then, on the following day, to die. It occurred just as she desired. She
learned a brother had come with leaers bearing the papal bull. She
reverently took it even though she was very close to death and pressed that
seal to her mouth in order to kiss it.

On the following day,Lady Clare...passed from this life to the Lord.'}

This episode highlights the vital and decisive importance Clare
attached to the Rule. It was not simply a iuridic text, but a work that
breathed the spirit of San Damiano,* whose sisters were to be "a mirror and
example to those living in the \ilorld.""

Drawing on her concrete experience of religious life, she skillfully
blended various traditions that were already an integral part of the
Damianite tradition: the Hugoline constitutions of 1219, the Benedictine
Rule, the Later Rule of the Friars Minor. From these came a text, the
expression of a legislative consciousness come to fruition, in which the
original Minorite roots urere combined with monastic spirituality. It was a
document in which needs and motives of differing origins found a place, but
whose main inspiration was fidelity to the intuition of Francis who had
instituted this life.'n

The Rule of Clare is organized into twelve chapters, an
arrangement that reflects that of the Later Ru[e of the Friars Minor." The
main subject, and the most original, deals with the question of poverty, the

"Proc Third Witness, 32 [CA:ED 153].

'*A. Manzini, "'Ancilla Christi, plantula sancti Francisci.'Gli scritti di santa
Chiara e la Regola ," in Cbiara d',*sisi,109-56.

"TestCl 20 [CA:ED 57].

'oFor a comparative study of the juridical and spiritual texts that form the
basis of Clare's codification, see F. Uribe, "L'iter storico della Regola di S. Chiara:
una prova di fedelti al Vangelo," in Dialogbi con Chiara d'Asisi,2ll-40.

"A fine reading of the nrle has been done by C.A. Acquadro & C.C.
Mondonico, ttla regola di Chiara d'Assisi: il Vangelo come forma di vitar" in
Ch.ra claris preclnra, pp. 147-232. This study demonstrates the saint's vast
knowledge olmonastii legislation and at the same time a precise awareness of
the concrete problems of the femalg l"tiggqs-life of that time. From this
emerges an onginal synthesis in which faithfulness to her own charism is
harmonized wiih the effort of complete ecclesial communion. See also,
Federazione s. Chiara d'Assisi delle Clarisse di Umbria-Sardegna, Cbiara d.i

Assisi e le sae fonti legislatiae. Sinossi romatica Secundum perfectionem sancti
evangelii. La forrna d.i aita d.ell,'Ordine delle Sorelle poaere (Padua: Edizioini
Messaggero, 2003).
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distinctive feature of the sisters' experience, sought by Clare more
exclusively and totally than by her father and teacher himself. In chapter VI
we are told what this Damianite poverty is. The sisters are bound to observe
holy poverry "by not receiving or having possession or ownership either of
themselves or through an intermediary, or even anyrhing that might
reasonably be called property." They can accept, near the building, "only as
much land as necessity requires for the integrity and proper seclusion of the
monastery, and this land may not be cultivated except as a garden for the
needs of the sisters.""

The radical gospel poverty of San Damiano is based on imitation of
the poverfy of Christ and the Virgin Mrry, a fundamental term in Clare,s
spiritual language. But no less important, in fact central and constitutive, is
the experience of God as Father of mercies, as expressed in the Testament,
perhaps the document that provides the best exegesis of the spirit of the
Rule. God is the inexhaustible bestower of gifts, of graruitous benefits. The
first of these is conversion, which opens the way to vocation, the choice of
consecrated life by Clare and the sisters. Everything is a gift of God. Francis
is a gift,'the sisters called by the Lord and multiplied by him are a gift,'n" rhe
fragrance of their holy life and good repute in the world is a gift."" Thus the
observance of poverty must be closely linked to rhis theology of gift, for
through it we are able to abandon ourselves completely to the will and
mercy of God. It is not a moment of ascetical renunciation or penitential
mortification; it is the condition of those preparing to receive gifts from the
Father of mercies. Seen from this vantage point of sanctifring fullness, rhe
sisters'life is a continuous song of praise and thanksgiving to the Giver.""

From this vision arises a model of community life in which the
leader of the monastery must present herself as the very image of God's
love. For this reason, "Let her strive to preside as well over the others more
by her virtues and holy behavior than by her office, so that, moved by her
example, the sisters may obey her more out of love than out of fear." Let her
preserve common life but "console those who are afflicted. Let her also be
the last refuge for those who are troubled."""

"Flcl vr, rz-ts [GA:ED 72]

"TestCl43 [CA:ED 59].

""'TesrCl 3l [CA:ED 58].

""TestCl 58 [CA:ED 60].

""TestCl22 [CA:ED 57].

'u'Flcl rv, 9-11 [cA:ED 69]
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The obedience of the sisters, chosen "of their own free will,""'* is a

promise to live joyfully, in a warm and afifectionate atmosphere of mutual
love, "so that, seeing the charity, humility and unity they have toward one
another, their mother might bear all the burdens of her office more easily,

and, through their way of life, what is painful and bitter might be changed
into sweetness.""" This bond of charity, rather than disciplinary measures, is

the cement of common life. Therefore let the sisters beware "of all pride,
vainglory, €nvy avarice, care and anxiety about this world, detraction and
murmuring, dissension and division.""'n

If this is the essential charism, it is this that gives life to the norms,
which are conceived as a means and instrument for attaining the fullness of
community life. Thus the Rule's undeniable severity is always accompanied
by a measure of discretion. The command to wear poor and shabby
garments sha[ be observed "according to the diversity of persons, places,

seasons and cold climates, as shall seem expedient to the abbess by
necessity."r.T The sisters who serve outside the monastery are allowed to
wear shoes."'' The perpetual fast, except for Christmas, should be mitigated
for the younger sisters, those who are weak, and those serving outside the
monastery."'' Silence is to be observed from the hour of Compline until
Terce. But in the infirmary it is permitted to speak with discernment for the
recreation of the sick."" Consideration should be given to those who are ill,
and "they may lie on sacks filled with straw and may use feather pillows for
their head," and also woolen stockings and quilts."' The enclosure is very
strict: grilles and bolts protect the sisters, who must use curtains to avoid
being seen by outsiders."' But for some "useful, reasonable, evident, and

"'*festCl 68 ICA:ED 6l].
""TestCl 69-70 [CA:ED 61].
*nFlcl X, 6 [GA:ED 77].

"''Flcl II, 16 [GA:ED 66].
tu*Flcl Il, 22 [CA:ED 67]. The practice of having "serving sisters" was

abolished by Pope Benedict )trI in 1336, in the context of applying the norms on
enclosure, following the regulations of Boniface (I. Omaechevania, La Regla y las

reglas,30).

'u'Flcl III, 16 [GA:ED 68].

"uFlcl V, 1, 3 [CA:ED 70]. On relaxation of the rules concerning silence in
comparison with the Hugoline Rule, see M. Bartoli Cbiara d.'Assisi,pp.127-28.

"'Flcl vI[, 17 [GA:ED 75].

"'FlCl V, 10-15 [CA:ED 71]. The strictness in the type of enclosure may
also correspond to a need to clearly distinguish the Damianites' lifestyle f-rom that of
women *lio ,.. living without fixed dwellings while professing to be followers of
Francis, for example the Minoritesses or the Discalced. See Ch. Lainati, "La cl6ture
de sainte Claire ei des premiEres clarisses," Laurentianum 14 (1973) 223-50; E. Grau,
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approved purpose" L sister may go outside the monastery with the
permission of the superiors."'

The final chapter of the Rule touches on another point that Clare
considered essential. She expressly asks that the visitator, the chaplain and
the clerical companion be always taken from the Order of Friars Minor, as

well as the two lay brothers chosen to support the poverty of the sisters.
Likewise, the Cardinal Protector is to be same person delegated for the
Friars Minor."o With this provision Clare intends to speak definiUrr.ly on
the vexing question of the spiritual care of the sisters. The question had
already been raised after promulgation of the bull Quo elongati Onq."'This
document is extremely important for later developments in the Order of
Friars Minor, because in it the pontiff denied all juridic validity to the
Testament of Saint Francis. With regard to the sisters, the brothers were
expressly forbidden to enter monasteries of women without papal
authorization."u Flere, too, as in the question of povergr, Clare's reaction
was swift and very strong. She immediately removed not only the brothers
in charge of offering spiritual assistance to the sisters, but also those charged
with providing for their material support through alms. According to
Celano, on that occasion Clare said: "Let him now take away from us all the
brothers since he has taken 

^w^y 
those who provide us with the food that is

vital." Facing a protest that was the equivalent of a true "hunger strike,'"'
the pope was forced somehow to revise his position by referring the
question to the general minister of the Order."'

On the other hand, the debate within the men's Order had a

Iegitimate basis in the express prohibition by Francis in the Earlier Rule

Die Kausar im Koster S. Dam.ianl z?t. Lebzeiten der bl. Klara: Studia bistorico-ecclesiastica
Festgabe L. Spiitling, Rome 1977, pp. 3ll-46. On the question of the "vagrant
women," see also C. Gennaro, "Il francescanesimo femminile nel )ilII secolo,"
Riaista di. Storia e.Leneratura Religiosa. 25 (1989) 259-84, esp. pp. 281-84.

"rFlcl II t2 [GA:ED 66].

"nFlcl )ilI l-7, t2 [GA:ED 79,80].
"tH. Grundmann, "Die Bulle'Quo elongati' Papst Gregors IX," Archiaum.

Franciscanum. Historicum. 54 (1961) 3-25,20-25 for the text of the bull.

"''For a detailed analysis of this bull, promulgated by the pope on
September 28,1220, see E. Pisztor, "Francescanesimo e papato," Francesco d.'Assisi e

la "questione francescana," pp. 327 -49.

"'C. Gennaro, "Chiara, Agnese e le prime consorelle," p. 185.

"*M.P. Alberzoni, Chiara e il papato, pp. 63-69; Eadem, "'Nequaquam a

Christi sequela in perpetuum absolvi desidero.' Chiara tra carisma e istituzione," in
Chiara d'Assisi e la ru.em.oria di Francesco, Conaegno di studi per l'Wil centenario della
nascita di Santa Chiara d'Assisi, ed A. Marini - M.B. Mistretta (Cini di Castello 1995),
pp. 47 -48 [English trans. Greyfriars Reaiew 12 (1998) Supplement, 81-121].
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(122L), that absolutely no woman was to be received to obedience, "but after
spiritual advice has been given to her, let her do penance wherever she
wants.""' Gregory IX's remark about women's monasteries, in Quo elongati,
was nothing more than an application of what Francis himself envisioned in
the Later Rule of t223:

I strictly comrnand all the brothers not to have any suspicious dealings or
conversations with women, and they may not enter the monasteries of
nuns, excepting those brothers to whom special permission has been
granted by the Apostolic See. --

It has been rightly emphasized that Francis's rules concerning nuns
must be contextualized, read and interpreted from the standpoint of the
saint's real motives. In no \tray did he intend to found a new Order for
women. On the other hand, Francis's caution sprang from his awareness of
the problems of indiscriminate mixing of the sexes in earlier penitential
movements. These, as we have seen, had aroused serious doubts and
resistance on the part of the church hierarchy."' Thus there really was a

problem. But Clare solved it by ignoring the legal dimension and appealing
to the historical memory of a real ecounter, a personal and privileged
relationship between Saint Francis and San Damiano. After her conversion,
and after Francis had tested her fidelity, he had given her and the sisters a

place. He had written a form of life, he had promised the same "loving care
and special solicitude" for them as for his brothers. By virtue of this
obligation Clare was able, before she died, to entrust the care of her sisters,
present and future, to the Roman Church, to the Supreme Pontiff, to the
Cardinal Protector, and to the General Minister of the Order, so that they
might always continue in their life of most high poverty.

Who collaborated with Clare in writing the Rule? Clare's solitude
in the last years of her lifelt has been underlined, and it grew stronger after
the dramatic deposition of brother Elias from the office of General Minister
of the Order during the chapter held at Rome in 1239. The removal of Elias
deprived San Damiano of an important protector and at the same time of an

authoritative point of reference with the Order. Some brothers however
never abandoned Clare: these were the companions of Francis, brother Leo,
brother Angelo of Rieti and brother Juniper, who never lost contact with

"'ER )ilI, 4 [FA:ED r, 73j.
"uLR N,l-z [FA:ED I, 106].
t"See 

J. Dalarun, Francesco: an
leggende di Francesco d,'Assisi (Rome: Viella

passoggto.

, t994).
Donna e donne negli sritti e nelle
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Clare and "considered her a faithful witness and at the same time, a point of
reference that never fell away in the face of the direction of Order as well as

before the papacy."t" It is from this perspective that one can also
comprehend brother Leo's gift of some precious relics of St. Francis to sister
Benedetta, she who succeeded Clare I the direction of the community. Even
though it is impossible to prove, the hypothesis takes shape of an effective
collaboration of the companions of Francis in the writing of the Rule, which
for Clare was also the highest act of fidelity to her father.

3. Institutional Deueloprnents: Frurn. "Poor Cloistered Nuns" to Poor Clares

In the first documents relating to the para-regularwomen's
institutes present at the beginning of the 1200s in the Spoleto Valley, in
Tuscany and in much of north-central Italy, various terms are used to
describe them: sisters, ladies, nu.ns, cloistered u)on en. In the 1230s, the
expression "Order of San Damiano" becomes common."' It reflects the
need, doggedly pursued by the Church's supreme leaders, to bring the
group of houses of "poor cloistered nuns' back into the Franciscan
mainstream. The final name, "Order of Poor C[ares," would become
common only after Clare's death in 1253 and was made official by Urban fV
in 1263."* With the death of Francis, followed by that of Flonorius III in
1227 , and the election of Hugolino of Ostia to the papal throne, a neur stage
of development would begin. It was marked by a close series of interventions
by the Apostolic See with respect to the entire women's movement in Italy
and Europe. This trend would trigger a lively back and forth process

berween the motives and original identity of women's groups broadly aware

"'Alberzoni, Chiara e il Papato, p. 65.

"'This description is present in the many letters sent by Gregory IX to the
"cloistered servants of Christ of the monastery of Saint Francis in Prague of the
Order of Damiano" (Bullarium Franciscanurn l, 213 and 215; Cod.ex diplmatirus et
epistolaris regni Bohem.iae, ed. G. Friedrich, III (Prague 1942), pp. 195-98, note 60).

t'*For the various names of the Second Franciscan Order, see I.
Omaechevarria, "Clarisse," in Dizionario degli Istituti di Perfezione II (Rome: Edizioni
Paoline, 1975),111-17. fu Alberzoni has emphasized, the problem of terminology,
with the shift in names, reflects the institutional complexity of the phenomenon that
would consolidate only gradually, assuming the definite features of an order "leaning
toward centralization and under the direct control of the Roman Church, according
to methods that had experienced significant implementation in the mendicant
Orders" (M.P.Alberzoni, "sorores minores e autoriti ecclesiastica fino al pontificato
di Urbano fV," in Chiara e la dffiione delle clarisse, 165-94, 167 [English trans.
"sorores m,inores and Ecclesiastical Authority to the Pontificate of Urban fV," in Clare
of Assisi and the Poor Sisters in tbe Tbirteenth Century,l l3-53, I l4l).
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of their choices, and the models used by the institutional Church when
giving guidelines and a uniform appearance to a reality that was diverse and

"*tr.-ily varied."' On the othei hand, it has to be stresr.d that the very
complexity of the landscape prompted the papacy to make choices that were
flexible and open, rather than cut and dried. Thus \Me can speak of an
empirical and experimental approach, not totally insensitive to demands and
requests coming from the base, even at a time when the tendenry was to
give a monastic stamp to phenomena whose roots and origins were very
different. This effort, not always successful, can also be explained by ,
certain inconsistency in the Apostolic See's poliry from the pontificate of
Gregory IX to that of Urban W.

The special attention devoted by Gregory IX (1227 -1241) ro the
problem of women religious is in line with the interest he had already shown
as a cardinal. It was directed especially at the solution of rwo problems: the
economic security and the pastoral care of the nuns. In the first case, the
pontiff called into question the principle of absolute poverty, drawing
inspiration from the monastic tradition. In the second, he tried to establish a

direct link berween the women's monasteries and the Friars Minor, who
were at a point when instirutionalizion of the movement made their pastoral
service to the nuns juridically possible.

As far as the first problem was concerned, the pope modified the
distinctly pauperist orientation adopted while he was legate, when he had no
problem transferring to the Apostolic See goods donated for the erection of
new monasteries."o A bull of Honorius III dated December 9, 1219, relating
to the foundation of Santa Maria Monticelli in Florence, is an example of
the practice followed. The pope endorsed a privilege of Cardinal Hugolino,
adhering to the wishes of a penitent. Before becoming a nun at Monticelli,
she transferred her properry to the Roman Church for the construction of a
monastery in honor of God and the Virgin Ma;ry, under the Rule of Saint
Benedict, and according to the norms followed by the Order of the Ladies
of Saint M^ry of San Damiano in fusisi."' The bull underscores a growing
practice wherein the cardinal was beginning to find himself at the center of a

complex web of negotiations. He was acting as middleman berween the

'"See R. Manselli, "La Chiesa e il francescanesimo femminile," in
M oa im. ent o r e li gi oso fem.m.ini le e franc e sc ane s im.o, 2 4l -6 I .

''nsince the monasteries did not have possession, they were not bound to
pay the episcopal tithe. But Honorius III's letter of 1218 (see above) provided that if
some groups had goods, then they would have to pay the ordinaries the sacramental
tax of the tithe.

"'BF I, 3-5; R. Manselli, "La Chiesa e il francescanesimo femminile," pp.
2+9-50.
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Roman Church, the urban religious world, and the wishes of the penitent,
dealing with a very special situation that would allow the new monastery to
preserve a state of absolute poverty. Because of this ability to work with
others, and also because of his legislative activity, Hugolino had played a

politically essential role in the spread and coordination of the phenomenon

of th. "poor cloistered nuns." There is the well-known formulary he

prepared for the use of bishops, which diocesan ordinaries were supposed to
iefer to in establishing ne\r monasteries.t" The procedure was scrupulously

followed, for example, by the archbishop of Milan, Enrico Settala, in the

years t223-1224, in the foundation of Sant'Apollinare, a monastery in which
the religious wished to live "according to the form of life of the poor
cloistered ladies living in the Spoleto Valley.""'

The pope's policy, which was new with respect to the time of his

activiry as legate, arose from an acknowledgement of the objective

difficulties faced by monasteries that \^/ere barely surviving and in a

precarious state. The obligation of enclosure made it hard for them to
collect alms and support themselves by their work. We have already seen

that Gregory IX's initiatives in this area met with strong resistance from
C1are and the groups closest to her. In the summer of 1228, the pope

incorporated San Damiano into the order of "poor cloistered nuns,"

dispensing it from episcopal jurisdiction and placing it under the direct
protection of the Roman Church; but he had to grant Clare the Privilege of
Poverty."" Not all foundations, however, took an intransigent stance. For
this reason, during Gregory's pontificate a distinction began to be drawn

berween monasteries that had goods, such as those in Milan,"' Spoleto,

Todi, Vallegloria in Spello,"' and others that lived exclusively from alms,

such as San Damiano. After reconfirming for Clare the Privilege of Poverty,

t'*Ibidem,257.

"'P. Sevesi, "Il monastero delle Clarisse in S. Apollinare di Milano
(Documenti, sec. )ilII-XVIII)," Archiuum Franciscan Historicum 17 (1924) 338-64;

520-4+.

""Bullariam. Franciscanum' I, 771. See also M.P. Atberzoni, "Chiara e il
papato," 52-61;W. Maleczek, "Chiara d'Assisi," 6A-64.

"t Bullarium Franciscanam. I, 9 6.
t"Bullarium Franciscanum. l, 81: on J:uly 27, 1232, the pope grlrye-d

Vallegloria most of the possessions of the abbey of lan Silvestro al Subasio; BR I,
199: 3n Ju/ry 29,1236, he makes a donation of gbod-s he himself purchased' See also

R. RusJoni, "L'"rprnsione del francescanesimo femminile nel secolo X[[," in
Mouim.ento religion'femminile e francescanesimo, pp. 265-313, here p' 287 [English
trans. Greyfriars Retsiew 12:1 (1998), l5-75].
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Gregory made a similar provision for Monticelli in Florence, in 1230,',, and
for the monastery in Prague, in 1238."*

The pope adopted a soft approach, trying to weigh his
interventions, also with respect to requests from the monasteries, meeting
the clearest and strongest needs, or at least exploring the possibility o1
intermediate solutions. An example is the case of Monteluce, which in lZ29
was still observing "the proposal of most high pove rty,""t while in July 123 1

it came into possession of lands, vineyards, and a mill near Perugia as a gift
from the pope."n But the donation was not enough, since in 1235 Gregory
IX asked that alms be given for the Perugia sisters in view of their need. And
so the protection given by the popes would lay the groundwork for the
evolution of Monteluce from a small conventual community to a big and
powerful monastery."'

Nor was the search for other solutions excluded. For the support of
the poor cloistered nuns of Santa Petronilla in Siena, who refused the
bequest left them by a Sienese citizen, the pope in 1233 appealed to the
"magistrates Pizzicarola" to administer the donation on behalf of the
sisters.rs' On the other hand, in 1237, in order to satis$, Agnes of Prague's
request for poverqr, he accepted the hospital of Saint Francis "as the rightful
property of blessed Peter, and under our protection and that of the
Apostolic See," making it separate from the monastery. In any case, by the
1240s few monasteries still professed perfect poverty.

With regard to the second problem faced by Gregory IX, that of
the institutional link berween the monasteries of "poor cloistered nuns" and
the Order of Friars Minor, w€ should recall the bull Quoties cordis of
December 14, 1227, which entrusted the general minister of the Order of
Friars Minor with the task of caring for the nuns."' Besides, the above-
mentionted Cistercian closures in1228 made the new mendicant Orders the
only alternative. On August 18, L228, a letter from Cardinal Raynaldus de

"' Bullarium. Franciscanaum. I, 62.
t'rBullarium. Franciscanum.l,236-37: Pia credulitate tenentes (April 15, 1238).

On this point Maleczek advocates caution: "It has often been suggested that the pope
granted the Privilege of Poverty to other monasteries, but this has never been
proven" (Cbiara d'Assisi, 62).

"t Bullarium. Franciscanum. l, 38 -39

"n Builarium Franciscanam. l, 7 3 .

"'P. Htiher, "Il monastero delle clarisse di Monteluce in Perugia (1218-
1400)," in Il moaimento religioso fem.minile in Umbria,16l-82.

"rBullarium. Franciscanum I, 116-17; R. Manselli, "La Chiesa e il
francescanesimo femminile," 2 5 3 -5 4.

"" Bullariam. Franciscanum, I, 6.
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Jenne announced the pending appointment of Filippo Longo'n" as visitator
for the sisters of rwenty-four monasteries, a position previously held by
Brother Pacifico. But in 1230 the pope said that the brothers needed special
permission from the Holy See in order to enter monasteries of cloistered
nuns. This provision, as we have seen, was to be understood in the sense that
not all Friars Minor, but only those lawfully designated could intervene in
matters concerning the nuns. But this decision provoked a strong reaction
from Clare in the name of a freer and more spontaneous relationship with
the fraternity, certain that there existed a special link with the Friars
Minor.'*' Despite these difficulties, Franciscan friars were living near
monasteries of the Order of San Damiano by the beginning of the 1230s, at
Padua as well as Rome, for the purpose of celebrating Mass and
administering the sacraments.'o' Yet many monasteries still depended on the
diocesan ordinaries.

And so, despite the pope's intentions, Gregory's pontificate ended
with two different sets of customs regarding the observance of poverty,
while the difficult question about the care of the nuns was left hanging. The
search for a centralized organization and a simplification of the various
forms of the order of "poor cloistered nuns" was the objective pursued by
his successor. The need to proceed to a uniform institutional expression was
all the more urgent in light of a phenomenon, widely attested in the sources,
that began to appear in the early 1240s. Especially in north-central Italy,
women religious variously called "Minoritesses," "CordeliEres," or
"Discalced" were spreading. These dissidents, who went barefoot and wore
the Damianite habit and cord, strongly rejected the papacy's monasticizing
tendencies, in the name of the original Franciscan intention. They were

'*'As Rusconi has explained, a biased tradition consigned Filippo Longo to a

kind of demonization. According to Jordan of Giano's Cbronicle, the brother was
harshly criticized by Francis upon his return from his trip to the East, because during
his absence Filippo has assumed the position of visitator of the poor nuns. The
account presents difficulties: the relationship of friendship and mutual esteem
between Francis and Filippo is well-documented. Not only that, as Rusconi notes,
but "it is hard to believe that prior to approval of the Later Ruh by the bull So/er

annuere, November 29, 1223, Hugolino of Ostia could have replaced a Cistercian in
his official capacity as visitator of nuns by an ordinary frater belonging to an order
not yet officially approved by the Holy See" (R. Rusconi, "L'espansione del
francescanesimo femminile," 281). Filippo Longo became visitator only in 1228, and
by papal appointment. Thus the incident must be interpreted in light of the serious
tensions during the 1260s.

'o'Bullarium Franciscanum I, 70: this arrangment was meant to be an
expression of the norm contained in chapter )il of the Later Rule.

'*'L. Oliger, "De origine," 422.
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defenders of absolute poverty, a value that could not be eliminated with that
of the enclosure.'*' Gregory IX had denounced these women, who had
nothing in common with the true Damianites, as members of a ,,false

religious order." In the eyes of the Franciscan leadership, their behavior cast
discredit on the entire institution.'*

In l2+7, Pope Innocent N (1243-1254) drew up a new Rule.,*'
Although it was broadly inspired by the Hugoline Constitutions, in the
pope's mind it was supposed to put an end to the variations still existing
among the different monasteries by offering a universally valid noffn for all
the communities of the "enclosed nuns of the Order of San Damiano.,, With
the publication of the bull Cum orunis uera religio, August 6, 127+,,* after
years of hesitation and second thoughts,'*' Innocent fV responded to the
urgent requests of the Damianites, who were asking that mention of the
Benedictine Rule be removed once and for all from the Constitutions.'* He
stated unequivocally that the Order of San Damiano was part of the
Minorite family, referring explicitly to Francis (whose name was also
inserted into the profession formula) and to the Rule of L223. On the Saint,s
feastday, the nuns were exempt from fasting, and the Divine Office was
recited "according to the custom of the Order of Friars Minor." This was a
very important concession. In the name of the higher cause of unity, it was

'o'See C. Gennaro, "Il francescanesimo femminile nel )OII secolo,,, Riaista
di Storia e Leneratara Religiosa 25 (1989) 281-84 (for the problem of the ,,vagrant

women"); O. van fuseldonk, "Sorores Minores e Chiara d'Assisi a San Damiano.
LJna scelta tra clausura e lebbrosi?" Collectanea Franciscana 63 (1993) 399-420; M.
Sensi, ttClarisse e minorete nei secoli )ilII-SV. L'esempio marchigiano r' Atti e
memorie della deputazione di storia paria per le Marche 103 (1998) 493-522.

'*M.P. Alberzoni, "sorores minores e autoriti ecclesiastic a," l8Z-83.
'rtBullarium Franciscanam. l, 394-99; I. Omaechevarrfa, Escritos, 242-64

[CA:ED 113-28]. This Rule is much longer than Hugolino's, more concrete and
specific, and consists of twelve chapters. It has a strong juridic flavor and lays down a
set of norms that regulate every aspect of daily life.

t# Bullarium. Franciscanum l, 47 6-83 .

'*'On No-rrember 13, 1245, Innocent fV, following in the path of his
predecessor, who had not allowed the removal in 1238 (Bufarium Franciscanum.I,
242; L. Oliger, "De origine," 423) - rejected Agnes of Prague's request to omit the
reference to the Benedictine Rule and solemnly reconfirmed Hugolino's Form of
Life with the Rule of Saint Benedict (Bullarium, Franciscanum t, lg+-99). See I.
Yazquez "La'forma vitae'Hugoliniana para las Clarisas en una bula desconocida del
1245," Antonianum 52 (1977) 95-125.

I 4llr'-"lnnocent fV had justified his decision by reaffirming the validity of the
Benedictine Rule as "the most important of the approved Rules." On the
correspondence between the pope and Agnes of Prague, see A. Marini, Agnese di
Boem.ia,87 .
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in some ways a reversal of positions taken earlier by the same pontiff, who
was particularly reluctant to authorize dissociation from the Benedictine
Rule. That was not all. The pope was placing all the women's monasteries
under the direct jurisdiction of the general and provincial ministers of the
Friars Minor, thereby subjecting them to the latter's obedience, government
and teaching, whereas before the nuns had had Franciscan visitators
appointed by the Holy See.'*'The brothers were not obliged to reside in the
monasteries, and for administration of their possessions the nuns should
appoint a procurator, whose job was to deal with temporal matters. On[y the
brothers were allowed to hear the nuns' confessions, and it was their duty to
appoint the visitator and confirm the election of the abbess; the general

chapter could decide regarding the establishment of new monasteries. Thus
a, very close tie with the Friars Minor was sanctioned, in practice an actual
juridic incorporation into the Franciscan Order. The pope also authorized
increased relations with the outside by having serving sisters, who were

exempt from the strict enclosure."" Moreover, the possibility of a special

dispensation from the enclosure was envisioned for serious reasons. The
observance of silence, as prescribed in Hugolino's Rule, was confirmed, but
some mitigations were introduced in the rules for fasting.

Despite these important concessions, Innocent's Rule introduced a

new and decisively important chapter, inasmuch as it modified the original
charism, the movement's specific vocation. Monasteries were permitted "to
receive, to have in common, and to freely retain produce and possessions,""'

and they were obliged to appoint a prudent and loyal procurator to
administer them. Essentially, the dispensations and mitigations granted

earlier to certain monasteries became the common norm by reason of the
new Rule.

The reaction was instantaneous and virtrrally unanimous. With
the exception of certain German"' and Italian"' monasteries, the
traditional Rule of Hugolino remained in force. On June 6, 1250,
Innocent fV officially declared that no sister was bound to accept the

'r" Bullarium. Fr anciscanum. I, 3 87 .

""See L. Pisanu, Innocenzo IV e i francescani (1243-1254), Rome 1968, ?01-
05.

"'I. Omaechevarrfa, Esritos, 2 60ft [CA:ED 1 2 5].
l52n t.-'-ror a ttst of the monasteries, in reality very few, that accepted the Rule of

Innocent fV, see L. Oliger, "De origine," 427.

"'Such is the case of the Damianites of the monastery of San Pietro di
Cavaglio in Piacenza, which in 1255 was following Innocent's Rule. See G. Andenna,

"Le Jlarisse nel Novarese (1252-1300)," Archiuum. Franciscan Historicum' 67 (1974)

236-37.
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text approved by him."n Lex nan accepto.ta non obligat l"Alaw tlat is not
accepted does not oblige"]. How does one e4plain the refusal of dre
Iarge majority of monasteries opposed to this text that saw the
recognition of the direct connection with Francis and sanctioned
unequivocally the link with the Order? With regard to San Damiano
and the monasteries Iinked to the observance of integral poverty, the
response is fairly simply: Innocent fV recognized the possession of
goods in common, and that clause remained unacceptable for Clare.
But there were many houses by now that did not hold to the strict
poverty observed at Assisi and at Prague, and still these communities
did not recognize the disposition of Innocent, prefeming to presenye
the ancient constitutions of Hugolino. The arguments advanced by
Casagrande to e4plain the lack of success of Innocent's iniative are
persuasive:

The for:rrula of Hugolino made no reference to the theme of
poverty/property and did not establish any link (even less a
strict link) with the Order of Minors. As absurd (but not v€ry)
as it might seem Hugolino's formula was "open"; Innocent's
Rule is precise and binding; the link with the Minors is not
only very close, but is imposed with a kind of pressing and
continuous control. It must be asked if all this did not end up
timiting or annuling the spaces of autonomy to which the
Damianite communities were in some measure accustomed."t

That moment marked the beginning of a difficult period for the
Order of San Damiano. Various factors were at work. There was the death
of Clare, the charismatic leader and point of reference for the "poor
cloistered sisters." There was the difficulty in establishing a uniform juridic
statute, and there was the growing resistance on the part of the Friars Minor
to accept responsibility for the care of the nuns. In fact, this task was being
carried out only in those monasteries exempt from episcopal jurisdiction,ttn
while the others were unsuccessful in obtaining the jurisdiction of the Friars
Minor.

"r Bullariam. Franciscanum, Supplem.entum., 22.

"tG. Casagrandg "La regola di lnnocetzofVr" p. 78.

"oSee L. Oliger, "De origine," 439.
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Despite the support of the Apostolic See, which never wavered (it is
to Alexandei fV"' that we owe the early canonization of Clare), and despite

the increase in foundations, the variety of observances was threatening to
destroy the Order's very identity. The growing number of monasteries in
very different territorial and cultural situations was itself another element of
crisis and uncertainty. Further evidence of this trouble can be seen at the

end of the 1250s. fu the Rules urere making their way through the different
strata, another text was introduced, this one drawn up by a gloup of Friars

Minor for Isabelle, sister of the king of Francis, and her monastery in
Longchamp."*

In a tense and difficult situation, which Alexander fV's conciliatory
poliry had been unable to resolve, must be placed the proiegt of Urban
iV. 'i Raised to the pontificate in L261, the new PoPe, acknowledging

the problems existing berween the two branches of the Order, approved

theii separation, appointing two different cardinals as protectors. For the

Minors it was Giovanni Caetano Orsini, and for the "sisters" it was the

bishop of Preneste, Stefano Lfngaro.'." Moreover, he asked the brothers

decide on the question of the care of the nuns at their general chapter of
1263,which was to take place in Pisa.'u'

It is to this period that the farnous testimony of Thomas of Pavia

must be ascribed. Retying on the memory of a certain Brother Stephen,

known for his purity and simplicity of life, Thomas traces the clear

distancing of the brothers from the Lesser Sisters directly back to the wishes

of Francis:

When it came to his [Francis's] attention that the women who lived

together in these monasteries were called sisters, he was gready disturbed

,t d it is said that he exclaimed: "The Lord has taken away our wives, but

now the devil is providing us with sisters."'n'

"'See L. Pellegrini, Alessandro IV e i francescani (1254'1261) (Rome 1966),

86-95.

"'See note 201.

"'See G. Andenna, "Lfrban fV e l'ordine delle Clarisse," in Chiara e la

dffisione delle Clarisse, 195 -218 -
tt"'See Z. Ltzzeri, "Documenta de controversia inter Fratres Minores et

Clarissas spectantia (1262i2g7)," Arcbiaam' Franciscanuum Histariat'm 3 (1910 664-

79;4 (l9ll)74-94, esP. 668-71.

'o'BF II, 574.

'o'Cited in L. Oliger, De origine, 4l9. "When it came to his {Francis's]
attention that the vlomen wf,o ii.'ed to{"th.t in these monasteries were called sisters'

fr" *"r gt"atly disturbed and it is saidihat he exclaimed: 'The Lord has taken away
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Recent interpreters of this passage have made it quite clear that this
testimony is biased and must be seen as an anachronistic projection of grave
problems within the Order in the 1260s.'n' Even in these terms, the passage
in question is another sign of a profound unease, a real problem in
relationships. The situation was so tense that, despite strong pressure from
the pope, at the chapter of Pisa in 1263 no decision was made about the care
of the nuns.'n*

A clarification was necessary, both on the question of the care of the
nuns and on the question of poverty, even though it was practically
impossible to resolve the contradiction between strict enclosure and
absolute poverqr. In naming Cardinal Orsini as new protector of the
Damianites,'nt LIrban fV also gave him the mandate to prepare a new text,
the Order's future legislative code.

Urban fV's document, approved in 1263,'on acknowledged Clare as
foundress, decreeing that all the monasteries be called "of the Order of Saint
Clare." In the analysis of Urban's rule done by Giulia Barone, the
provision appeared therefore to be inspired by a double obiective: that
of reaching an "homogenization" of the community that was
tenaciously persued as the obiective, but without success by his
predecessors, and the solution to the delicate problem of the cara
animantm of the female monasteries. Diligently aware of the problems
of the communities and a refined politician, th" pope adopted an
'.intermedirry" strategy that assured a close tink with the minorite
Order without however imposing obligations that were a reason for
continuing tensions in the previous years. The figure of the cardinal
protector, the same for the Minors and Poor Clares, would have

our wives, but now the devil is providing us with sisters.' Cardinal Hugolino, bishop
of Ostia, who was then the protector of the Order of Minors, looked after these
sisters with great affection. One time, when he was taking leave of blessed Francis, he
said to him: 'I am entrusting these ladies to you.'Francis replied with a smile: 'Well,
Holy Father, from now let them not be called Lesser Sisters, but as you have just
said, Ladies. And from then on they were called Ladies and not Sisters" [FA:ED III,
7e4).

'n'A. Benvenuti, "L'espansione del movimento damianita," 59-68; O. van
fuseldonk, "'Sorores minores.' IJna nuova impostazione del problema," Collectanea
Franciscana 62 (1992) 618-21.

tnuZ. Ltzzeri, "Documenti de controvers ia r" 67 6.

'n'BF II, 474-7 5.

' 
nn Bullarium Franciscanum. Il, 5 09 .
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functioned as a ttfilter" for the requests of the women, seeking at the
same time to avoid "excessive friction with the Franciscans."'n'

But in the very act of extolling the person of the Saint, the pope did
away with the essential core of the Rule of 1253, taking a step backward with
respect to fnnocent fV. He recognized the right to have possessions in
common and reinforced the element of enclosure, making it the object of a

vow.'o'And recognizing the strong resistance on the part of the Friars Minor
to forming close institutional ties with monasteries of the Order of Poor
Clares,'n" in line with the policy followed by the Dominicans until 1228 with
regard to nuns,"" flrban fV decreed that monasteries should be subject to
the cardinal protector. To him fell the task of appointing worthy men to the
office of visitator. It was established that the protector of the women's Order
and the Order of Friars Minor be the same person. It was advisable for the
cardinal to choose Franciscans for the care of souls, but on this point he
could use discretion. This directive basically accepted the position of
Bonaventure, who had wanted to pass a law that the visitation and spiritual
assistance should be regarded each time as a voluntary service and not a

juridic obligation."'

Urban was hoping in this way to defuse an argument that had by
now dramatically erupted within the Franciscan Order. The Poor Clares
would wait a long time before seeing Innocent's norms reinstated, until
1296, when Boniface VIII with the bull Quasdarn litteras placed them again
under the full jurisdiction of the Order of Friars Minor."'

'o'G. Barone, "La regola di Urban fV," pp. 83-95, here p. 89.

'n'The only exception to the enclosure was in the case of danger from fire,
natural disaster, or invasion by an enemy army. It was allowed to leave the
monastery, with permission of the cardinal protector, to found a new monastery or
"for the sake of correction."

'n"In 1260, the general chapter of the Franciscans had decreed that no more
monasteries of women could be founded, and that they could assume care only of the
exempt monasteries. The Franciscans were taken to task by the women's monasteries
with which they broke off relations. The situation was made even worse by the
presence of two cardinal protectors. Their difference helped to keep alive the already
existing wounds. See Z. Lazzeri, "Documenta controversiam inter Fratres Minores et
Clarissas spectantia (1262-1297)," Archiaum Franciscanum. Historicum. I (1910) 664-
79;4 (t9tr) 74-94.

""See D.A. Moroer, Histoire des Mattres Gindraux d.e l'ordre des Frires
Precheurs,I (Paris 1901), 341-5 5 ; 534-43.

'"See H. Grundmann, Mouim,enti religiosi nel Medioeao,223-29. But on the
question and Bonaventure's attempts at mediation, see G. Andenna, "(frban fV e

l'ordine delle Clarisse," 209-10.

"'On April 8, L297, the cardinal protector of the Poor Clares, Matteo
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The primacy of honor that the popes assigned to Clare, an
indisputable model of sanctity, did not impede the Ioss of essential
points of the Rule of Clare. On the other hand, to the thirteenth-
c-entury ecclesiasticel mentality the project of Clare was highly
destructive not only for its radical poverty, but also for -thl
revolutionary conception of hierarchical authority that was expressed
in the Rule. In describing the position and tasks of the abbesi it also
worked a reversal of feudal roles, in which the idea of motberhoad.
prevailed over the rule of command, appealing to the ideal of an
enlarged and shared responsibility.

According to the Spirituals, the Urbanist Rule was a deviation from
seraphic poverty and charity, and it was received amid many controversies.
According to the testimony of Ubertino of Casale, its application was
imposed from on high, with abuses of power and acts of blackmail carried
out by the all-powerful cardinal protector."' The source is not exactly
neutral, and it is not easy to measure the actual import of Cardinal Orsiniis
interventions. Again in 1271 the cardinal protector sent a very harsh letter
to the visitators of the Poor Clares:

In order to treat the new diseases it is necessary to use new medicines, and
in order to avoid unusual dangers it is necessary to prepare unusual
remedies. We have been informed that cerain Poor Clares, incited by the
enemy of the human race, are trampling on the pact of their profession and
separating tlemselves from the power of the fear of God. Indeed, having
abandoned the enclosure, they are returning to their former way of life and
agreeing to subject themselves to the fatal slavery of the world. They
wander about here and there, with no care for their birth and their sense of
decency.

_ The penitents must be brought back to their monasteries, even by
force (aiolenta manu) and then put in chains because of their betrayal."*

In reality, there were two contrasting views of religious life. The
IJrbanist concept, in line with the leading group of Friars Minor and its
general Bonaventure,"' were arguing for an idealized picture of the Poor

Rosso Orsini, officially entrusted the care of all Poor Clares to the general and
provincial ministers of the Franciscan Order (Bullariam Franciscanum'IY,4l t).

"'tlbertino's tesrimony in the Arbor aitae is cited by L. Oliger, *De
oigSne," 442.

"*G. Andenna, "Llrban fV e l'ordine delle Clarisse,', 216

"tS. Clasen, "Franziskanische Christusbrautschaft. Die Stellung des
heiligen Bonaventuras zum Orden der heiligen Klara," in Franiskaniscbe. Stuf,ien 35
(1993) 296-317.
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Clare, completely absorbed in prayer and contemplation of her heavenly
Spouse. Ownership of goods was necessary in order to attend quietly and
peacefully to this special charism of religious life, which was also nourished
by study, meditation and reading, in a regime of complete and total
separation from the world. Obviously, Clare's ideal had been very different,
centered as it was on work, poverty and social concern.

The fact remains that the majority of monasteries adopted the
Urbanist Rule. But even Urban W failed to bring about the unity that had
been his objective. There were still monasteries bound to the Rule of Clare,
to the Rule of Isabelle of France, and to the Rule of Gregory IX. In the
following centuries, parallel obediences would be maintained bemreen nuns
of the second, or Urbanist Rule, who were the majority, and nuns of the first
Rule (Colletines, Capuchinesses, Discalced). Despite the clear
preponderance of Urbanists, the Poor Clares of the first Rule would follow
the path marked out by the foundress. From the fifteenth century on,"o her
normative text would remain the fundamental reference for all reform
movements within the Order.

4. Geograpbic Distributian of the Poor Clare "Places"

The most recent and complete studies on the expansion or success

of the Damianite movement"' have pointed out the impossibility, in the
present state of research, of drawing an exact topographic map and

providing a scientifically based chronology of the houses of the Second
Franciscan Order. The difficulties, as Rusconi has emphasized, are caused by
the irrepressible tendency of Franciscan historiography to backdate the
foundation of many monasterties. This is done in order to add to their
dignity by impressing on them the seraphic "stigmata" of the holy
patriarchs, or by tracing back to a Franciscan matrix houses "whose origins
are very complex and often totally unconnected to the Franciscan movement
or to the Order of Friars Minor.""* But an investigation based on a rigorous
and coherent reference to the documentary sources, by means of a

stratigraphic and capillary analysis of the various local situations, turns out
to be highly problematic for the Poor Clare "places." This is because of "the
Damianite movement's lack of a coherent structure...visible in the absence

of a congregational desire, which did not exist even in the beginning when
the phenomenon spread 'naturally' through filiations ensured by dispersion

"nThe ratio today is reversed; at present the first Rule is professed by more
tlran three-fourths of the Second Order.

"'R. Rusconi, "L'espansione del francescanesimo femminile r" 265-313.

"'Rusconi, "L'espansione del francesanesimo femminile," 267 -68.
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of the religious from the propulsive centers." According to Anna Benvenuti,
there is a kind of paradox: while the nuns'settling in a region often preceded
the friars' putting down roots there, only much later did the Damianite
movement express a shared consciousness of being an "order," something
the Friars Minor developed early on, very soon creating an organization and
program at the regional 1eve1."' Given these features of development, it is
not easy to reconstruct the complex and intricate dynamic of filiations,
unifications and transformations that controlled the evolution of the
Damianites.

The census of Poor Clare foundations in Italy and Europe,
prepared by the general chapter of the Friars Minor held in Naples in 1316,
remains the obligatory reference for all future research. A letter from
Cardinal Rinaldo Orsini, wrirten in 1228, formally entrusted the care of
twenty-four monasteries to the Friars Minor.'*" With respect to these, the
Series generalis capitula Neapolitani recorded in the 32 Franciscan provinces
197 custodies, 1408 men's houses md 372 "monasteries of Saint Clare.,,'*'
There were 198 houses of Poor Clares in the fourteen Italian provinces,'"
while the remaining 174 were scattered among the various European
provinces. On the other hand, we have ,r.ry fJ* figures on the actual
monastic population of these houses. In 1238, there were fifry sisters at San
Damiano; in 1236, there were forty at Sant'Apollinare in Milan; in t264,
there were fifry-five at Monticelli, while there were only seventeen at Santa
Maria de Marca near Castel Fiorentino in 1282.'r'

The growth of the institute during its first hundred years went
through various phases of development. There was an initial surge, caused
by the push to evangelize on the part of the holy nuns of San Damiano and
by the active involvement of the Apostolic See during the reigns of Gregory
IX (27 foundations), Innocent fV (25 foundations), and Alexander IV (27
foundations). The period from the pontificate of LIrban to the ascenr of
Gerolamo of fucoli to the papal throne marks a setback (12 foundations in

t'"A. Benventtt, La fortuna del moaim.ento dam.ianita,70.
''"L. Oliger, "De origine," 445-46. The monasteries on the list are: San

Damiano in Assisi, Vallegloriiin Spello, Perugia, Foligno, Florence, Lucca, Siena,
Avezzo, Borgo, Acquaviva in Citd di Castello, Narni, Citti di Castello, Todi, Santa
Serafia in Tortona., Faenza., Milan, Padua, Trent, Verona, Orvieto, Gubbio, San
Paolo in Terni, San Paolo in Spoleto, Cortona.

"'G. Golubovich, Biblioteca bio-bibliografica della Terra Santa e dell'Oriente
francescano II (Quaracchi 191 J), 245ff.

'*'R. Pratesi, "Le Clarisse in Italia," in S. Cbiara d',*sisi. Stadi e cronaca,
339-77.

'*'See H. Grundmann, Moaim.enti religiosi nel Medioeao,230.
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24years),linked to the difficult series of decisions abour the Rule and to the
debate within the Order of Friars Minor. But a significant recovery is
recorded at the time of Nicholas N (lZ foundations between 1288 and
l29l) and Boniface VIII (14 monasteries berween l29S md 130j).,**

Compared to the beginnings, in rhe second half of the century there
is a greater tendency for the women's "places" to move to the cities and
gradually abandon the suburban and rural areas. For reasons of stability and
security it becomes advisable, generally speaking, to locate the houses within
the city walls, preferably on the edge of the inhabited centers. In 1260, the
nuns of San Damiano move inside fusisi, near the gate, into the new
monastery of Santa Chiara.

The first fact that emerges regarding the territorial distribution in
the peninsula is that there is a heayy concentration of houses in central Italy:
38 foundations in the Province of Saint Francis, 20 in Tuscany, l j in Lazio,
and 14 in Abruzzo. The Marches of Ancona, on the other hand, remain
peripheral with six units. The central regions, which can also lay claim to the
oldest foundations with the richest tradition, serve as a divide between two
quantitatively dissimilar areas. Northern Italy, more densely populated and
with more urban centers, is more able to attract than the southern part of
the peninsula. The strength of penetration is still very important in Terra di
Lavoro (10), but falls off radically in Calabria (4) and Sicily (3). fu for the
Italian islands, the absence of Sardinia stands out. On the other hand, the
distribution of houses in the northern provinces is more consistent and
uniform, with 17 monasteries in the Republic of Venice (the province of
Saint Anthony),"' 7 in Lombardyl* 14 in the Republic of Genoa,"' and 11 in

' 

*oSee A. Benven ua, La fortuna de I m.oa im.ento d.amianita, 68 -81 .

'rsMinoritisttto e cmtri aeneti nel Duecento ed. G. Cracco (Trent 1983);
Esperienze minoriticbe nel Wneto del Due e Trecento, Atti del Conaegno nazionale di stuii
francescani, ?!- 3}_.ottobre 

_ 
1984 (Padna 1985). See also B. Blogliato, ,,Il primo

monastero delle Clarisse di Vicenza. Santa Maria all'Araceli," Arch{aum Francisianum,
Historicum 74 (1981) 77-t02; Idem, 7J0 anni di presenza francescana nel Vicentino
S/icenza 1982), 3 57 -7 3.

''oM.P. Alberzoni, "L'ordine di S. Damiano in Lombardia," in Chiara e il
secondo ordine,llT-57; Eadem, Ifrancescani a Milano nel Duecenr.o, Milan l99l (Fonti e
ricerche, l); Ilfrancescanesim.o in Lombardia. Storia e arte (Milan 1983).

'*'In Piedmont, the Poor Clares are settled before the 1290s in Tortona,
Alessandria, Asti, Turin, Chieri, Pinerolo and Alba (Province of Genoa), in Vercelli,
Novara, and Iwea (Province of Lombardy). C. Andenna, "Le clarisse nel Novarese
(1252-1300)," Archiaum. Franciscanam Historicum, 67 (197+) 185-267). On their
presence in Piedmont, see also G.G. Merlo, Tra erem.o e citth. Stadi su Francesco
d'Assisi e sul francescanesimo m.edieztale, fusisi 1991, 161; Idem, "Fondazioni
monastiche femminili della stirpe marchionale di Saluzzo," in Cbiara e la diffasione
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Emilia-Romagna. In themselves these numbers tell us little, but on a case by
case basis they would verifi, the ways setdement took place, for these differ
with respect to the socio-culrural areas, the density of the urban centers, and
the various forms of religious presence in the territory.

Seraphic Umbria was obviously the movement's propulsive center.
And even if many pious traditions must be reread with caution as being a

projection of the charismatic myth of origins, there are many accounts, not
entirely untrustworthy, that refer to early Damianite activity in the
foundation, or at least in the formation of many institutes. We know that
San Damiano was not a closed place, but an important crossroads of contacts
and initiatives, even at some distance. We need only recall the letters of
C1are to Agnes of Prague'** and Ermentrude of Bruges, all the more
significant since so few writings of hers have come down to us. During the
canonization process there is much talk of a Damianite diaspora encouraged
by the mother foundress. We know that Agnes, Clare's sister and first
companion,"' had been sent in t}lg to form Monticelli in Florence. Later,
between 1224 and 1238, she had gone to Verona, Padua, Venice and
Mantua. Balvina de Offreduccio had founded the monastery of Vallegloria
in Spel[o,''" where her companion had been Sister Pacifica de Guelfuccio.
The other Balvina, from Coccorano, Clare's niece, had been sent to
Santissima Triniti in Arezzo; Lucia of Rome to Cortona (1225),"' Benedetta
to Santa Petronilla in Siena (1219).

The Franciscan menology places a long series of names, some of
considerable importance, next to the "patriarchess" Clare and her privileged
entourage of migrating sisters. At the monastery of Monticelli in Florence,
another key position on the Damianite relay as it pushed northward,"' Agnes
cleared the path for her Florentine pupils Clare Ubaldini and Piccarda

delle clarisse, 53-53-78; R. Comba, "Le clarisse a Cuneo e a Mondovi: i contesti
religiosi e sociali di due fondazioni trecentesche," in Chiara e il secondo ordine,99-116;
D. Cambiaso, "Le clarisse in Liguria," in Liguria francescana nel WI centenario della
nxorte di san Francesco dAssisi (126-1926) (Genoa 1927).

'**See A. Marini, "L? 'noviti' della scelta religiosa nelle lettere di Santa
Chiara ad Agnese di Praga," in Dialogbi con Chiara d'Assisi,323-35.

'*'See Ch.A Lainati, Santa Chiara d.'Assisi, (Assisi: Edizioni Porziuncola,
1982),112-22, for biographical notes on Agnes.

'''Proc l,14-15 [CA:ED 139-40]. See D. Cresi, "Le Clarisse in Arezzo," it:.
San Francesco e la Chiesa aretina, ed. A. Tafi - D. Cresi (Arezzo, 1982),26-44; M.G.
Nico Ottaviani, Francesco d'Assisi e Francescanesimo nel tercitorio aretino (sec. XIil-XIl)
(Arezzo 1983), 37-46.

"'Proc 7, 11 [CA:ED 163].
t"'Z.Lazzeri, Il m,onastero di Piccarda(ossia le Clarisse di Monticelli nella sturia di

Firenz,( lvezzo l9l2); Mariano da Firenze, Libro delle dcgnith,S4+-68.
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Donati, precursors of a tradition that boasts of excellent names at
Monticelli."'

In Lazio..t the spread is linked to the memory of Blessed Filippa
Mareri (d.1236),"n the saintly baroness of Cicolano. After living for a time as
a hermit, she founded the monastery of Borgo San pietro in hir province of
Rieti and became its abbess. This presence in the diocese of Rieti grew with
the foundation of Saint Lr.y through the efforts of the Damianites Beatrice
and Pacifica, sent by Clare in 1253. The story of another penitent of noble

lirth, Margaret Colonna,'u' takes place in the second haft of the cenrury.
She, too, after living for a time as a hermit at Mentorella, founded the
monastery in Palestrina, which in IZB+ was moved to Rome, to Saint
Sylvester in Capite. In the Marches of Ancona, the abbess Mamia Nazarei,ru
caused the monastery of Sainht M^ry Magdalene in Matelica (1232) to bear
fruit."'At Sulmona, in lrbruzzo, the Franiiscan catalog lists the blessed nun
Floresenda of Palena, who founded the monastery of Sriot Clare between
1268 and 1269."'?_ushing further sourh, we find mention of the monastery
of Saint Clare in Nardb, in the province of Salento, whose foundation goes
back to L292."'u

'"At Santa Maria in Monticelli, rwo daughters of Galileo (Sister Maria
Arcangela and Sister Arcangela) and one niece beca-me nuns. Niccold Tommaseo's
daughter, Sister Chiara Francesca, entered in 1880.

''aR. Brentano, "Filippa Mareri. La santa badessa, la santa del Cicolano,,, in
Saint, Scbolars and Heroes. Studies in rnedieaal culture in honoar of Cbarles W. Jonei, ed.
M.H. Kirg - W.M. Stevens, II (Collegeville, Minnesota l979i,2g7-97; Saita Fiiippa
Mareri e il monastero d,i Bgrgo S. Pietro nella storia dcl Cicolano, Atti del Convegrro di
gli di Bor.g9f. Pietro, 24-26 ottobre 1986 (Borgo S. pietro di patrella SaltoilSg);
E. Plsztor, "Filippa Mareri e Chiara d'Assisi," in banne e sante, lZ3-96; G. passarelli,
Santa Filippa Mareri. Il Convegno di Greccio. Oasi de Gest Bambino, Greccio 5-d
dicembre 2A03," Frate FrancescoTA Q004) zll-L}.

_'"L. Oliger, La beata Margberita Colonna (+128A). Le d.ue aite scritte dnl
fuz*lh Giouanni Colonna sen&tore d.iAama e da Stefania, manaca di San Siluestro in
Capite. Tysti inedit! del_se7oh X/11 (Rome 1931); A. Cadderi, La beata Margberita
Colanna (Rome 1984); G. Barone, "Le due vite di Margherita Colonna,,, in Esp"erienze
religiose e scritture femm.inili ta Med.ioeao ed eti Modenta, ed. M. Modic; Vasta
(Acireale 1992), 25 -32.

t'oSee 
S. Pedica, "Nazzarei Mattia," in Bibliotheca Sanctoram.9,785-86.

'"C. Acquacotta, Il m.onastero di S. Maria Mad.d.alena d.i Matelica d.alh
fond,azione al 1J22 (Foligno 1816).

''*A. Chiappini, "La beata Floresenda da Palena e il suo monastero di S.
Chiara in Sulmona," Studifrancescani 19 (1922) 225-46.

'"G. Ardenna, "Le origini del cenobio delle clarisse di Sana Chiara di
Nardi," in Cbiara e il second.o ordine, 167-84; A. Frascadore, ,.Le pergamene di S.
Chiara di Nardb nell'ambit della produzione documentaria salentirr", 

-,r. 
confronto
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In the south, with its less dense network of cities and roads, the
origin of many foundations is linked to the initiative and direct involvement
of the royal power, rather than to the "damianization" of communities of
penitents. In Naples, where the Urbanist monastery of Saint Clare was

already standingr'"" Queen Sancha of Majorca,"" wife of Robert the Wise, in
order to strengthen the special tie berween the house of Anjou and spiritual
Franciscanism, founded the monastery of the Holy Cross. For it she adopted
the first Rule, which was confirmed by the bull of Clement VI (1343).""

Thus, in Naples, Saint Clare and Holy Cross replicated the two different
sets of norrns found in the Order. The Aragon branch also made its
contribution: on the island of Sicily, another queen, Constance,"" founded a

monastery in Messina (1294).

To the north, the Franciscan anthology includes Blessed Helen
Enselmini (d.1231),"'n who is linked to the memory of Saint Anthony and

who sanctified the monastery of Arcella near Padua. In Emilia-Romagna,
which was enlivened by a strong presence of Dominican women, the Friars
Minor could boast of the single figure of Clare Agolanti of Rimini (1280-
I326).'ut A penitent widow of uncertain canonical status, she founded a

community for which she accepted the Rule of Saint Clare.

con quelle di san Giovanni evangelista di Lecce," in Ibidem, 185-252.

""h. Leone, "I1 convento di S. Chiara e le trasformazioni urbanistiche di
Napoli nel secolo XfV,' in Chiara e il seconda ordine,159-66.

"" G. Morabito, "s ancha di Maio r ca," B ib liotb e c a S anctorttm,, III, l22 S -2 6.

'"'The monastery of Santa Croce was founded in 1343. The queen also
asked that some Poor Clares be sent from the protomonastery in fusisi. For the
granting of the Rule by Pope Clement VI, see P. Robinson, "Inventariumr" Archiaum.
Franciscanum. Historicum' I (1908), p. 421, n. 14; p. 424 n.31. For the monasteries
founded by Sancha, see Analecta franciscana siae chronica aliaqae aaria docum'enta,lll
(Quaracchi 1897),539; I. Omechevarria, Las clarisas a tauis de hs siglos, Madrid 1972,
82.

"''Isidoro da Villapadierna, "Costanza d'Aragona," Bibliotbeca Sanctoram,-N,
253-55.

"'oI. Daniele, "Enselmini Elena," Bibliotheca Sanctorum.,'\1,1247-48. On the
hagiography of Enselmini, interpreted in the more general urban context and in anti-
F;zzellniin terms, see A. Rigon, "Religione e politica al tempo dei da Romano:
Giordano Forzat6, e Ia tradizione agiografica antiezzeliana," in Nuoai studi ezzeliniani,
ed. G. Cracco,II (Rome 1992),389-414.

'"tClare Agolanti was a figure who symbolized the religious unrest of her
time. A rich widow, girren to a worldly life, she underwent a sudden conversion that
led to a period of inner solitude and asceticism in a recess in the city walls before
gathering around herself a community of uncertain canonical status. On this
t'disordeily Patarine," see J. Dalarun, "Lapsus linguae." La Ldgende de Claire de Rim.ini.
Biblioteca di Medioevo Latino, 6 (Spoleto 1994); Idem, Claire fu Rim.ini. Ente
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In the 1230s, women's Franciscanism also spread beyond the Alps.
The Series Neapolitana records 47 monasteries in France, 37 in Spain, 40 in
Germany, 1 in Flanders and 11 in eastern Europe. The French and Spanish
foundations, which go back to the pontificate of Gregory, were the oldest,
while penetration into Germany was later and more difficult, around the
middle of the century.2"n In Germany, besides the strong persistence of the
Cistercian and Premonstratensian monastic tradition, the process of
deciding on a rule found a privileged outlet in the Dominican solution. In
1303, a register of the Order of Friars Preacher, containing a list of 141
women's monasteries, recordedT4 houses in the two provinces of Teutonia
and Saxony. The number of sisters was so large that their economic
resources were not enough to support them.2"7

An opposing trend to the success registered by the Friars Minor in
this region is the case of Flanders, cradle of the European women's
penitential movement. Its one and only monastery was that of Ermentrude
of Bruges."'* But in Flanders, the widespread penitential ferment had been
able to reorganize in an independent and original manner as Beguines.

The fact that eastern Europe lay on the margins in terms of
numbers does not obscure the importance of the Bohemian case, ennobled
by the presence of one of Clare's privileged disciples, Agnes of Prague."''
Ffer unswerving fidelity to the primitive ideal, which was no less certain than
her exceptional birth, made her outspoken and aggressive in her dealings
with the Apostolic See. In the countries to the East, in regions more
resistant to the spread of the women's religious movement, it was especially
the example of Elizabeth of Thuringia tlat directed the Franciscan choice of
some of the noble princesses who \Mere her relatives. In Moravia, between
1242 and 1248, Blessed Kinga founded the monastery in Olomouc; in
Poland, Blessed Salome, sister-in-Iaw of Elizabeth, founded the monastery

saintetd et bdrdsie (Paris 1999) fitalian ed. Snnta e ribelle. Vita di Cbiara da Rim.ini,
Rome-Bari 20001.

'"nSee L. Hardick, "Le Clarisse nel mondo tedesco," in S. Chiara d'Assisi.
Studi e cronaca, 427 -48.

'"'See H. Grundmann, Moaim.enti religiosi nel Medioeao,229-32.

'"*See Spanb Martinelli, "L'erediti di Chiara d'fusisi fra Italia e Paesi Bassi:
da Ermentrude di Bruges a Caterina Fieschi," Doctor Seraphiats 42 (1995) 85-95.

"''Agnes (1211-1282) was daughter of the king of Bohemia, Premysl Otakar
I. She entered the monastery of Saint Francis in Prague in 1234, during the reign of
her brother Wenceslaus I. See the excellent biography by A. Mariani, with the
collaboration of P. (Ingarelli, Agnese di Boem.ial. Bibliotheca seraphico-capuccina,
38,( Rome: Istituto storico dei Cappuccini, 1991). See also N. Jeroslav, Agnese d.i

Boem.ia, Padua 1987; A. Sanna, Sant'Agnese di Boem,ia (Rome: Miscellanea Franciscana,
1e87).
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in Zawichost. Another of Elizabeth's nieces, Kinga, daughter of B6la fV and

wife of the Polish prince Boleslaw the Chaste, established the monastery in
Stary Sqcz. The foundation in Gniezno, on the other hand, goes back to
Kinga's sister Yolanda, wife of Boleslaw the Pious.'"'

In France and Spain, countries where there existed a lively women's
penitential movement, the dynamics of settlement resemble more closely the
situation in ltaly. In Spain, various beateriasjoined the mainstream of regular
Franciscanism already during the time of Gregory. The pope conferred a

canonical statute on the community of penitents in Pamplona (1228) and

supported the establishment of the monasteries in Zarugoza' (1234) and

Salamanca (1238)."'

But beyond the Npt, France was the region with the most
monasteries of the Second Order."' In Provence, the erection of the

monastery in Montauban (1258), through private initiative, marked the full
reintegration into the Church, under the Minorite banner, of the
Waldensian families in the region."' The situation in northern France was

different. There the expansion of the Poor Clares is linked to royal initiative
and the involvement of royal princesses, from Isabelle of France to Joan of
Burgundy. To the latter we own the construction of Moncel (Oise) in 1336,

a monastery whose foundation had been begun by Philip the Fair."*

But the most important center for the spread of the Second Order
was the monastery in Longchamp, near Saint Cloud (Paris). It was founded
in 1255 by Isabelle of France,"t the sister of Louis IX, to accommodate

young noblewomen. Her monastery was called the Monastery of the

""See E. Pisztor, "S. Chiara e le clarisse in IJngheria," Annuario
dcll'Accadem,ia d'Ungheria I (1996) 27 -36.,

"'See F. de Lejarza, "Le Clarisse nel mondo ibero-americano," in S. Cbiara

d.'Assisi. Studi e cron&ca, 405 -25.

"'A. de S6rent, "Le Clarisse in Francia," in Ibidem, 379-403.

"'S." Y. Dossat, "De VaudEs i saint Franqois i Montauban," in Les

Mendiants en pays d'Oc, 403-13; R. Rusconi, "L'espansione del francescanesimo

femminile l' pp.294.
"nRusconi, "L'espansione del francescanesimo femminile, pp. 380-81'
2lSan""I here is a biography of Isabelle of France (1225-1270) wrilten by Agnes

d'Harcourt (d.1289). SeeZai Santton *., Augugti VI (Paris 1868), 799-898-' After she

refused to marry Conrad II, son of Fredeiick II, Bonaventure. helped.her in the

writing of the Rule. According to Gilbert of Tournai, he also dedicated a spiritual
treatis[ to her. See R. Toso d'Arnzano, "Isabella di Francia," in Bibkotheca Sanctorurn',

VII (1966), 908-09; A. Blasucci, "Clarisse isabelliane o Minoresse," in DAr'Y'ayio./egli.

Istituti d.i'Perfezione fI (Rome: Edizioni Paoline, 197 5), tl46; and Idem, "Isabella di
Francia," Diiionario degli Istituti di Perfezione V (Romez' Edinoni Paoline, 1978),17-
18.
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Humility of the Blessed Virgin. Isabelle devised a Rule for it, and Saint
Bonaventure had an important part in its writing. It was approved in 1259
by Alexander IV, and then confirmed by Urban IV in 1263 \Mith the bull
Religionis ougn'tentu,nt."n Lt the request of Louis IX and with the permission
of Simon de Brie (the future Martin fQ, the pope allowed the nuns to call
themselves "cloistered lesser sisters" in order to emphasize their link with
the Damianites. In point of fact, the Isabelline Rule allowed possessions and
linked the monastery peffnanently to the Friars Minor. Austere, it set out to
create, by means of very strict enclosure, the most suitable conditions for a

life of contemplation. From Longchamp it spread gradually to other
monasteries as well, such as Sainte Catherine in Provins (1264), Paris,
Toulouse, Blois (1280), and even to Italy, where it was observed in the
Roman monasteries of San Silvestro in Capite and San Lorenzo in
Panisperna.

The French institute served as base for penetration into England,
where "contrary to the enthusiasm aroused and the success obtained by the
Friars Minor upon their arrival from the continent, the Second Franciscan
Order met with repeated difficulties; and it was in obedience to a plan too
long deferred, rather than in response to widespread and felt spiritual needs,
that Franciscan sisters were finally established in England.""' After a few
failed attempts, some Isabelline sisters moved to London in 1290, thanks
also to the interest of Blanche of Navarre, Isabelle's niece and wife of
Edmund Crouchback, Earl of Lancaster. But the Order of "Minoresses" was
suppressed by Henry VIII. In 1539 the sisters were dispersed and their
goods confiscated.

fI. Fifteenth-Cenfury Experiences of Reform
In his Life of Bernardine,"'John of Capistrano''' mentions among the

saint's many merits that as vicar of the Province of Tuscany, from l4l4 to

"nBuilarium Franciscanumll, 477 -86; III, 64-69.

"'C. Burns, "Arrivo e insediamento dei frati minori nelle Isole
Britanniche," in Francesco e ilfrancescanesinno,4T-62, esp. 60.

"*For the model of perfection proposed in this biography, whose critical
edition is with the printers, allow me to refer to A. Bartolomei Romagnoli,
"Osservanza francescana e disciplina del culto dei santi. Modelli di perfezione e
strategie di riforma nell'opera di Giovanni da Capesrano," in ldeali di perfezione e

strategie di riforma in S. Giwanni da Capestrano, Atti del IV Conztegno storico

interq.azionale, ed E. Pisztor (Capestran o 2002), pp. 127 -53 .

'''For a biographical profile and an updated bibliography on John of
Capisuano, see FI. Angiolini, s.v. in Dizionario biografico degli haliani, 55 (Rome
2000),744-59.
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l+17, he had given a decisive push to the reform and growth of women's
religious life:

Finally, when he was made vicar in the Province of Tuscany, the number of
"places" increased on account of the preaching and example of regular life
and the virtuous character of Bernardine himself and his companions and
the aforesaid friars. The number of friars increased in that same Province
and in others, throughout Italy and outside of Italy, and also nuns of the
Observance under the first Rule of Saint Clare and some reformed
monasteries under the second Rule of Saint Clare. And traveling back and
forth betrveen all the major cities of Lombardy, new places u)ere erected in the
city of the Milanese and the Genoese, in Verona, in Mantua, in Piacenzarin
Parma, in Modena and through all the territory of the Marquis of Ferrara
and all of Reggio Emilia. Tlte number of friars and Sisters of Saint Clare
inreased, and also the Third Order of Saint Francis, under which many
soldiers and nobles of both sexes and other upright persons serve God in
their own homes, doing penance and observing the Rule of the Third
Order. Very many airgins, perpetually deaoted to tbe serttice of God., liuing in
catnntan by apostolic authoritjt, dwell in special ruonasteries. Because of the
glorious fruits of the labors of blessed Bernardine, the renewed Catholic
faith is celebrated throughout all of Italy and other parts of the world."o

In this passage Capistrano gives an accurate picture of the various
moving forces of women's Franciscanism in the fifteenth century. The
institutional types described include Observant monasteries that follow the
first Rule of Saint Clare, reformed monasteries of the Urbanist Rule, and

monasteries of young women "observing the Rule of the Third Order." The
Observance was an essential vehicle for church reform, for renewal of the
Catholic faith. It was a movement that had tried to recover the original
identity of the most authentic Franciscanism, in poverty, austerity and

asceticism. Through the work and preaching of Bernardine, the Observance
had also made a fundamental contribution to the renewal of women's
religious life in Italy."' And given the substantive differences with the
Conventuals, a common search for the purest sources of the Rule and how

"tt"Vit^ S. Bernardini per B. Ioannem a Capistrano conscripta," in Opera

omnia S. Bemardini Senensis Ordinis Serapbici, ed. I. de la Haye, I (Venice 1745), pp.
)offii-xl.

"'On the Observant movement, see L. Brengio, L'Ossentanza francescana in
Italia nel secolo XV/ Studi e testi francescani, 24 (Rome 196l); Il rinnoaam.ento del

francescanesim.o. L'Osseruanza. Ltti dei Convegni della Societi internazionale di studi
francescani, 11 (fusisi 1985); M. Sensi, Ossentanze francescane nell'Italia centrale: secoli

XIV-XV (Brindisi 1985); Idem, Dal moaimento erem.itico alla regolare ossert)anza

francescana. L'opera di Pa.oluccio Trinci (S. Maria degli Angeli: Edizioni Porziuncola,
tee}).
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to live and embody it (which the women's reform groups shared with the
Observants) was out of the question. The first Rule became a topic of new
interest, even philological. Among the things attesting to its recovery is the
spread of vernacular translations."'

But in weighing the Observants' action in this arel, which was no
doubt important and productive, the hagiographer's celebratory story omits
all mention of a complex relationship that had its ups and downs, and even
moments of difference, if not outright hostiliry. The friars often found it
hard to understand the push for innovation coming from some of the more
avant-garde groups in the vromen's movement. This expressed itself in
political action, which tended to enclose the Tertiaries, on the one hand,
while on the other it forcefully resisted the more extreme pauperist solutions
of the Poor Clares. Capistrano made an effort to reorganize the regular
penitential groups and reimpose on them stable and homogeneous juridic
structures. But even though he truly believed in the full legitimacy of the
Third Order, he failed to grasp the deeper meaning, the uniqueness of the
choice being made by spontaneous groups, whose concrete form of life
attested to demands that were unshakable with respect to the traditional
paths defined as institutional."'The maneuvers to contain and reabsorb the
most radical groups, the supervision and strict guardianship exercised by the
Observants on the very models of the reform, and the long struggle by the
sisters, cloistered as well as Tertiaries, to defend their vocational identity are
the recurring theme of the rich fifteenth-century period of women's
Franciscanism.

1. Angelina of Montegioue, tbe Regalar Franciscan Teniaries and the
Straggle against Encloyure

When dealing with Supra n ontent, Nicholas fV's Rule of 1289, we
said that it did not mention the Tertiaries' common [ife. The Rule's lack of
precision could have given rise to broad applications, had there not been
precise canonical provisions regarding religious women living in
community. The situation had been crystallized in 1298 by Boniface VIII
with a bull, Periatlosa, which had decisively reaffirmed the obligation of

"'On this question, see. M. Sensi, "Clarisses entre spirituels et observants,"
in Sainte Claire et vt. posterit|, l0l-18, esp. 106-08. For the translations, see F.
Accrocca, "I codici romani della 'Leggenda di santa Chiara in volgare,"' Collectnnea
Franciscana 63 (1993) 55-70.

"'R. Manselli, "Riflessioni sulla Chiesa del secolo XIV dinanzi ai movimenti
femminili," in La beata Angelina da Montegioae e il moaimento del terz'ordine regolare

francescano femm,inile, ed. R. Pazzelli - M. Sensi, Atti del Convegno di snrdi
francescani di Foligno,22-24 settembre 198 (Rome 1984), 529-42.
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enclosure for alt monasteries of approved religious orders, rules that
protected only the seculars, those religious women living alone or in very

small groups. On December 30, 1317, with the bull Sancta Romana atque

aniaersalis Ecclesia, Pope John )Oil had drawn up and finalized Boniface's

provisions by explictly forbidding the foundation of open monasteries, that
is, communities of regular Tertiaries."o

But despite the papal pronouncements, throughout the fourteenth

centur], with a notable upsurge between 1300 and 1400, the spread of new
women's foundations that were communitarian in nature would be

unstoppable. The institutional picture contrasts sharply with the actual

situation. The tertiary movement becomes established in both the secular

form and in the communitarian-regular form. New houses of women
multiply in Umbria, Tuscany and in all the more economically developed

centers, as recent archival studies of the phenomenon clearly show."t In a

difficult period such as the Church is going through at the time of the Great
Schism, with a decline in the authority of the Holy See, there is more room
for the growth of new associative experiences that are freer and more

sensitive to the values of apostolic life and openness to the world. If a regular
and controlled religious life is suitable for women, there is strong pressure

to seek new spaces, fresh opportunities for a monastic life no longer

conceived in terms of strict enclosure.

In order to get around Boniface's rules, the communities of
bizzoccbe built oratories on exempt lands. These were donated, with an

official notarial deed, to the Roman basilicas or to exempt abbeys, which
exercised a kind of protectorate, providing for canonical visits but leaving

ample room for freedom and self-government. These communities of
p"rrit"rrtt formed within the local realities to which they belonged and in
*nicn they were deeply rooted, but they retained a certain particularistic

character."o

"oFor the repercussions of the papal interventions in Umbria, see M' Sensi,

"Incarcerate e reclusl in Umbria nei secoli )trII e )OV: un bizzocaggio centro-
italiano," in Il moaim,ento religioso femm.inile, 85-121. lGreyfriars Reaiew 8:3 (1994),

319-4s1.

"tOn this phenomenon, which is extremely vast and complicated, besides

the points that emirge from the hagiography, se-9 the archival and documentary
,todi.r by Giovan." irrrgt"nde, whiJh are ispecially-rich for the regiol of Umbria'
See G. brrrgrarrd e, Rekiiositi. penitenziale e- citti. al tem.po. *;- :9ry'!"i Bibliotheca
seraphico-capirccina, 48 (Rome : Istituto storico dei Cappuccini, I 995).

"oon the phenomenon of the "lay sisters", see M. Sensi, ttDalle

bizzoche alle Claris3e dell'Osservanzar" pp. 49-53, with a list of monasteries'
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AmolS the many communities of Tertiaries that flourished during
this period, the monastery of Saint Anne in Foligno was an exception. In a
short time it managed to give birth to a congregation that soon spread in
various parts _of Italy, thanks ro the forceful personaliry of Angelina of
Montegiove."'This Franciscan tertiary lived and worked in Umbria, around
Foligno, between 1300 and 1400. fn recent years she has been the focus of
new interest on the part of historians: two special study congresses,r,,
monographs, and an edition of the early hagiographies.,,, This interest has
done justice to a figure traditionally considered ,,minor,, in the rich medieval
Umbrian florilegium, perhaps because she has been severely penalized in the
area of testimony. Angelina had no contemporary biographer, and the
seventeenth-century_ hagiographic compilation by Jacobi[i,,,i is historically
useless, as Father Mariano D'Alatri has shown.,,, An inquiry regarding
canonization was not even begun for her. Moreover, unlike manlof hei
other colleagues, tJmbrian and otherwise, she left no writings, either by
herself or directly inspired by her, that might convey to us something of her
spiritual doctrine. And yet what has come to light about her has given us a
glimpse of an important figure, strongly r"pr"r"rrtative of a parti"olm period
in Italian religious history. It is a period that sees the extraordinary iise of
the Franciscan Third Order Regular, largely and fundamentally successful,
in a Church wounded by the fracrure caused by the Great Schism, and then
by the conciliar crisis. Between demands for reform and dissident
movements, it is a Church that experiments with new forms of religious
regrouping. Angelina's hagiographic "misforfirne,, should probably be
attributed to the problems she had to deal with in imposing her plan for
religious life on the Order of Friars Minor. And the sisters at Saint Anne,

"'AC. Filarurino, La Contessa 9on gli zaccoli. Angelina d,a Montegioae
nabile, penitente e francescana (Assisi: Edizioni Porziuncoti ZOOO).

"*Besides the first Convegno, cited in note 209 above, see also Le terziarie
f-rarycescale delll. beala_Angelinf origine e spiritualiti, Atti del Conaegno d.i Foligno l3-I j
ty7!;: 1-995,.!._E.Meneitb. Biblioteca dil Centro degli studi medievali e imanistici
in Umbria, 17 (Spoleto: CISAM,1996).

""Biografie anticbe della beata Angelina da Montegioae. Docamenti per la storia
del monastero di S. Anlta li loligno e delTerz'Ordine RQolare di s. Franiesco, ed. A.
Filannino - L. Mattioli. Biblioteca del Centro degli studi medievali e umanistici in
(fmbria, 16 (Spoleto 1996).

""See L. Iacobilli, Vita della b. Angelina Corbara contessa di Ciaitetla
d'Abrazzo, Foligno 1627 (anastatic reprint in Biografie anticbe della beata Angelina, 23-
r22).

"'See M. D'AI_atr! "Leggenda della beata Angelina da Montegiove: genesi

{i una^ biografia," in La beata 
-Angelina 

da Monagioie, 33-46 (ako fublis]ied in
Biografie antich e, 199 -2 l2).
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the monastery where she was minister, once deprived of her charismatic
leadership, had to face a series of traumatic events that in a short time led to
the breakup of the congregation she had founded. Despite these problems
inherent in the state of the testimony, the seventeenth-century hagiographic

compilation has been recently completed and corrected by comparing

numerous documents, which have been duly collected and published by

Mario Sensi."'

Angelina belonged to a noble family of counts. She was born
berween 1357 and 1360, the last of five children. Her father was Giacomo di

Bindo, feudatory of Montegiove, a casde near Orvieto."'After a difficult life
marked by serious family quarrels, she entered the monastery of Saint Anne

in Foligno, where her presence is attested in a fifteenth-century document.
With this date we finally leave the shifting sands ofJacobillian hagiography

and begin to have frequent archival testimony. Angelina's choice was by no

means conventional. From a juridic standpoint, the monastery of Saint Anne

\Mas an "irregular" institution, a simple community of laywomen who wished

to live in the world according to the Gospel. Founded around 1388 by

Paoluccio Trinci, a leading figure in the regular Observance movement in
IJmbria,"* the community had received only conditional approval from the

minister general of the Order of Friars Minor (Emilio Alferi of futi) when

Angelina entered. It was still awaiting authorizatton from the Holy See, a

recognition by no means to be taken for granted."t

"'See M. Sensi, "Documenti per la beata Angelina da Montegiove," in La

beata Angelina da Montegioae,4T -122, and also in Biografe antiche, 153-80.

"'The stories about her unconsummated marriage with an Abruzzian

count, as well as her persecution by Ladislas of Angib Duraizo, king of Naples and

hated'by the Guelph'press, are hislorically unproven What is certain is that when

Ange[nl, toward th. .nd of the 1300s, became a bizzocha in the convent of Saint

Aoi. in rt'otgno-by that time she was abogt forty years old-she had already 14 '
difficult life. "Her thiee brothers had all died, and the ancestral casde had passed into
other hands. Her older sister Francesca, the family's only surviving member, had,

found an honorable arrangement as sister-in-law of the Lord of Foligno, Trinci of
Rinalduccio. His expansio"nist poliry, supported by the institution of the vicariate,

during a moment oi gt"r. criiis- for the 
-Pa9.a1 

States, had made Foligno a minor

.rfi.ui, culturally enlifhtened and economicaily prosperous. These ambitions would
b.: ;;;-"tically'shatt-"ered in 1439, when th'e 

^papil 
restoration in Umbria also

rig";l"a th. ettd of the Trinci rule. See L. Andieani, "L-a 
-famiglia 

dei conti di

Montegiore ," in Le terzinrie francescane della beata Angelina,3S-96'

"*See M. Sensi, "Il terz'ordine femminile 'de Observantia,"' in Biografie

d.ella beata Angelina,l8l-87; M. Sensi, "Il secondo ordine della regolare osservanzt"'

in lbidem'191-98, esp. 191-92.

"'See M. Sensi, "Documenti per la beata Angelina," 166'
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By the time the monastery "of the countesses,, obtained from
Boniface IX the long-awaited approval of the Holy See in l4O3 (proaenit ex
aestre deaotionis ffimt),"n Angelina was head of the community. With papal
recognition, the monastery vras no longer in an illegal situation. 

-This

explains why, as Sensi writes, other monasteries, even thor. predating Saint
Anne, asked and received permission to federate with the Foligno
foundation, creating a true congregation."' Numerous monasteries found
shelter and juridic protection under the protective umbrella of Saint Anne.
The success of the initiative appeared to be fully blessed in a new bull of
1428 from Martin Y (Sarae religionis), which recognized the right of the
confederated monasteries to choose a minister rector for .r.h r.parate
house and a minister general with the faculty to visit, correct and depose
unworthy rectors. The sisters' autonomy was underscored by ih"i,
exemption from the jurisdiction of the Friars Minor. A vast project was in
the offing: the establishment of a new order, uniform and centr alized, that
would include all the communities of Third Order sisters in Italy.,,*

But juridic difficulties cropped up again almost immediately. In
1430, a general chapter of the Friars Minor was held in fusisi for the
purpose of implementing a bull granted in 1428 by Martiny (Licet inter
cletera). The bull established that the Franciscan Tertiaries were to obey the
superiors of the Friars Minor."'At an extremely delicate stage, when a Third
Order composed of men and women was growing increasingly conscious of
its autonoffiy, a fact that would lead to centra,lization of the movement in
1448, the friars tried not ro lose control of the penitents by appealing to the
pope to intervene. In the course of the fusisi chapter it was decided to end
the monasteries of bizzoche: the religious were to become nuns, and the
convents were not allowed to dispose of immovable goods, thus having to
choose lay procurators. The bull of Martin V was probably not thinking of
Angelina's congregation, since it was already officially recognized and
approved, but rather of all those individual and autonomous communities
still left to themselves, whose members the Friars Minor compared to
rapacious wolves clothed in a religious habit. But the friars also made use of
the bull in dealing with the congregation of Saint Anne.

"oSee lbidem.,17l-72.

"'The monasteries that asked to federate were tlose in fusisi, Todi,
Florence, Perugia, fucoli, Viterbo and Piacenza (M. Sensi, "Il secondo ordine della
regolare osservanza," 1 95).

"'Bullarium. Franciscanum.W, 1826,706-07; M. Sensi, "Documenti per la
beata Angelina," 174.

"" Ballarium. Franciscanum. YIl, | 843, 7 | 5 - I 6.
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When the minister general of the Order, 
'William of Casale, began

his visits in the autumn of 1430 and met Angelina, he was very clear on this
point. On November 3, she formally and solemnly promised obedience to
the minister of the Umbrian Province, Galasso of Naples. Her action was

tantamount to renouncing all the privileges and rights so laboriously gained,

and although it was in line with the recent provisions of Martin V, it caused

a real uprising in her community. A week later, November 10, the religious
gathered in chapter, with Sister Orsella Monaldi presiding. They named

Brother Stefano di Giacomo of Como, a Franciscan Tertiary, their
representative to the PoPe, formally charging him to defend their
congregation's rights. I do not think that Angelina's absence from this

chapter should be interpreted as an act of rebellion on the part of the sisters

or a kind of mutiny. Perhaps it was more of a strategic move, taken so as not
to formally compromise the position of their charismatic leader, who was

now over seventy years old. In fact, just twelve days later, November 22, we

find Angelina presiding at a chapter, again in her capacity as minister. There
she disavowed her actions, saytng that she had not acted freely but under

threat of excommunication. Furthernore, she had made an autonomous
decision without the consent of the other sisters, something contrary to the

Rule they always observed. Given these circumstances, the obedience she

had promised to the minister general of the Friars Minor was invalid-'n'

The protest had one positive result. On November 15, 143I, ayeat
after these events, the new pope Eugene fV recogntzed the right of the

bizzoche of Saint Anne to choose the friars of the Third Order as visitators

and counselors. He forbade the Friars Minor from harassing the Sisters of
Penance, who were free to follow the Rule of Nicholas fV. Thus the pope

recognized the autonomy of the Tertiaries, and when the foundress died in
L+3{, she could serenely regard the convents that were her spiritual
heritage. In 1440, Eugene fV issued a bull definitively rescinding the

canonical sanctions imposed by the bull of John )Oil against the regular

Tertiaries who lived in communiry and professed only the Rule of Nicholas

rv.'*'
With their open rebellion, what had the bizzoche of Saint Anne

defended? Their freedom, the possibility of living in a more open manner,

clearly and decisively rejecting the obligation of enclosure' They hld
defended the right to-own, use and autonomously manage their own goods'

In other *otds, ,s Giovanna Casagrande has written, they had defended the

possibility of taking a third way, an alternative to marriage or traditional

'*See M. Sensi, "Documenti per la beata Angelina," 175-77.

'*' See lbidem.,l79.
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monasticism, the way of open and self-directed monasteries capable of
maintaining an ongoing relationship with the surrounding world.,*,

The Third Order Regular represents and expresses an objective
need for new spaces, and also an attempt to reconcile the old ideals of
asceticism and detachment from the world with the reality of the secular.
That this was an existing and felt need, apart from the religious group to
which one belonged, is attested by the contemporary case of Frances of
Rome and the oblates of Tor de' Specchi, who were also bizzocbe. During
these same years, they carried out their little revolution inside th;
Benedictine fortress, and by making new use, in new terms, of the old
institution of oblation, they stirred up trouble in the Olivetan house. In the
case of the Roman oblates, the conflicts with the monks were also settled
and resolved in the 1430s through the intervenrion of Eugene fV, who
officially authorized the community of Tor de' Specchi.,*,

But in a more purely spiritual vein, Angelina's message as it derives
from the 1476 constitutions of Saint Onofrio, published by Marco Bartoli,,*
refers to the value of the middle way, ro a measure of discretion. This is in
contrast to the heroic, almost nihilistic radicalism of the first-generation
Tertiaries, of Angela of Foligno or Margaret of Cortona. Enclosure is
mitigated. Rigorous poverty is set aside. In order to be active in the world
through a life of charity, means and tools are needed. What is required of a
good Tertiary, if anything, is personal modesty, an attitude of detachment
from worldly goods, obedience to one's superior, ready solidarity with one,s
fellow sisters. A balanced lifesryle can also be recognized in the sisters, d.ay,
marked by prayer and manual labor, which guarantees support for the
community. But there are also educational moments. These have an
important place in the tertiary charism, which is a champion of the
apostolate to youth.'o'

'*'See G. Casagrande, Religiositi penitenziale e citti.,351. See also C.
I-.eonardi "Angelina da Monte Giove e li gloria della Croce,,, in Le terziarie
francescane della beata Angelina, 3 53 -60.

'*'For the complex institutional story of the oblates of Tor de' Specchi, see
A. Bartolomei Romagnoli, Santa Francesca Rom.ana. Edizione critica dei tratiati latini di
G ioa anni Mattiotti fly'atican Ciry 199 4), 249 -5 9 .

'*S." M. Bartoli, "Le antiche costituzioni delle monache di Foligno," in Le
terziarie francesca.ne, I 2 3 -3 8.

'*'An examination of the constitutions of the regular Tertiaries, including
their legislative background, is in C. Cargnoni, "Le iostituzioni antiche dell*a
congregazione di Angelina da Montegiove," in Le terzinrie Jiancescane della beata
Angelina,9T -138.
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However in 1447, with the bull Ordinis tui, the Tertiaries were
again placed under the vicar general of the Observants in order to be

monasticized."o An attempt was made to bring the tertiary model into line
with the Poor Clares by the imposition of enclosure and goods in common.
The sisters resisted, but in 1461, with the bull th tollatur discursus, Pius II
reconfirmed Licet inter cuetera and suppressed the office of minister general,

thus officialty confirming the end of the Foligno congregation.'o' The
Observants, bolstered by the recent papal provisions, refused to give

spiritual direction to the Tertiaries unless they accepted enclosure. In 1483,

another terrible crisis took place with the Observants of Foligno, which led

to an actual uprising by the sisters.'* Faced with the resistance of the
Tertiaries, who had the support of the commune, Sixtus \/ (l+71-1484),
recognizing that the sisters and enclosure were incompatible, allowed them
in 1484 to transfer their dependency to the Amadeites.'o' The latter
remained directors and visitators of the congregation until 1522'n'when they
returned to the Observants."' Sixtus fV's amnesty involved other
monasteries, such as Saint Agnes"' and Saint Anthony of Padua in Perugia,"'
and Saint Onofrio in Florence. In these monasteries the policies of
containment and control would be linked-and find further legitimacy-

'*Builarium Franciscanum. n.s. I, 1045; M. Sensi, Dal moaim.mto eremitico,

7 sf.
'r'Bullarium. Franciscanum. n.s.ll,97l;A Filannino, "Il monastero di S. Anna

nell'eti moderna e contemporanea," in La beata Angelina da Montegioae,22l-315, esp.

222.

'**See lbidem' 224-28.

'o'S". P.M. Sevesi, "B. Amedeo Menezes de Sylva dei frati minori fondatore
degli Amadeiti," in Luce e Am.ore 8 (91991) fasc. 1-12; Idem, "I1 beato Amedeo
MEnezes de Sylva e documenti inediti," in Miscellanea Framtescana 5 (1932); !r.
Morisi, Apocalypsis Noaa. Ricerche rull'origine e h formazione del testo nello p!t!!t-
Am,edeo. S-tudi storici dell'Istituto storico italiano per il Medioevo, 77 (Rome 1970),

r-96.
""An analogous case arose between the community o-f Saint Anthony of

Padua in Perugia "id th. Perugia Observants of Monteripidio, who wished to
impose on theri the obligation ofenclosure. Oncj-again in this case the matter was

resolved positively with an intervention by Sixrus fV.

"'M. Sensi , Dal m.oaim.ento erem,itico, note 176.

"'On Aprit g, 1483, the minister of Saint Agnes, Maria di G-iacomo, and the

thirty-nine sisters of Saint Agnes assembled in ch-apie1-objected to th.9 cJralSe in the
life ihey had led heretofore-. See G. Casagrand", ':IJ monastero di S' Agnese in
Perugianei secoli )OV e XV," StadifrancescaniT6 (1979) 137-69.

"'G. Casagrande, "Terziarie francescane regolari in Perugia nei secoli )C[\f
e XV," in La beata Angelina da Montegioae, 437 -91-
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against the turbulent background of the Savonarola affair at the end of the
1400s."n

The case of the Foligno congregation is about an extensive and
well-organized body with a strong sense of its own autonomy. In many other
cases of isolated foundations, the Observant poliry of regularization
succeeded in an apparendy painless manner, proving that the situation was
not the same everywhere. In Viterbo, for example, the group of Tertiaries
became dependent on the monastery of Saint Simeon in L478, after the
death of their abbess, Calidonia de la Vesca. In the 1480s, through
mediation by the Observants of Saint M^ry of Paradise and "information"
by nuns of Saints Cosmas and Damian in Rome, they merged in the form of
life of the Second Order, with enclosure and observance of the second Rule
of Saint Clare."'

The philosophy behind Observanr intervention would find one of
its most impassioned explanations in the pages of Mariano of Florence, who
provides an illuminating k"y to interpretation from the Observant
viewpoint:

All of these monasteries were joined together.... Every tlree years the
ministers of each monastery would meet together with the discreets,
celebrate the chapter and elect a minister general, who with her elected
companions would go visiting the other monasteries during the
triennium.... The care and rule of these monasteries was no small burden
for the friars of the Observance, because they were a daily source of friction
and disturbance to the Order; and tley have never ceased being such, even
to the present, because of the favor of these privileges, which t}ey were
boasting about. Thus the friars were unable to control them and lead them
on a good and safe way as they do for the others. It seemed to them that
friars had to govern them because they were obliged to, and that because of
them the friars were held in esteem. Hence, seeing that they retained only
the reputation and certain external customs from their first holy mothers,
and knowing how dangerous and less than respectable it was for women
religious, especially young ones, to be going around from Viterbo to Ascoli,
from Florence to Aquila, stopping off at inns and other places, as they
needed to do when changing, the friars decided to deprive them at least of

"*A. Benvenuti Papi - M. Nicolucci Cortini, "Le origini del Monastero di
Sant'Onofrio di Firenze," in Le terziarie francescane della beata Angelina,247 -321.

"tM. Sensi, "S. Bernardino da Siena e la beata Angelina: due versioni della
frauenfrage," in Le terziarie francescane della beata Angelina,153-88, esp. 162-63.
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the privilege of celebrating the chapter and electing the minister genera-1.-...

Because oithra loss, the silters ,r"-r., again had much love for thelriars."t'

Mariano's pitiless tirade, although dictated by prejudices that \Mere

ingrained and common, reveals an essential lack of understanding of the
spiritual reasons for a choice deeply rooted in the most authentic heritage of
Francis. It was a choice to seek perfection within the lay state. Essentially,
the Obseryants' vision of the Third Order, the one they favored, was that of
a penitential choice adapted to those still constrained by the bonds of
matrimony. They could see no other reason to prevent their
monasticizatron, which was understood as "a vehicle and instrument for
normalizing and simplifiring the moral and institutional relationships with
women's communities, which otherwise, with their indiscriminate privileges,
were harbingers of disorder and danger.""' But such L position also

represented a major misunderstanding of the oldest lay and secular values of
the Order of Penitents.

Despite the sisters' tenacity, the Observants would win out in the
end. On January 20, 1521, the bull of Leo X replaced Supra n lnteru once

and for all, with the imposition of solemn profession of vows and

enclosure."'

On May 29, 1566, Pius V closed the circle for good with Circa

pastoralis, imposing enclosure and profession of solemn vows on the

Tertiaries of all orders."'The more fragile and unprovided-for groups could

not survive the Tridentine decrees, while the others began their final
transformation into monasteries of Poor Clares. And so, with enclosure

becoming the general practice, the curtain fell on the long dispute that had

divided nuns and friars. The subject would not be open again for discussion

until several centuries later.

"oMariano of Florence, Il trnttato dcl Terz'Ordine, ouero "Libro com'e sancto

Francesco istirui e ordind el Tertio Ordine de Frati et Sore di Penitmtia et della digniti et

perfectione o aero Sanctiti. s"tto.," ed. M. Papi (Rome 1985), 490-92-

"'A. Ben enuti Papi - M. Nicolucci Cortini, "Le origini del Monastero di
Sant'Onofrior" 264.

"'For the text of this bull, see G. Andreozzi, Il Terzo Ordine regolare di San

Francesco nella sua storia e nelle sue leggi,I (Rome: Analecta TOR, 1993), 272-7 5 ' The
ministers of the Observant Friars lifi]tot drew up a new set of constitutions for the

sisters of Saint Anne, published in Perugia in t6t4 together with a Transunto della

Regola (C. Cargnoni, "Le costituzioni antiche," L2l-22").

"'R. Creytens, "LL riforma dei monasteri femminili -dopo i Decreti

tridentini," in Il Concilio di Trento e la riform.a tridentina. Atti del Coruegno 
-storico

intemazionale d.i Trento, 2-6 onobre 1963,I-(Rome-Freiburg-Basel-Vienna 1965),45-
84.
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2. The Obserttant Restoratian of the Second Order

Between n\A and 1300 the Franciscan family had contributed in
significant measure to codification of a new image of holiness. It was an
image of the lay penitent capable of attaining perfection while remaining in
the world, through a complex ascetical and mystical itinerary centered on
contemplation of and identification with the suffering humanity of Christ.
From Humiliana dei Cerchi to Rose of Viterbo, frorn Margaret of Cortona
to Angela of Foligno, the Liaes produced by their spiritual directors had
been a privileged means for the tertiary ideals to spread among the laity.
This hagiographic model was still alive among the Dominicans, at least until
the end of the fifteenth cenrury. But in the Franciscan family it was destined
to undergo a crisis with regard to pious iconography, which by then tended
to favor an image of the holy Poor Clare who was both cultured and
contemplative. For women, this was equivalent to the ideal type of the
itinerant preacher, fully engaged in the work of pastoral re-evangelization
and reconstitution of the scattered members of the Mystical Body, torn by
ecclesiastical schism.

The rebelliousness of the unyielding Tertiaries contrasted with the
holiness of Antonia of Florence.'n" A.fter a long period of militanry in the
monasteries of the Third Order Regular, first at Saint Onofrio (L429), then
at Foligno, and finally at Aquila where she was also minister, she decided to
rise from an excellent state and rank to one that was better and more perfect
and secure. It pleased God more that his handmaid should live enclosed,
rather than in open monasteries, constandy moving about from place to
place in the world, for Saint Francis had not commanded such monasteries.

And so, in order to facilitate her "laudable proposal," John of
Capistrano took her out of the monastery of Saint Elizabeth:

With great devotion on the part of all those present and with great
shedding of tears, he placed the new brides of Christ within the enclosure

"'Antonia of Florence, after entering Saint Onofrio, transferred in 1410 to
Saint Anne, where she remained three years. Then she went to L'Aquila, where she
founded Saint Elizabeth. After that she decided to become a Poor Clare, and in
1447, with the collaboration of John of Capistrano, she founded the monastery of
Corpus Domini in LAquila, where she died with a reputation for holiness on February
28, 1472. Her cult ab im.mem.orabili was approved with an equivalent decree of
beatification by Pius IX on April 17, 1847. See D. Lupinetti, Vita e lode della b.

Antunia da Firenze (Lanciano 1953). For the relevant documents, see A. Filannino, .I/
rnonastero di S. Anna lungo la storia, 264-65. On Blessed Antonia, see M. Morelli, La
beata Antonia da Firenze (L'Aquila 1972); on the monastery in L'Aquila, N. Faraglia,
"Il monastero di S. Chiara dell'Eucaristia all'Aquila detto della B. Antonia da
Firenze," Bullettino Deputazione abruzzese di storia patia (1909) 57 -72.
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forever, in the month of June, in the year of our Lord 1447, under the first
Rule that Saint Francis dictated to Saint Clare.

There is no point in relating "how many sufferings, how many
words, how many inconveniences" Blessed Antonia had to put up with from
the recalcitrant sisters of Saint Elizabeth, who "constantly hammered" at
their minister's pure intentions. Antonia's secure and blessed destiny must
have contrasted with the final catastrophe of the recalcitrant sisters:

AIl those opposed to such a holy work were shordy destroyed, right down
to the foundations of their.rmonastery, which was stripped and sold as a

dwelling-place for seculars."

Mystical and visionar/, the new Franciscan holiness for women,
having cast off the robes of the lay penitent, had now assumed the fearures
and habit of Catherine Vigri. A mystic herself, after a long and troubled
inner search, the Bolognese abbess of Corpas Domini had worked out a vision
of religious life in which she proposed the virnre of obedience to the novices
as the cornerstone and foundation of their vocation. The "tiny barking dog"
was warning her sisters of the dangers that come from a subjective and

arbitrary interpretation of the spiriutal life. Rather, "it is an excellent thing
to persevere in the place that God calls us" and to avoid "instability," which
she denounced as a temptation from the devil.'n' Catherine's proposal to
reunite the immediate and absolute nature of spiritual experience with the
monastic virtue of obedience and discipline was admittedly demanding. The
reunion was complete with the directions taken by Observant poliry in

'n'Mariano of Floren ce, Libro delle digniti. et excellentie del ordine della

serapbica m.adre delle pouere danne Santa Chiara da Assisi, ed. G. Boccali (Florence
1986),300-11.

'o'Catherine Vigri, Le sette arw,i spirituali, ed,. C. Foletti (Padua: Antenore,
1985), 115, l4l. See 

-now the new idition of the treatise edited bV 4
Degitlnnocenti (Florence: Edizioni del Galluzzo,2OOO). See^the chart.prepared
by Lino Leonardi in Scrittrici m.istiche italiane, ed. G. Pozzi - C. Leonardi (Padua

tbSS;, 261-63, which highlights the dramatic contradictions in Catherine's thought.
See also C. Leonardi "C-ateiina Vigri e l'obbedienza del diavolo," in Form'e e aicende'

Per Gioaanni Pozzi, Medioevo e tl*rnesimo,72 (Padua 1989), 119-22; F. Cardini,
"Santa Caterina da Bologna e il trattato Le sette arm,i spirituali," Studi francescani 86

(1989), 53-64, analyzes tlie treatise from the standpoint of tle metaphor of-arms, also

in relation to the Franciscan tradition. Returning to the theme of obedience see

F. Santi, "Di un Dio che obbedisce ai choidi. Caterina Vig"i e la tradizione
francescanar" in Caterina Vigri. La santa e la citth. Atti del Convegno, Bologna,
13-15 novembre 2002. Ed. C. Leonardi (Florence: SISMEL - Edizioni del
Gilluzzo, 2OO4), pp. 17 7 -18 6.
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regard to women's religious life. We know the great regard and respectJohn
of Capistrano had for her.

The lives of Catherine of Bologna and Antonia of Florence
represented the crowning of the Observants' persistent effort to completely
reorganize the women's branches of the Franciscan Order, both Tertiaries
and Poor Clares. At the beginning of the fifteenth-century there were
present in Europe about four hundred monasteries of Poor Clares
with over 15, 000 nuns, of which almost every monastery followed
I"Jrban's Rule."' From early on, the Observants had cared for the nuns of
the Second Order. This was in accord with the special attention given by the
popes to the question of the discipline of women's religious life, from the
first sporadic interventions by Martin V to the general plan for reform
initiated by Eugene fV, which was meant to involve all the orders. We know
that after leaving the conciliar see of Constance, the newly-elected Pope
Colonna stayed in Mantua from November 1418 to February L419. There
he granted the requests of Paula Malatesta, wife of Gianfrancesco Gonzaga,
first Lord of Mantua. She wished to erect a monastery of Poor Clares at
Corpus Christi. The monast€rf, founded in 1416 by Malatesta herself, was

then entrusted to the care of the Observants, who had already been active in
the city for some time. In 1420, the new community was instructed by
Franceschina da Giussano from the Urbanist Poor Clare monastery of Saint
Llrsula in Milan, where she became its abbess.'o* The religious, who obtained
papal approval that same year, chose to follow the first Rule of Saint Clare.
ln 1425, the monastery of S. Orsola passed to the observance of the
first rule through the impulse of the new abbess, Felice Meda.

From Mantua other Observant monasteries began, in Verona in
1,425, and also in Bergamo. Soon the city of the Gonzagas would become
one of the main centers for the spread of the reform of the Second Order.'nt
After Manrua, Martin V stayed in Florence from February L+19 to

'u'M. Sensi, "Chiara d'Assisi nell'LJmbria del Quattrocentor"
Collec-tanea Franciscana 64 (1994> 215-239.

'*Besides Mantua, the Poor Clares of Saint Ursula founded Corpus Chrioi
in Pesaro in 1439.

"tThe Poor Clares of Mantua founded five monasteries: Verona (1424),
Ferrara (1431), Padua (1439-1446), Treviso (1439) and Feltro (l+92)- They also

reformed two monasteries: Saint William in Ferrara (1439) and Saint Clare in
Muriano (1441). See M. Sensi, "S. Bernardino da Siena e la beata Angelina," 153-88;
G.M. Dianin, "Presenza di s. Bernardino nel Veneto e fioritura dei conventi
osservanti per intervento del Santo," in S. Bemardino, storia, cabura, spiritualiti. Ani
delle celebrazioni organizz,ate a Verona in occasisne del W centenario della nascita di s-

Bem.ardino fu Sieni Slicenza 1982), 259-74; C. Cenci "I Gonzaga e i frati minori dal
13 65 al 143 0," Arcb iaum. Franciscanum. Historim.n. 5 8 (19 65) 3 -47, 201 -7 7 .
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September 1420. Flere again the pope faced the problem of the situation of
religious women in the diocese, whose bishop was Amerigo Corsini. He
gave the Portuguese Benedictine, Gomez, the task of reorganizing and
reforming the life of the institutes, suppressing foundations already in decay,

bringing relaxed nuns back to an ordered life and monastic discipline, and
punishing the incorrigibles.

The decry of women's monasticism that grew out of the long
ecclesiastical crisis found a notable sounding board in the condemnations by
preachers. Bernardine's violent invectives against the monasteries, which
had now become "brothels," "pigsties and full of evil deeds,"'nn are famous.
Martin V's action sprang from an awareness of a situation that was no doubt
difficult, but was episodic and local in nature. A centrulized plan for
structural reform was begun only by his successor, Eugene fV, who was

brought up in the reformist circles of Venetian monasticism and thus
especially sensitive to the question of the restoration of regular life. In 1431,

the newly-elected pontiff ordered the minister general of the Friars Minor,
William of Casale, to begin a reform of the monasteries of the Second
Order. In fact a whole series of interventions concerning the monasteries in
Ferrara, initiated by the Observants, goes back to the 1430s. The aim was to
restore the discipline of monastic life or promote institutionalizion of the
monasteries. In 1437, SaintJohn Capistran, not without difficulty, but in full
agreement with the bishop Tossignani, did his best to reforrn the monastery
of Saint William, removing its abbess and placing it under Observant
supervision. Several years earlier in Ferrara, the important lay community
founded by Bernardina Sedazzai (d. 1425) and connected with the
Augustinians, had been transformed, under difficult conditions, into a Poor
Clare monastery. This learned and devout circle, an expression of the
highest spiritual and literary aspirations of the court of Ferrara, had been
responsible for the formation of Catherine Vigri, a spiritual daughter of
Lucia Mascheroni. This woman, who had replaced the mother superior in
the direction of the community, had strongly defended the group's
autonomy from an attempt by the bishop to regulanze it as Augustinian.
When, in 1432, a bull of Eugene fV ordered the Ferrara conununity to
adopt the Rule of Saint Clare and transfer to a group of Poor Clares, an

internal schism took place. Mascheroni left the community. Left to manage

the difficult situation, although probably not in the capacity of abbess, was

Catherine Vigri, already spiritualty close to Franciscanism."" The foundation

'ouD. Pacetti, "La predicazione di s. Bernardino da Siena a Perugia ,e ad

Assisi nel 1425," Collectanea Franciscana 9 (1939) 494-520;10 (1940) 6'28,161-88.

'u'On Catherine Mgti, see S. Spanb, s.v., in Dizionario biografico degli italian!
22 (Rome 1979) 381-83; Idem, "Per uno studio su Caterina da Bolo9nt," Stadi
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of Corpas Domini and the acceptance of Innocent's Rule in 1435 by the
religious ended a complex and laborious process of settling on a rule. In
1450, John of Capistrano had been vicar general of the Friars Minor of the
Observance for one year as well as of the Sisters Minor of Saint Clare or San
Damiano, also of the Observance. By the time he went to visit Vigri that
ye^r, the crisis of the monasteries in Emilia had died down once and for all.
To Corpas Cbristi in Bologna and to Saint William in Ferrara he granted a

plenary indulgence, in the event of death, after fulI observance of the Rule.'n'
And once again, out of obedience, Catherine Vigri accepted the task of
founding a new monastery in Bologna in 1456, where she was abbess until
her death in 1465.

The direct involvement of John of Capistrano ensured that the
reform of the Second Order got off the ground. His activity, as we have
seen, was aimed at regularizing the penitential phenomena on the one hand,
and on the other, at bringing back to its original purity the form of life of
the Poor Clares. ln 1445, at the request of Sister Elizabeth of the monastery
in Mantua, he wrote the Exposition on the Rule of Saint Clare,'o" which was
intended to be a handbook for the "perfect Poor Clare" as understood by
the Observants."" But on February 5,1447, with the btill Ordinis tai, Eugene
fV declared that only four of the 118 precepts mentioned in Capistrano's
commentary were obligatory. They were the ones concerning the main vows
of obedience, poverty, enclosure and chastity."'

It is not to be thought however that the reform was
undertaken "from on Hghr" without an effective and conscous
involvement on the part of the communities. It can be affirmed that

m.edieaali 12 (1971) 713-59; G. Alberigo "Caterina da Bologna dall'agiografia alla
storia religiosa," in Atti e mem.orie della Deputazione di storia patria per le prwince di
Rwtagna 15-66 (1963-1965),5-23. G. Zani "Il libro e la voce. Santi e culti a Bologna
da Caterina de' Vigri a Clelia Barbieri," (secoli XV-)OC), in Storia della Cbiesa d.i

Bologna, ed. L. Paolini - P. Prodi, II (Bergamo 1997), 45-78. See T. Lombardi,
Profilo di S. Caterina Vigri (Rovigo 1980).

'n*See. G. Hofer, Giouanni da Capestrano. Una aita spesa nella lotta per la
riforma della Chiesa (L'Aquila 1955),321.

'n"L.M. Nriflez, "Explicatio primae regulae s. Clara auctore Fr. Nicolao de
Auximo OFM (1446) deque alia auctore s. Iohanne Capistranense (1445)," Archiaum
Franciscanum Historicun. 5 (1912) 299 -3 14.

""E. Franceschini, "La 'perfetta clarissa' secondo san Giovanni da

Capestrano," in Idem, Nel segno di Francesco, ed. F. Casolini - G. Giamba (S. Maria
degli Angeli 1988), +23-27. See also F. Borzumato, "san Giovanni e le clarisse: gli
intlrventi a favore del secondo ordine," in ldeali di perfezione ed esperienze d.i riftrrna in
S. Giwanni da Capestrano,155-61.

"' Bullarium Franciscanum. tr.s., n. 1 045, 5 24-2 6.
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exactly where the initiatives developed in L spontaneous manner
within the monasteries it was the sisters themselves who first wanted
to embrace the austere Rule of Clare, which became the object of
renewed interest as the ver:racular versions and new expositions of the
text demonstrate. In this perspective the return to the Rule of Clare
"became the element of identification and of rediscovery of their own
spiritual origins, with the importance of poverty.""'

The monastery of Santa Lucia di Foligno is exemplary in this
sense, which was reformed in 1448, and the ancient monastery of
Monteluce was aggregated to the obsenyance. Cradle of the third
order regular movement, Umbria was also the center for the
irradiation of the second Franciscan Order of the Observance in
central [ta,ly."' Umbria, the cradle of the Third Order Regular, was
also the center from which the Second Order of the Observance
spread in central Italy. From the center in Perugia the push for reform
reached other centers: in 1500 the Observant Tertiary communiry of Saint
Sebastian in Borgo San Sepolcro, in 1509 the monastery of the Poor Clares
of the Holy Trinity in Gubbio and in 1518 the one in Norcia, and finally in
1526 the monastery in Citti di Castello was reformed."o

The foundation in Foligno began in 1424, following the arival of
a small group of five sisters from Sulmona."' The lord of the city,

"'y'^. MLrrini, "il recupero della memoria de Chiara nell'Osservanza,"
in Clara claris preclarn, pp.525-538, here p. 533.

"'M. Sensi, Le Osseruanze francescane nell'Italia central (sec. XIV-XV)
@ome: Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini, 1985).

"oMem.oriale di Monteluce, 69-128. For the long list of reformed monasteries
in central Italy, see M. Sensi, "Clarisses entre spirituels et observants," I I 1.

"tS. Lucia was founded by a group of nuns coming from the
monastery of S. Clare of Sulmona of the Urbanist Poor Clares, led by sister
Alessandrina. Banished, they took refuge for some time at I"AquiIa, before
transferring to Foliguo. For the events of S. Lucia consult, A.E. Scandella,
Ricordanze del rnon&stero di S. Lucia in Foligno (Assisi: Edizioni Porziuncola,
1987); C.A. Lainati, "Monastero di S. Lucia a Foligno. Una torre e un
progrzrmma di povertir" Forrna sororarn 2 (1965> 182-191; L. Cononici, Santa
Lucia e il monastero delle Clarisse (Foligno, L973)i Idem, S. Lucia di Foligno.
Storia d,i un rnonafiero e di un ideale (Assisi: Edizioni Porziuncola, 1974); M.
Sensi, "f monastery e bizzocagg1 dell'Osservanza francescana nel secolo XV a
Folignor" in All'ornbra della chiara luce. Biblioteca seraphico-cappuccina., 75,
ed. A. florowski (Rome: Istituto Storico dei Capuccini, 2005), pp. 87-f75.
Concerning the significant literary ouq)ut of the monastery, consult J.
Dalarun, F. Zinelli, "Le manuscript des soeurs de Santa Lucia de Foligno,"
Stadi Medianli 40-46 (2005) 117-167; Idem, "Santa Lucia de Foligno.
Histoire, Litt6rature et th6ologie dans un monastEre de Clarisse
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Conrad Trinci, gave them a garder where there was a tower, while the
bishop James Elmi assigned to the sisters the adiacenr monassteri of
Santa Lucia until then inhabited by Augustinian sisters. Alessandrina,
in her role as Abbess, favored the passage of the community to the
obedience of the Friars Minor of the Obsenrance. The relationships of
the sisters of Santa Lucia with the Friars minor was not easy from the
beginning, because the Observants of the nearby convent of S.
Bartomeo fearing that this was a new penitential monastery
(bizzocaggio), alleged the pretext that th"y were already committed to
the spiritual direction of the third order sisters of S. Anjna, but after
the intervention of Martin V they accepted the obligation. Gradually,
under the terrn of the Abbess Margaret (1441-1449) Santa Lucia
perfected its transformation into a closed monastery, protected with
wall and grates, subject to the Friars Minor of the Observance, while
in 1448, as was said, a group of nventy-four nuns transferred to
Monteluce to direct this monastery too, according to the forrua aitae
observed at Foligno.

The relationship of the sisters with the Obselrance remained
good until L+69, when led by their abbess, Cecilia Coppoli, an
authoritative figure in the reform movement in centralltaly,"n alienated all
the monastery's revenues, citing the necessary expenses of rcorganization.
Having reached a state of utter destitution, the Poor Clares, who until then
had professed the Llrbanist Rule, decided that from now on they would "live
according to the first Rule of our mother Saint Clare." The reaction of the
Observants in the face of the sisters' unilateral choice was particularly
severe. This sudden action was punished by immediately transferring the
abbess Cecilia to the monastery of Saint Clare in Urbino. Probably the
brothers feared "the burden of the work, in that th"y would have been
responsible for b"ggrog for this monastery."'But the religious in Foligno
did not give up until eight years later, in 1476, when they obtained oral
authorization from Pope Sixtus IV on his visit to the monastery. This
recognition was later drawn up in a bull dated October 29, 1476. The next
year the nuns solemnly professed the first Rule before the vicar general,

Observantes," in Identitds franciscaines h PAge des Riforrnes. Actes du Colloque
Camb6ry, 5-6 f6wier 200+ (Clermont-Femand: Presses LIniversitaires Blaise-
Pascal, 2005), pp. 363-384.

"nSee A. Fantozzi, "Documenti intorno alla beata Cecilia Coppoli clarissa
(1426-1500)," Archiaum. Franciscanum, Historicam. 19 (1926) 194-225; Idem, "La
riforma osservante dei monasteri delle Clarisse in Italia centrale," Arcbiuum.
Franciscanum. Historicun. 23 (1930) 3 6 I -82.

"'M. Sensi, "Dalle bizzoche alle 'Clarissa dell'Osseervanzar"", p. 74.
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Peter of Naples. fu in the case of the Tertiaries, the differences berween the
Poor Clares of Foligno and the Observants had been resolved in favor of the
nuns. According to the monastic chronicle, all the superiors who through
intimidation and abuse of authority had impugned the sisters' choice died a

horrible death. Not only that, some visions had prophetically attested to
their eternal damnation."' On the other hand, it seems that Monteluce never
formally professed the first Rule, and this would explain the more peaceful
relationship between the Perugia monastery and the Friars Minor, which
would favor the monastery's leadership in the reform initiatives in central
Italy.z7" The monastery in Pesaro, on the other hand, was founded in 1439 by
the Milanese Poor Clares. The purity of Franciscan life there was ensured
by the presence of Felice Meda, the first abbess of Saint Ursula, by Baptista
Malatesta, widow of the duke of Pesaro, and by Soave, daughter of the count
of Montefeltro.

In southern Italy, the outstanding monastery was that of
Montevergine in Messina, founded in 1464 by the ladies of the Calafato
family. Its abbess was Eustochia, who had regular contact with Cecilia
Coppoli and the reform movement in central ftaly."" Like the Poor Clares in
Foligno, this exemplary abbess, surrounded by an unquestionable reputation
for holiness, had to face considerable problems in order to see the strict
observance of the first Rule applied."'

But Capistrano was unsuccessful in connecting to the Observance
the reform movement that arose in France through the work of Colette
Boellet of Corbie (1381-1477)."'John had the greatest respect for Colette,
and he went to see her in Besangon in t442. But the French experience
developed in an autonomous and original manner with respect to the Italian
experience. In ltaly, the movement was not uniform in character, but it
spread by gemination through the influence of various centers of reform.
Thus it developed gradually and in a diffuse manner. In France, on the other

""fhe clash between the Poor Clares "observing according to the Rule"
and the Observants was very serious, and it did not die down even after the favorable
pronouncement by Sixnrs fV. For a summary of the chronicle of the Foligno
monastery, see E. Canepa, "L'Osservanzt al femminile: i rapporti fra le terziarie
della beata Angelina e le clarisse riformate umbre," in Le terziarie francescane della

beata Angelina,2l-31.
"'See lbidem.,29-30.

'*"F. Terrizzi, La beata Eustochi.a (1434-1485) (Messin41982).
"'On this question, see M. Sensi, "Clarisses entre spirituels et observants,"

tt2-t6.
'*'See Ubald d'Alengon, "Documents sur la r6forme de ste. Colette en

France," Archiaum Franciscanurn Historicum 2 (1909) 447-56,6A0-D;3 (1910) 82-97.
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hand, the initiave was begun directly by Colette and remained centralized,
immediately adopting the first Rule and Colette's constitutions.

Colette was an extraordinary and unique woman, as was her life
story. Before establishing a reformed congregation of women, she had many
experiences: as a Beguine, Benedictine, Franciscan Tertiary, Urbanist Poor
Clare and anchoress. So many changes attest to a deep religious unease.'*' In
1406, Pope Benedict )OlI directed her to reform the Second Order, and
together with her confessor, the Franciscan Henry of Baume,'*{ Colette
assumed leadership of the reform movement in France. In accord with
Henry, she preferred to leave her reform under obedience to the minister
general of the Order instead of joining the Observants. It was only in L517,
by will of the pope, that the Colettines passed to the care of the Observants.

Colette began a particularly strict reform, inspired by the Rule of
Saint Clare. For this purpose, probably in 142A, she had a copy of the first
Rule sent from the protomonastery in fusisi to the house founded by her, in
1418, in Besangon."' The constitutions were later approved by Pius II.
Because of the strictness of their observance, her nuns were known as "the
untamed women of Puy."

One characteristic feature of the initiative of Colette of Corbie and
Henry of Baume was the close link berween the First and Second Order,
both of which worked for the reform with shared intent. For her
monasteries, Colette wanted chaplains animated by the most authentically
Franciscan ideals. These chaplains, who had at their service questing friars,
were called Colettans.'* The movement's success made it difficult for the

2tl3n'n'For a profile of Colette, see M. D'Alatri, s.v., in Bibliotbeca Sanctorum'-N
(Rome 1964), 76-81. G. Barone, s.v. Il grandc libro d.ei sa,nti. Dizionario
enciclopedico, eds. C. Leonardi, Vol. l. A Riccardi, G. Zari (Cinisello Balsamo,
1998), pp. 465--467. H.er life, written by her fellow sister Pierina de la Roche, is
published in Aaa Sanctorum., Martii, I (Paris 1865), 531-626. See the extensive
monograph by E. Lopez, Culture et sainteti. Colene de Corbie (1381-1447),
CERCOR/Travaux et Recherches 5 (Universit6 de Saint-Etienne 1994). See L.
Lehmann, "Neue Studien zur h. Coleta von Corbie und ihrer Zeit," Collectanea
Franciscana 65 (1995) 643-63.

'**Ubald d'Alengon, "Vita fratris Henrici de Balma," Archiaum, Franciscanum.
Historicum 2 (1909) 601-07; Idem, "Lettres in6dites de Guillaume de Casale i ste.
Colette," Etudes franciscaines 19 (1908) 460-89, 668-91; E. De Vregille "Le
bienheureux Flenri de Baume (1366-1439) et les documents concernant son culte
imm6morial," La. France franciscaine 2 (1913) 245-57; H. Lippens, "Henry de Baume
coop6rateur de ste. Colette. Recherches sur sa vie et publication de ses statuts
in6dits," Sacris erud.ire I (1948) 232-76.

"tThe copy of this Rule is still preserved in the public library of Besangon.

'*oSee P. P6ano, "L'Osservanza in Francia," in Il rinnoaamento del
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Observants to penetrate Burgundy since the Colettans, even amid serious
conflicts, remained as a rule under the minister general and ministers
provincial of the Community.

During her life, Colette founded fifteen monasteries, all of them in
France. Other foundations followed later as the Colettines spread from
France into Belgium, Holland and Germany. A special caregory of
Colettines were the sisters of the Ave Maria monastery in Paris, who sprang
up in 1435 and were known for their special practices of mortification.
Another French reformed branch was the Order of the Annunciation. These
were not Poor Clares, strictly speaking, but were subject to the Observants
and shared in the privileges of the Poor Clares. The congregation was
founded by the queen of France, Joan of Valois, dfr the help of the
Franciscan Gilbert Nicolai (aka Blessed Gabriel-Marie).

Another group of reformed Poor Clares was in Spain. These were
the Conceptionists, founded in Toledo in 1480 through the initiarive of
Blessed Beatrice of Silva. The religious, whose instirute was called the
Congregation of the Immaculate Conception, at first followed the
Cistercian Rule. Later, through the efforts of Cardinal Francisco Ximenes,
some of them embraced the Rule of Saint Clare, in the convent of Saint
Francis. In 1511,Julius II approved the Rule of the nuns of the fmmaculate
Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mrry. In 1520, they had all the privileges
of the Friars Minor and the Poor Clares. The minisrer general, Francisco
Quifrones (1523-1527), dictated special statutes for them, which were very
strict regarding enclosure and contact with seculars, even one's own
relatives. Maria de Agreda (d. 1665) belonged to this Order."'

3. The Poor Clares in tbe Fifteenth Centary between Deuotion and
Leartting

In the fifteenth centurf, it was the triangle consisting of pope,
Observants, and ruling oligarchies that determined the Second Order's
consolidation and profoundly marked its external appearance. The women's

francescanesimo, 261-74, esp. 270-71. For the constitutions of Henry of Baume and
their spirituality, as well as for the events related to the strained relationship with the
Observants, see D. Nimmo, "The Genesis of the Observance," in lbidem, pp.109-47,
esp. 137-40. See also G. Odoardi "Coletani," in Dizionario degli Istituti di Perfezione
III, (Rome: Edizioni Paoline, 1975), l2ll-17; J. Zwicker, "Colettaner in der
Franziskanerprovinz Burgund, " He lu etia S acra V/ 1 (Bern e 197 8), 3 13 -46.

"'P. Pauwels, I francescani e la Immacolata concezion,( Rome 1904), pp. 149-
51; on the papal documents of approval for this institute, see P. Maranesi, L'inizio
delle dispute, il cuncilio di Basilea e i dorum.enti pontifici sull'Immacolata Concezione, in t
volume soon to be published.
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Franciscan Order became the privileged outlet for princesses and noble girls
of the ruling classes, in a complicated network of devotional aspirations and
agnatic strategies. The Franciscan Marryrology lists Felice Meda from
Milan (d. 1444),"' Baptista Malatesta (d. l4+8), Paula Malatesta, Seraphina
Sforza (d. 1478), daughter of the count of Urbino,'*' the poets Baptista of
Montefeltro,"" Elizabeth Farnese and Girolama of Castiglione. Beyond their
privileged status, these women who left the splendor of the courts ae often
marked by dramatic personal life stories. In fact, in some cases it almost
seems as if they wish to recapture, through religious life, the dignity and
peace lost in the disorder and violence that were habitual practice in the life
of the great Renaissance families. An example is Seraphina of the counts of
Montefeltro. At first, she entered the monastery solely to escape the
assassination attempts of her husband, Alexander Sforza, but later she
became a model Poor Clare."' Ffowever, the process of separation is not
always able to protect them completely. Regular practice of the interior life
can then erupt into autobiographical confession. In Camilla Baptista
Varano, daughter of the Lord of Camerino, a refined and cultured woman,
contemplation of Christ's passion is mixed with weeping over the
assassination of her three brothers and her father, who was strangled by a

killer hired by the Borgias."' FIer writing discloses itself to her spirirual

"'See F. Meda, "LJna insigna clarissa milanesa, la B. Felice Meda (1378-
I 4 1 4)," Arch iuum. Franciscanum, Historiatn 20 (1927), 241 - 5 9 .

"'She became abbess of the monastery in Pesaro in L47 5.

""C. Cenci, "Il testamenro della beaa Cecilia Coppoli da Perugia e di
Battista da Montefeltro," Arcbiaum. Franciscan Historicum 69 (1976) 219-26.

"'The novelistic biography of Seraphina takes us back to the dark intrigues
of a Renaissance court. Daughter of the counts of Montefeltro, in 1448 she 

-was

forced to marry by proxy Alexander Sforza, Lord of Pesaro, who was much older
than she. The union, arranged for political reasons by her tutor, Cardinal Prospero
Colonna, was unhappy. Seraphina gave herself up to a life of frivolity, and her
husband accused her of poisoning and adultery. So he tried to kill her by poisoning
her and then suangling her with his own hands. In 1458, Seraphina entered the Poor
Clare monastery of. Corpus Domini, where her conduct was exemplary, atoning for
her past errors with asceticism and harsh penances. Finally she managed to reconcile
with her husband. Repentant and converted by the example of his wife, he often went
to visit her, receiving from her help and spiritual comfort. See G.B. Negiaru Vita
della beata Serafina Febria Sforza, Rome 1754; F. Madiai, "Sulla monacazione di
Sveva Monefeltro Sforza, signore di Pesaro," Le Marcbe 3 (1903) 269-76; Idem,
"Nuovi documenti su Sveva di Montefeltro Sforza," in Le Marche 9 (1909) 94-142;
G. Franceschini "Di Sveva Montefeltro Sforza (la beata Serafina)," Studia Picenum.25
(t957), t33-57.

"'Camilla was born in Camerino, in 1458, of Giulio Cesare Varano.
Although she was an illegitimate daughter, she had a very refined upbringing. But
the influence of the Observants, who were very active in the Marches, was decisive in
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father, Dominic of Leonessa, as "the story of my most unhappy
happiness.""'

These young women, given their noble or mercantile-bourgeois
background, are able to read, both in the vernacular and Latin, and some

can also write. Completely literate, they have nothing in corlmon with the
classic model of the uneducated religious, whose learning is nourished by
divine illumination alone. The intellectual life of the monasteries is not
unimportant. Often it is directly linked to the courts, which in many cases

are responsible for their foundation and with which there is a mutual
exchange: one of support and protection on the part of the prince and his

family, and one of spiritual patronage on the part of the monastery. "Noble,
educated, authors of devout texts of considerable spiritual and literary
interest, the Poor Clares who lived berween the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries represent perhaps the leading edge or reference place for that
special feminine presence in the religious life and literary society of early
sixteenth-century Italy, already noted several years ago in rwo famous

studies, but not yet sufficiently investigated."* The Franciscan women were

conspicuous for their devotion and learning, and the Observant monasteries

had scriptoria"t and sizeable libraries,"o where, alongside the classic texts of

her decision to become a Poor Clare. She entered the monastery in Urbino, in 1481,

overcoming the resistance of her father, who three years later acquired a rnonastery
of Olivetans i.r Ca*erino. There Camilla Baptista introduced the first Rule, with no
dispensations from poverty, once again opposilg her father who wanted to endow
hei with revenues. tn the monasterylhe pursued her writing, but in 1501 her life was

tragically marked by the death of her father and three brot}ers,.kil1ed by Valentino,
whi conquered Camerino. Baptista was forced to seek refuge in Fermo. After the
death of Alexander VI and the Lnd of Borgia, she was able to re-enter her native city
with her remaining brother. However she often left her monaste-ry to^establish new
foundations in Fermo and Sanseverino. She died in L524. See G. Boccanera,

"Biografia e scritti della B. Camilla Battista Varano clarissa di Camerino (1458-

1524)," Miscellanea Franciscana 57 (1957) 64-94,230-94,333-65; Camillq Battista da

Varaio e il suo tem.Po, Atti del Convegno di studi per il V centenario del monastero
delle Clarisse di Camerino, 7-9 settembre 1984 (Camerino 1987)-

"" Scrittrici m.isticbe italiane,307 .

'"rG. Zarci "La vita religiosa femminile tra devozione e chiostro: testi devoti
in volgare editi tra il t475 e iI 1520" in I frni m.inori tra '400 e '500, Atti dei

Con elni della Societi internazionale di studi francescani, 12 (Assisi 1986), pp' 127-

68, here p. 128.

"tSee U. Nicolini, "I Minori Osservanti di Monteripido e lo 'scriptorium'
delle clarisse di Monteluce in Perugia nei secoli XV e XVI," Picenum' Seraphicam 8

(1e71) 100-30.

"''See S. Martinelli Spanb, "La biblioteca del 'Corpus Domini'-b919g19s9:
I'inconsueto spaccato di una cultura monastica femminile," La bibliofilia 87 (1986) 1-

23; for the iib.rry of Blessed Antonia in L'Aquila, see G. Marinangeli, "Il
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Franciscan piety and devotion, there were also manuals of grammar and
rhetoric. In the silence of claustral life, Caterina Vigri incarnated the
perfect ideal of t nun artist, copyist and miniaturist with an
extraoridinary Breviaqf" and as a prolific author of hymns and lauds.'o

Poor Clares sometimes became the recipients of religious, ascetical
and devotional literature, also in the vernacular, as is clear from the
inscriptions in these spiritual works. There are texts containing precepts for
the moral and religious life, such as the Rule for the Spiritual Lrf, by the
Observant Franciscan, Cherubino of Spoleto. At first it circulated as a

manuscript in the monasteries, but later it was printed in Florence, in l+77,
udth an inscription to the merchant Giacomo Bongianni, a, devout
penitent."' Flowever, Poor Clares are mentioned not only as pious
beneficiaries of devotional texts, but also as authors. Numerous texts of
considerable depth were conceived in Poor Clare cloisters, worls such as

Tbe Seaen Spiritual Weapons by Catherine Vigri, published in Bologna in
147 5,"*' or Tbe Mental Dolors of Christ by Camilla Baptista Varano,""
published in 1488. Other works were not published, such as The Book of the

francescanesimo in Abruzzo al tempo di s. Giovanni da Capestrano," in S. Giouanni
da Capestraruo nella Chiesa e nella societi del ruo ternpl, ed. Edith and Lajos Pisztor
(L'Aquila 1989), 55-99, esp. 73. In this regard, the difference between monasteries of
the Second and Third Order should be emphasized. See S. Brufani, "I codici
Vaticani e Barberiniani 4015 e 4025," in Le terziarie francescane della beata Angelina,
323-41.

"'kegare con lc irnagine. Il Brwiario di Caterina Virgi, eds. V.
Fortunati & C. Leonardi (Florence: SISMEL, Edizioni del Galluzzo,2OO4).

'*Caterina Vig1i, Irrrdi trattati, e lettere, ed. S. Serventi (Florence:
SISMEL, Edizioni del Galluzzo, 2000).

''On the itinerant preacher Cherubino (1414-1484), see R. Rusconi,
"Cherubino da Spoleto (da Negroponte)," in Dizionario biagrafico degli italiani, )O([V
(Rome 1980, 4+6-53, but also M. Petrocchi, Storia della ryiritualiti. italiana (sec. XIil-
-@ (Rome 1984), 14547; G. Zrri, Le sante aiae. Profezie di corte e deaozione

fem.m.inile tra'400 e'5A0 (Turin: Rosenberg & Sellier, 1990), pp. 33-41.
t""G. Zxri "Ecrits spirituels in6dits de Catherine de Bologne (1413-1463) et

de ses soeurs," in Sainte Claire d',4ssise et sa posteriti (Paris: LINESCO , 1995),2194A.
"'S.. G. Boccanera, "Biografia e scritti della B. Camilla Battista Varano

clarissa di Camerino (I458-1524):' Miscelhnea Franciscana 57 (1957) 64-94,230-94,
333-65; C.B. Varano, Le opere spiritualt, ed. G. Boccanera, Jesi 1958. For her
Autobiographyr pr€served in a codex of the Olivetan Antonio di Spagna, see G.
Mascia, "Due manoscritti francescani della Biblioteca Oratoriana di Napoli: B.
Camilla Varano e S. Giovanni da Capestrano," Studi e ricerche francescane 9 (1980)
247-79. See also S. Di Mattia Spirito, "IJna figura del francescanesimo femminile tra
Quattrocento e Cinquecento: Camilla Battisa Varano (problemi e ricerche)," in
Cultura e societi nell'halia m.ed.ieaale. Studi per Paola Brezzi,Il( Rome 1988), 295-31+.
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Passion by Eustochia Calafato from Messina,'"' but they circulated
nonetheless as manuscripts inside and outside the Order. There were
hagiographic legends, such as the biography of Catherine of Bologna
written by her fellow sister Illuminata Bembo,"" or that of Eustochia
Calafato written by Giacoma Pollicirlo.'"* Other women, such as Catherine
Guarnieri of Osimo"" and Baptista Alfani of Perugia"'n wrote the histories of
their monasteries, an expression of considerable self-awareness on the part
of the religious concerning their own vocational choice. The learned
Franciscan nuns are no longer limited to dictating their ecstatic and mystical
experiences to scribes. They write them themselves.

""F. Terrizn, Il libro della Passiane scritto dalla beata Eustocbia Calafato
Clarissa m.essinese (1434-148i), Messina 1979. On Eustochia, see C. Costanza,
"Ricerca bibliografica sulla vita di Eustochia Calafato, beata messinese," Historica 36
(1983) 157-74; Idem, "Ricerca bibliografica sulla beatificazione di Eustochia
Calafato, beata messinese," Historica 37 (1984) 3-20.

"''Illuminata Bembo, Specchio di illuminaziane, ed. S. Mostaccio
(Florence: SISMEL, Edizioni del Galluzzo,2OOl). Idem, "tJno specchio per
tutte. Percorsi dall'illuminazione solitaria alla communi6," h Caterina Vig"i.
La santa e la. cini., pp. 187-194.

"'*Sister Jacopa Pollicino wrote the biography of Eustochia Calafato
Colonna *o y."ri after her death, upon assignmeni by eecilia Coppoli. The text,
sent by Pollicino to Foligno, was rewritten by Sisters Girolama Vaccari and Cecilia
Ansalone. After a a vocation that met with strong opposition, in 1449 Eustochia was
a Poor Clare in the monastery in Bassicono. Then she founded a monastery of the
first Rule in 1458. She was beatified in 1782 and canonized in 1976 through the good
offices of Giorgio La Pira. See F. Terizzi, La beata Eustocbia (1434-148I) (Messina
1982), with an edition of her life, strongly imbued with t}re miraculous, and
documents related to her family, to the two monasteries of Basicb and Montevergine,
and to tlre reform she promoted. See also Eustocbia di Messina: Attaaliti' di una santa
(Messina 1988). Another Calafato, Franceschina (d. 1484), also became a Poor Clare.

""Sister Catherine Guarnieri wrote t}re chronicle of the monastery of Saint
Lr.y in Foligno, from the date of its foundation until 1536. See Ricordnnze del

m.onastero di S. Lucia osc. di Foligno (cronache 1424-1786), ed. A.E. Scandella (Assisi:
Edizioni Porziuncola, 1987).

"'oln 1488, Sister Baptista Alfani wrote La storia del monastero di Monteluce
per aolonti. della badessa Lucia da Foligno. La cronaca della riforrna osseruante d.el 1488.
See Mem.oriah di Monteluce. Cronaca del m.unastero delle clarisse in Perugia dal 1448 al
/838 (fusisi: Edizioni Porziuncola, 1983).


